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Preface

This manual describes the controls of the DirX DSA, and provides a framework for their use.
Topics include:

• Planning for the Directory

• Designing and implementing the schema

• Establishing security and other policies

• Distributing the Directory

DirX Document Set
The DirX document set consists of the following manuals:

• DirX Introduction. Use this book to obtain conceptual information about the X.500 standard
and how DirX implements the standard.

• The DirX Administration Guide. Use this book to understand the basic DirX administration
tasks and how to perform them with the DirX administration tools dirxcp and dirxadm.

• DirX Administration Reference. Use this book to obtain reference information about DirX
administration tools and their command syntax, string representations for attributes,
configuration files, environment variables and file locations of the DirX installation.

• DirX Advanced Administration Notes (this manual). Use this book to obtain reference
information about advanced DirX administration tasks.

• DirX Release Notes. Use this book to install DirX and to understand the features and
limitations of the current release.
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Notation Conventions
Boldface type

In command syntax, bold words and characters represent commands or keywords that must
be entered exactly as shown.

In examples, bold words and characters represent user input.

Italic type
In command syntax, italic words and characters represent placeholders for information that
you must supply.

[  ]
In command syntax, square braces enclose optional items.

{  }
In command syntax, braces enclose a list from which you must choose one item.

In Tcl syntax, you must actually type in the braces, which will appear in boldface type.

 |
In command syntax, the vertical bar separates items in a list of choices.

...
In command syntax, ellipses indicate that the previous item can be repeated.

/opt/dirx
The exact name of the root of the directory where DirX programs and files are installed.  The
default installation directory is /opt/dirx on UNIX systems and
C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx on Windows NT systems. During installation the installation
directory can be specified.In this manual the installation-specific portion of pathnames is
shown in italic using the default directory /opt/dirx. Throughout the manual the UNIX style for
pathnames is used.
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Introduction

This manual covers some advanced administrative aspects of DirX DSAs, and also
provides a synopsis of all the administrative features of the DirX DSA. Particular topics
are:

l Planning for the Directory (page 5)

l Overview of the controls for DirX (page 11)

l Policies for the DirX DSA (page 19)

l Security (page 33)

l Designing the DIT and the schema (page 45)

l Distributing the Directory - naming contexts and references (page 96)

l Distributing the Directory - Shadowing (page 121)

It presumes some knowledge of the following topics:

l DIT design and the schema

l Administrative entries, subentries, and their uses

l Security

l Distributed operations

l Shadowing

It also presumes knowledge of the material contained in the DirX Administration Guide,
particularly the use of the dirxadm and dirxcp tools, and the use of scripts for these. See,
for example, “Using Tcl Scripts with dirxadm and dirxcp” and other items under Tcl in the
index for the DirX Administration Guide (particularly the use of continuation characters).

An Appendix (Appendix A - page 163) is included which describes the imaginary company
PQR on which the examples are largely based.

Many of the examples are based on the use of a database based on PQR. To create this
database, see the beginning of Appendix A.

This database will be referred to as "the PQR database".
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Planning for the Directory

Plans
The distributed nature of the Directory means that it interacts with a wide range of
corporate activity. It will usually be necessary to create and maintain a plan for its use.

Appendix A is an illustration of such a plan for an imaginary manufacturing company, in
general accordance with Example 1. You could structure a fuller plan by following the
template of this example.

Example 1: A template for a plan for the Directory service

0. Control

Include contents list, version, and other formal information relating to the document.

1. Introduction

Explain the purpose of the document

2. General

Explain the scenario within which the Directory service may operate, and the intentions that it may be intended
to fulfil. This section should be concise, with details left to later sections. It should be fairly static, and, in
discussing the service, should define principles rather than specifics.

2.1 Company scenario

Explain the nature of the company from the viewpoint of the Directory, and the impact that this may have on the
nature of the service that may be required.

2.2 The company Directory service

Explain the nature of the planned service in detail; enumerate the users of the service and its broad application.
Indicate how it will be accessed, and how managed. Indicate the relationship, if any, with other Directory
services (e.g. external public services, or those provided by customers or suppliers).

2.2.1 Purposes of Directory

Explain the objectives that the service is to fulfil. This may be expanded, where necessary, by a data-model,
expressed in non-directory terms, but with a clear idea of the relationship between the information and its
representation by Directory objects

2.2.2 Structure and distribution

Explain the general strategy for the representation of information within your part of the DIT in terms of tree
structures that support searching, administration, distribution, and shadowing.
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2.2.3 Access

Explain the general strategy Directory user agents or other mechanisms used to access the Directory, so as to
fulfil the previously defined objectives (e.g. the use of LDAP, web browsers).

Data sources

State how the main body of data is to be acquired and placed in the directory; e.g.:

• Centralised synchronisation with pre-existing data-bases

• Decentralised management

2.3.4 Management

Outline the organisation required to maintain the Directory service, including matters such as:

• General policy (security, quality-of-service, availability)

• Technical management (maintenance of policies, distributed operations and networking, shadowing)

• Data capture and maintenance to the required level of accuracy

• Operations, including backup

2.3.6 Legal issues

Compile data protection and other legal issues of data ownership rights and their resolution.

2.3.7 Low-level policies

Identify standards and styles (e.g. for names of people and higher-level nodes) which support the Directory
objectives. It should state rules rather than specific examples of the rules (e.g. a rule such as “organizational-
unit names should, where possible, be commonly understood abbreviations or short names, such as
‘Accounts’”)

3. Service implementation

Describe the details of the Service, as selected to achieve the Directory objectives.

3.1 Registration Issues

Identify issues, particularly with regard to:

• Names at the top of subtrees owned by your company

• Assigned object identifiers

If appropriate, point to persons, organisations, and procedures involved in this issue.

3.2 Distribution Structure

Identify your DSAs and describe the way in which your part of the DIT is to be carved up between them.
Describe distribution arrangements, including the use of shadowing (details are covered later), and the use of
cross-references.
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Include details of DSAs that are “adjacent” to your DSA (e.g. referenced by knowledge references, shadowing
arrangements, etc.).

3.5 Shadowing

Describe shadowing agreements that are needed to fulfil the objectives of the distribution policy.

3.3 Administrative Area Breakdown

Identify the subdivision of your part of the tree into administrative areas and the general policies which you wish
to use to regulate them. Define and explain the use of access control inner areas or collective attribute inner
areas, when used.

3.4 Schema details

Describe generally applicable schema details, enumerating:

• Unusual attributes, object classes, and name forms, plus any special information on the use of standard
attributes

• Subschema details, including structure rules and content rules, applicable in each part of the DIT for which
you are responsible.

3.5 Administrators

List the administrators that will be tasked with maintaining your part of the DIT.

Also list the administrators who will be concerned with other parts of the DIT with which your part of the service
will interact, together with details of the DSAs (etc.) for which they are responsible. Maintain records of
password-holders.

3.6 Security

Describe the authentication and access control strategies, including identification of administrative users,
privileges of other users, etc., for each access control administrative area.

4 Skeleton tree

Define the names of important nodes in your tree, using the exact form in which they are to be maintained (e.g.
“PQR” as opposed to PQR AG”), organisational units (e.g. “Head-quarters Unit” as opposed to “HQ”), localities,
.etc.
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Object Identifiers
You may need to define your own attributes, object classes, name forms, etc.

To do this, your organisation (if it has not done so already) will need to contact an ISO or
country registration authority, to obtain its own part of the object identifier registration tree,
or, at least, to gain access to an equivalent service. Having acquired this, your
organisation then needs to establish registration procedures, covering topics such as:

l The delegation of parts of the DIT to subordinate registration authorities within the
organisation

l The allocation of object identifiers for specific purposes

l The procedures for registration and the documentation of each registration, to ensure
that each object identifier is used once for a stable purpose

The essence of an object identifier is that it corresponds to an object which is stable within
well defined limits. A user of an object identified by a specific object identifier should be
able to use the object within the limits of procedures defined for the object, and in
particular, requirements for backwards compatibility. For example:

l If an object identifier specifies an application context supported by an application, the
application must support the relevant protocols: the protocol cannot be changed in
such a way that it cannot be used by a client unaware of the change (‘88 DAP and ‘93
DAP use the same application context value because the two protocols are similar
enough to permit the ‘88 DUAs to access ‘93 DSAs and vice versa)

l If an attribute is defined with particular syntax and semantics, users can expect these
to stay the same, or at least not to cause errors

In particular, organisations should not amend standard definitions to suit their own
purposes (e.g. adding new optional attributes to standard object classes).

You may be assigned a particular base object identifier for your own directory purposes.
Suppose that your organisation is assigned (for example) 1.3.999999 as the base object
identifier for its registration-space (this is the allocation presumed for the PQR example of
Appendix A). Your organisation will now typically subdiide its registration-space for
particular purposes (e.g. 1.3.999999.1 for one purpose, 1.3.999999.2 for another, etc.).
Responsibility for each new registration-space is often delegated. Assume now that
1.3.999999.1 is allocated to your part of the organisation and that extension 5 is allocated
to Directory purposes. The resulting object identifier 1.3.999999.1.5 in the PQR example
is referenced, for convenience, by the abbreviation pqr-oid.

The Directory specifies further extensions for types of object. You may find it useful to use
the Directory extensions for your own attributes, object classes, and name forms, since
then the purpose of each object identifier can be immediately assessed.
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Example 2: Object identifier extensions

pqr-oid is 1.3.999999.1.5
PQR-attribute-type-prefix is chosen as pqr-oid.4
PQR-object-class-prefix is chosen as pqr-oid.6
PQR-name-form-prefix is chosen as pqr-oid.15

If possible, use attributes, object classes, etc. that have already been registered (e.g. by
X.500 or other bodies), but never use them outside the limits of their defined
semantics! For example, do not use a serial-number attribute except to express strings
that really are serial numbers. (DSAs will in general stop you from using attribute values
outside syntactic limits.)
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Overview of the controls for DirX

In this section, we provide a quick reference list for all the controls provided by the DirX
DSA. These fall into two categories:

1. Controls implemented by means of operational attributes:

l Policies applicable to the DSA as a whole- these are placed in attributes placed in
the root DSE (Table 1: DSA configuration attributes)

l Policies applicable to regions of the DIT-these are mainly placed in attributes of
subentries of administrative points, but in some cases, they are placed in
attributes of the administrative entries themselves (Table 2: DIT Policies)

l Knowledge information and other information to do with the distributed operations
of the Directory, mostly held in DSA-specific attributes (Table 3: Distributed
operations and shadowing)

l Miscellaneous attributes held in DSEs and entries (Table 4: Miscellaneous
attributes)

 Directory operational attributes can be viewed and manipulated using dirxcp; the
others require the use of dirxadm.

2. Controls directly implemented using dirxadm facilities (Table 5: Directly administered
dirxadm controls):

l Creation, viewing, modification, and removal of DSEs

l Modifying the DSA’s my-access-point attribute (never attempt to modify this
attribute!)

l Managing shadowing (by means of shadow operational bindings)

l Configuring attributes, object classes, and name forms

l Read optimisation and search indexation of attributes in the data base

l Configuring the maximum depth of naming contexts

l Carrying out backup and recovery

l Display of traffic and network management information (e.g. counts of operations
of various types)

l Reading the DSA’s status

l Starting and stopping logging and audit

l Starting and stopping the DSA (only in certain environments)
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Although dirxadm and dirxcp can in some cases do the same things, dirxadm bypasses
some of the constraints of Directory rules -- for example, schema rules -- when
manipulating DSEs. To avoid problems, therefore, do not use dirxadm to manipulate
entries when the job can be done by dirxcp!

Controls using operational attributes
In the tables below, controls that require dirxadm are set on a light grey background.

Table 1: DSA configuration attributes

All attributes described here are attributes of the root. Each of these attributes is
accessible using dirxadm only.

Attribute Where used Abbr’n Controls or describes Reference

cooperating-DSA root (system
maintained)

CDSA Identity and characteristics of a
co-operating DSA, including
Shadow Operational Bindings
(SOBs)

Page 103

DSA-policy root DSAP Name of DSA (optionally default
DSAs), options for distributed
operations, time-out options,
DSA authentication-policy

Page 21

local-scope-policy root LSP Interpretation of the local-scope
service control

Page 23

search-base-
policy

root SBP Level in DIT from which
searching is possible

Page 26

user-policy root USP Authentication and access to
distributed operations

Page 27
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Table 2: DIT Policies

All attributes described here are accessible using dirxcp.
Attribute Where used Abbr’n Controls or describes Reference

access-control-
scheme

access control
specific
entries only

ACS Form of access control applicable
in the DIT region

Page 35

attribute-types subschema
subentries

AT Scheme publication: attributes Page 93

collective
attributes

collective
attribute
specific or
inner
subentries

e.g.
LC
ONC
PAC

Collective locality-name
Collective organization-name
Collective postal-address

Page 94

DIT-content-rules subschema
subentries

DCR Content rules for entries of
specified structural object class

Page 67

DIT-structure-
rules

subschema
subentries

DSR Structure rules for entries Page 62

matching-rules subschema
subentries

MR Schema publication: matching
rules supported in the region of
the DIT

Page 93

matching-rule-use subschema
subentries

MRU Schema publication: matching
rules supported by specified
attributes in the region of the DIT

Page 93

name-forms subschema
subentries

NF Schema publication: name forms
in the region of the DIT

Page 93

object-classes subschema
subentries

OC Schema publication: object
classes in the region of the DIT

Page 94

prescriptive-ACI access control
subentries

PACI Access control policies applicable
to the entries within the scope of
the subentry’s subtree-
specification

Page 33

subentry-ACI administrative
entries

SACI Access control policies applicable
to subentries

Page 39

subtree-
specification

subentries SS Scope of the subentry Page 50
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Table 3: Distributed operations and shadowing

Most of these attributes are only accessible using dirxadm.
Attribute Where used Abbr’n Controls or describes Reference

consumer-
knowledge

context
prefixes

CK Knowledge of shadow consumer Page 131

my-access-point root MAC Name and PSAP address of this
DSA - must not be modified
directly (see ob modownacp in
Table 5: Directly administered
dirxadm controls)

Page 100

presentation-
address

DSA and other
application
entity entries

PSA Address of the entity described by
the entry; used for publication
only by the DSA (my-access-point
is used to configure the DSA)

Page 104

protocol-
information

DSA and other
application
entity entries

PI Profile or protocol applicable to N-
addresses of a PSAP address in
the same entry

Page 106

secondary-
shadows

context
prefixes

SES Information about secondary
shadows (as opposed to primary
shadows)

Page 135

specific-
knowledge

subordinate
references,
immediate-
superior
references,
cross-
references

SK Knowledge information about
master and shadow DSAs holding
corresponding entry information

Pages 107-
110

superior-
knowledge

root SPK Superior reference information Page 109

supplier-
knowledge

context
prefixes

SUK Access point of shadow supplier Page 136

supported-
application-
context

DSA and other
application
entity entries

SAC Application context supported by
the application entity (including
DSAs) - for publication only

Page 101

supported-
application-
context

root SAC Application context supported by
this DSA - binding on the DSA

Page 101
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Table 4: Miscellaneous attributes

Attribute Where used Abbr’n Controls or describes Reference

administrative-role administrative
entries

AR Administrative role of an entry
representing an administrative
point

Page 46

aliased-object-
name

alias entries AON Pointer to entry that is aliased Page 50

authority-
revocation-list

certification
authority
entries

ARL Revocation list for CA certificates Page 53

CA-certificate certification
authority
entries

CAC CA certificate Page 53

certificate-
revocation-list

certification
authority
entries

CRL Revocation list for ordinary
certificates

Page 53

collective-
exclusions

entries CE Excludes specified collective
attributes from the entry

Page 94

creation-time entries and
subentries

CRN Timestamp for entry modification
(system maintained)

Note 3

creators-name entries and
subentries

CRT Creator of the entry, when known
(system maintained)

Note 3

cross-certificate-
pair

certification
authority

CCP Bridging between CA hierarchies Page 53

DSE-type DSE DSET Role of DSE in relation to entry Note 1

entry-ACI entries,
subentries

EACI Access control for entries and
subentries

Page 39

governing-
structure-rule

entries GSR Structure rule appropriate to the
entry(system maintained)

Note 2

modification-time entries and
subentries

MT Timestamp for entry modification
(system maintained)

Note 3

modifiers-name entries and
subentries

MN DN for modifier of entry (system
maintained)

Note 3

object-class entries and
subentries

OCL Structural and auxiliary object
classes

Note 4

structural-object-
class

entries,
subentries

SOC Structural-Object-Class
characterising the entry or
subentry

Note 5

unique-identifier entries UID Identifier to permit re-use of DN Page 54
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Attribute Where used Abbr’n Controls or describes Reference

user-certificate entries UC Certificate for public key of person
or object corresponding to entry

Page 53

Notes

1. The DSE-type is a special DSA-specific attribute that is used to specify the nature of
the DSE being created. Only dirxadm can display, create, or modify this attribute,
which should only be used in accordance with manual instructions or guidance. See
also Appendix B - Using dirxadm to build entries ( page 191).

2. The governing-structure-rule attribute is computed by the DirX DSA when required. It is
absent when it cannot be computed (e.g. after a bootstrap operation has provided an
entry but no corresponding subschema subentry to contain structure rules.)

3. Creation-time, creators-name, modification-time, modifiers-name are automatically
maintained when dirxcp is used, but not when dirxadm is used. See also Appendix B
- Using dirxadm to build entries ( page 191).

4. When using dirxadm to build entries, the object class attribute must contain TOP. See
also Appendix B - Using dirxadm to build entries ( page 191).

5. The governing-structure-rule attribute is computed by the DirX DSA when required
from the object-class attribute values

Directly administered controls
Each of these controls are carried out by dirxadm. In the table below, the basic command
structure is shown.

Table 5: Directly administered dirxadm controls

Items in italics in the command structure are user-supplied arguments
Command structure Controls or describes Reference

audit help [ operation | -verbose]
audit modify [-status {ON | OFF}]
    [-move [-destination filename]]
    [-size size]
    [-overflow {STOP | STOP-DSA | WRAP}]
    [-level {ENTRY | ATTR | ATTRVAL}]
audit operations
audit show [-pretty]

Manages, starts and stops audit Note 1

db attrconfig type -index -opt_read read-opt Read optimisation and search
indexation of attributes in the data
base

Page 82
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Command structure Controls or describes Reference

gs create AT -objid type -info info
gs delete AT -objid type

Configuring attributes Page 76

gs create OC -objid type -info info

gs delete OC -objid type

Configuring object classes Page 85

gs create NF -objid type -info info

gs delete NF -objid type

Configuring name-forms Page 90

ob create -agreement agreement
-bindingtype binding-type
-dsa distinguished-name
[-operationalbindingid binding-_id]
-ownrole ownrole
[-psap psap-address]
[-protocol protocol-information]
-status coop-status
[-validity validity]

also:

ob delete -bindingtype binding-type …
ob establish -bindingtype binding-type …
ob modify -bindingtype binding-type …

ob terminate -bindingtype binding-type …

Managing operational bindings
(hierarchical operational bindings
and shadow operational binding)

Page 121 et
seq.

ob modownacp access-point Modifies the DSAs my-access-point
attribute

Page 100

[sys] log
[sys] nolog

Starts and stops logging Note 2

[sys] restore -file filename
[sys] save -file filename

Backup and recovery Note 2

[sys] start
[sys] stop

Starting and stopping the DSA (not
used in certain environments)

Note 2

[sys] status Returns the DSA’s status Note 2

Notes

1. See Administration Reference under “audit object”.

2. See Administration Reference under “sys object”.
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Policies for the DirX DSA

Introduction
The DirX DSA maintains general policies in root operational attributes; that is, operational
attributes held within the root DSE (see Table 1: DSA configuration attributes). Policies
that are targeted at particular areas of the DIT (e.g. access control policies, subschema
policies, or collective attributes) are associated with the appropriate regions of the DIT by
being placed in administrative entries or subentries.

This section describes the use of the former. The attributes to be described are:

l DSA-policy

l local-scope-policy

l search-base-policy

l user-policy

in addition to a control for the establishment of naming context depth.

Accessing the root DSE can only be done using dirxadm: the root does not have an entry,
and is therefore inaccessible using normal DAP. By convention, the root DSE is
associated with the DSA as a whole, just as the root of the DIT collects all parts of the DIT
beneath itself.

DSA-policy
The DSA-policy attribute is a root operational attribute which has the task of collecting the
authentication and other characteristics of other DSAs of which the present DSA must be
aware:

l DSAs named in knowledge references

l DSAs to which operations bindings have been established (e.g. to support shadowing)

l DSAs which may establish DSP binds with the present DSA, and which are to be
designated as “trusted”

Another DSA is trusted if, for each operation that it passes by DSP to this DSA:

l EITHER the originator of the operation is supplied and can be trusted to be correct for
the purposes of access control,

l OR the originator field is omitted to signify that the originator of the operation cannot
be reliably determined.
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DirX DSAs follow the procedures needed to ensure reliable identification of operation
originators, even when multiple DSAs are involved.

As an example of such procedures, if another DSA binds to this one without credentials
when establishing a DSP association, this DSA treats incoming operations as if their
originators were unknown, even if the original bind was satisfactory. Such operations are
treated as having minimal access rights. The DSA-policy attribute can also prevent the
establishment of such an association in the first place.

The details of the DSA-policy attribute are described in the Administration Reference
under “DSA-Policies attribute syntax”. Each value describes a named DSA, and has the
following elements:

l DSA - the DSA name, used to identify the value

l OPT - Policy options about chaining or referral (e.g. whether chaining is allowed, and
whether the DSA is to be considered local to the present DSA, for the purpose of the
local-scope and scope-of-referrals service controls). The value is used in conjunction
with the local-scope-policy attribute.

l KL - “keep-line” - specifies how long (in seconds) an inactive DSP association will be
maintained with the DSA

l TO - “time-out” - specifies the duration (in seconds) before a DSP invoke is to be
considered overdue (this over-rides the time-limit specified in the operation) (not yet
supported).AP - “authentication policy” - specifies the parameters of authentication for
the DSA:

⇒ AMB - a list of authentication methods that are to be considered minimally
acceptable (perhaps none)

⇒ AMT - list of authentication methods that are to be considered acceptable for trust
(i.e. before the identity of the originator of the operation can be considered
acceptable for access control purposes)

⇒ TD - whether trust extends to read-operations or update-operations

⇒ OPWD - the “own-password” of the present DSA to be used with the remote DSA
(if absent, the default policy applies - see below)

⇒ PPWD - the “peer-password” of the remote DSA

⇒ CE - the expiry period for simple-protected or strong credentials going out to the
remote DSA; if not specified, a period of 30 seconds is taken

⇒ CV (Credentials-Validity) - the expiry period for simple-protected or strong
credentials coming in from the remote DSA; if not specified, a period of 30 seconds
is taken

One particular use of this attribute is to control the default policy for anonymous DSAs
(e.g., unknown DSAs attempting to set up DSP associations without credentials). Note
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that the DirX DSA will never use such an association for outgoing operations, and will
never use its password to respond to a bind request.

l DSA is {/} for the defaults

l OPT is absent (outgoing CHAINING is not relevant here)

l KL -- “keep-line” -- may be set appropriately

l TO is not relevant and may be omitted

l AP “authentication policy” - specifies the parameters of authentication for the DSA:
only the following are relevant:

⇒ AMB - NONE

⇒ OPWD - the default credentials of the present DSA to be used with other remote
DSAs if not specified elsewhere

⇒ CE - the default expiry period for simple-protected or strong credentials going out
to the remote DSA; if not specified, a period of 30 seconds is taken

If there is no default DSA-policy value, anonymous DSP associations are accepted. To
refuse anonymous DSP associations, set:

l DSA to {/}

l KL -- “keep-line” -- set appropriately or omit

l AP “authentication policy” - specifies the parameters of authentication for the DSA:
only the following are relevant:

⇒ AMB - omit

⇒ OPWD -- set appropriately or omit

⇒ CE -- set appropriately or omit

Example 3 shows the establishment of a DSA-policy, related to the example of Appendix
A: Case-study - PQR AG. In this case, there is no default policy, because anonymous
DSP associations are not permitted.

Local-scope-policy
The local-scope-policy root operational attribute, if present, specifies that the local-scope
service control is to be taken as meaning “within this DSA” (DSA) or “within a local
domain” (LOCAL-DOMAIN) or “within the current DMD” (DMD).

The processing of operations under control of this policy requires knowledge of which
DSAs known to the present DSA are local, or within the same DMD. The OPT element of
the corresponding DSA-policy attribute value provides this information. Refer to the
Administration Reference under “local scope policy attribute syntax”.
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Example 3: Local-scope and DSA policies

The following script (ex3.adm) establishes local scope and DSA policies (after removing previous policies), as
specified below.

The following policy is a default for all DSAs for which no specific policy has been applied:

1. The default chaining/referrals policy of CHAINING is taken.

• The DSA is not within the local domain, and does not belong to the same DMD.

• The association will be terminated after each chained operation.

• There is no timeout with a non-responding partner DSA

• The permitted inward DSP and DISP authentication methods are limited to the default NONE, SIMPLE,
SIMPLE-WITH-PWD, SIMPLE- PROTECTED. The outgoing method is the default SIMPLE-
PROTECTED for outgoing DSP and DISP binds.

• The default method for trust are SIMPLE;SIMPLE-WITH-PWD;SIMPLE- PROTECTED.

• The trust degree is zero (all associations are untrusted).

2. The policy for the DSA with name:

 /C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt/CN=Darmstadt

 is as follows:

• The chaining/referrals policy of CHAINING is taken.

• The DSA is within the local domain, and belongs to the same DMD; it also lies within the same country
for the purposes of scope-of-referral.

• The association will be terminated after 1000 seconds without an operation.

• There is a timeout periof of 500 seconds with a non-responding partner DSA

• The inward and outward DSP and DISP authentication method is SIMPLE-PROTECTED. This is
trusted.

• The trust degree is for read and modify, subject to access control.

• Passwords are as defined

• Outgoing credentials expiration is 10 seconds

• Incoming credentials validity is 10 seconds

Similar policies would be needed for other DSAs.

The script ex3v.adm permits the result of the script to be viewed.

puts "Remove LSP attribute if present"
catch {modify {/} -removeattr LSP} status
if {$status == ""}   \
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    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Remove DASP attribute if present"
catch {modify {/} -removeattr DSAP} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Establish local-scope-policy as LOCAL-DOMAIN"
catch {modify {/} -addattr LSP=LOCAL-DOMAIN} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Include /C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt/CN=Darmstadt in LOCAL-DOMAIN, and set
up"
puts "other characteristics.  Refuse anonymous DSP associations"
catch {modify {/} -addattr \
    {DSAP={DSA={/}, \
        AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE},TD=0}}; \
        {DSA={/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt/CN=Darmstadt}, \
        OPT=CHAINING+LOCAL-DOMAIN+DMD+COUNTRY, \
        KL=1000, \
        TO=500, \
        AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE-PROTECTED}, \
        AMT={AM=SIMPLE-PROTECTED}, \
            TD=READ+MODIFY, \
            OPWD=as12jh422, \
            PPWD=5440dhf40f0, \
            CE=10, \
            CV=10}}}} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

The following is the result of running this script followed by ex3v.adm. LSP and DSAP attributes were
previously present:
C:\dirx>dirxadm ex3.adm
Remove LSP attribute if present
operation ok
Remove DASP attribute if present
operation ok
Establish local-scope-policy as LOCAL-DOMAIN
operation ok
Include /C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt/CN=Darmstadt in LOCAL-DOMAIN, and set up
other characteristics.  Refuse anonymous DSP associations
operation ok
C:\dirx>dirxadm ex3v.adm
Local scope and DSA policies:
 1) /
    Local-Scope-Policy          : LOCAL-DOMAIN
    DSA-Policy
      DSA-Name                  : /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt/CN=Darmstadt
      Options                   : CHAINING+LOCAL-DOMAIN+DMD+COUNTRY
      Keep-Line                 : 1000
      Time-Out                  : 500
      Authentication-Policy
        Auth.-Method-Bind
          Authentication-Method : SIMPLE-PROTECTED
        Auth.-Method-Trusted
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          Authentication-Method : SIMPLE-PROTECTED
        Trust-Degree            : READ+MODIFY
        Own-Password            : \x61\x73\x31\x32\x6a\x68\x34\x32\x32
        Peer-Password           : \x35\x34\x34\x30\x64\x68\x66\x34\x30\x66\x30
        Credentials-Expiry      : 10
        Credentials-Validity    : 10
    DSA-Policy
      DSA-Name                  : /
      Authentication-Policy
        Auth.-Method-Bind
          Authentication-Method : SIMPLE
        Trust-Degree            : 0

The script ex3su.adm causes administrative access to be simple unprotected, but has otherwise the same
effect.

If the attribute is absent, the value taken is “within-this-DSA”: operations with the local-
scope service control set can only use the DSA to which the user has directly bound when
attempting to satisfy the enquiry.

Search-base-policy
Searches from high in the DIT can be expensive in processing and communications
resources. You can use this attribute to prevent users from searching from the root of the
DIT or from above a defined level in the DIT.

The search-base-policy root operational attribute specifies the minimum number of RDNs
for the target-object specifying the subtree to be searched. It only applies to search
operations when the subset is whole-subtree.

Only the DSA which completes name-resolution applies this policy. A DirX DSA will also
refuse to follow aliases during the subtree search that point to a subtrees that are too
close to the root.

The Search-base-policy applies even if the local-scope service control is set.

Example 4: Search-base-policy

This script (ex4.adm) establishes a search base policy, with level 2 (i.e. searches can only be only started from
an entry with at least 2 RDNs).

The script ex4v.adm permits the result of this script to be viewed.

puts "Remove search-base-policy attribute if present"
catch {modify {/} -removeattr SBP} status
if {$status == ""} \
    then {puts "operation ok"} \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Add a policy with level 2"
catch {modify {/} -addattr SBP=2} status
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if {$status == ""} \
    then {puts "operation ok"} \
    else {puts "$status"}

The result of applying these scripts is as follows:
C:\dirx>dirxadm ex4.adm
Remove search-base-policy attribute if present
operation ok
Add a policy with level 2
operation ok

C:\dirx>dirxadm ex4v.adm
Display search-base policy
/ SBP=2

User-policy
The user-policy attribute is a root operational attribute used to define how users can
access the DirX DSA in terms of:

l The authentication methods to be used

l Whether the user can carry out modify operations, or access other DSAs using DSP

The user-policy attribute groups users by subtree. Specifying the subtree as the name of
the root {/} gives a policy applicable to all users: use this option if anonymous access (i.e.
without supplying name or password) is to be permitted. At the other end of the scale, the
subtree can specify a single user.

You can use this policy attribute to exclude service to users whose names lie outside
subtrees that represent all or part of an organisation. The Administration Reference (under
User-Policies attribute syntax) gives details of its elements and use.

Each value of the user-policy attribute is identified by a distinguished name which is the
topmost point of a distinct subtree of the DIT. This subtree can specify:

l The entire DIT by supplying {/}; this gives a default policy applicable to all users,
including those who attempt to access the DSA without supplying a name (anonymous
access)

l A single user by supplying the name of that user (users do not normally have
subordinate entries)

l Arbitrary subtrees, such as a subtree representing a complete organisation

If a user falls into more than one subtree (e.g. a user in Accounts would be subordinate to
both {/C=de/O=PQR}and {/C=de/O=PQR/OU=Accounts}), the policy which is used is the
one relating to the smallest subtree (i.e. subordinate to {/C=de/O=PQR/OU=Accounts}).
DirX will not permit you to have two subtrees of the same name.

The elements of each user-policy attribute value are as follows:
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l USN - user subtree name - used to identify the value

l OPT - user-policy-options - used to indicate whether the DSA will permit the users to:

⇒ Chain operations out of the DSA (CHAINING)

⇒ Modify operations within this DSA (MODIFY)

 This particular option applies to all users, whether or not they have logged in locally, or
have accessed the DirX DSA using DSP.

l AP - “authentication policy” - specifies the parameters of authentication for users
authenticating to the DSA; for named users, this contains elements:

⇒ AM - a list of authentication methods that are to be considered minimally
acceptable (SIMPLE - without password, SIMPLE-WITH-PWD or SIMPLE-
PROTECTED)

⇒ OPWD - the “own-password” of the present DSA to be used with all users in the
subtree (if absent, the default policy applies - see below); this is only relevant for
simple-protected authentication, as DirX DSAs never return a DSA’s password in
clear

⇒ CE - the expiry period for simple-protected or strong credentials being returned  to
the user; if absent, and no default is defined, the expiry period is taken as 30
seconds

⇒ CV - the expiry period for simple-protected or strong credentials coming in from
users; if absent, and no default is defined, the expiry period is taken as 30 seconds

When the subtree represents the default by setting USN={/}, the values represent a
default policy:

l AM can include NONE, to permit anonymous access, as well as SIMPLE, SIMPLE-
WITH-PWD or SIMPLE-PROTECTED

l OPWD specifies the default password of the DSA, to be used if no other password is
specified

l CE specifies the default expiry period for simple-protected or strong credentials being
returned  to the user; 30 seconds is taken as the value if not explicitly specified

l CV specifies the default expiry period for simple-protected or strong credentials
coming in from users; 30 seconds is taken as the value if not explicitly specified

Note that the default policy encompasses all users, including anonymous users,
which do not lie inside subtrees with their own policies. Therefore, if anonymous
binds are to be excluded, a default policy must be present to exclude them.

As an example of the use of the smallest enclosing subtree, if user policies are defined for
{/} with a password, {/C=de/O=PQR} also with a password, and
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{/C=de/O=PQR/OU=Accounts} without a password, users in Accounts do not have any
password returned to them.

Note that it doesn’t make much sense to permit SIMPLE-WITH-PWD at the same time as
SIMPLE-PROTECTED. If a user uses SIMPLE-WITH-PWD, the fact that the password is
in clear eliminates the value of SIMPLE-PROTECTED in keeping the password unknown.
The password must be considered compromised and changed at once.

Example 5: User policy

The script ex5.adm establishes four user policies (see Table 25):

1. Users outside the company are not accepted (for direct login).  A dummy authentication method of 9 is
required.

2. Users within the company (i.e. subordinate to /C=DE/O=PQR) must bind with simple credentials.

3. Users in subsidiaries (subordinate to /c=de/o=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt, /c=za/o=PQR (SA) Pty Limited,
/c=AU/o=PQR Australasia Pty Limited, mustalso bind with simple credentials, but are allowed no modify
rights.

4. Named administrative users /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin) must use simple protected authentication.

The script ex5v.adm permits the result of this script to be viewed.

puts "Remove any pre-existing user-policy"
catch { modify {/} -removeattr USP } status
if {$status == ""} \
then {puts "operation ok"} \
else {puts "$status"}

puts "Establish user-policy (simple-with-password admin user)"
catch { modify {/} -addattr \
    {USP={USN={/},OPT=0,AP={AMB={AM=9}}};\
        {USN={/c=de/o=PQR}, \
            OPT=CHAINING+MODIFY,AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE-WITH-PWD}}};\
        {USN={/c=de/o=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt}, \
            OPT=CHAINING,AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE-WITH-PWD}}};\
        {USN={/c=za/o=PQR (SA) Pty Limited}, \
            OPT=CHAINING,AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE-WITH-PWD}}};\
        {USN={/c=AU/o=PQR Australasia Pty Limited}, \
            OPT=CHAINING,AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE-WITH-PWD}}};\
        {USN={/c=de/o=PQR/CN=admin}, \
            OPT=CHAINING+MODIFY,AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE-WITH-PWD}}}}} status
if {$status == ""} \
then {puts "operation ok"} \
else {puts "$status"}

The following is the result of running ex5v.adm to view the policy:

C:\dirx>dirxadm ex5v.adm
View user policy
 1) /
    User-Policy
      User-Subtree-Name         : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin
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      Options                   : CHAINING+MODIFY
      Authentication-Policy
        Auth.-Method-Bind
          Authentication-Method : SIMPLE-PROTECTED
    User-Policy
      User-Subtree-Name         : /C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited
      Options                   : CHAINING
      Authentication-Policy
        Auth.-Method-Bind
          Authentication-Method : SIMPLE-WITH-PWD
    User-Policy
      User-Subtree-Name         : /C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited
      Options                   : CHAINING
      Authentication-Policy
        Auth.-Method-Bind
          Authentication-Method : SIMPLE-WITH-PWD
    User-Policy
      User-Subtree-Name         : /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt
      Options                   : CHAINING
      Authentication-Policy
        Auth.-Method-Bind
          Authentication-Method : SIMPLE-WITH-PWD
    User-Policy
      User-Subtree-Name         : /C=DE/O=PQR
      Options                   : CHAINING+MODIFY
      Authentication-Policy
        Auth.-Method-Bind
          Authentication-Method : SIMPLE-WITH-PWD
    User-Policy
      User-Subtree-Name         : /
      Options                   : 0
      Authentication-Policy
        Auth.-Method-Bind
          Authentication-Method : 9

 (Now use dirxcp to attempt to bind anonymously; this will fail:)

dirxcp> bind
Error: Directory system unavailable.

(Attempt to bind as an ordinary user, with the correct password - this will be successful:

dirxcp> bind -user {/c=de/o=pqr/ou=development/cn=digger} -pass PASS1 -auth SIMPLE
dirxcp> unbind

(Attempt to bind as an administrative user using simple authentication with password - this will fail - because
simple-protected authentication has been set for this purpose)

dirxcp>  bind -user {/c=de/o=pqr/cn=admin} -pass dirx -auth SIMPLE
Error: Inappropriate authentication.

But the same user will succeed using simple-protected authentication:

dirxcp> bind -user {/c=de/o=pqr/cn=admin} -pass dirx -auth SIMPLE_PR1
dirxcp> show {/c=de/o=pqr/cn=admin} -allattr -pretty
 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin
    Object-Class              : ORP
                              : PER
                              : TOP
    Common-Name               : admin
    Surname                   : admin
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    Description               : Default Administrator
    Creation-Time             : 19970522154636Z
    Creators-Name             : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin
    Governing-Structure-Rule  : 4
    Structural-Object-Classes : ORP
dirxcp> unbind

Depth of naming contexts
DirX has a fixed maximum depth of 14 for each naming context. This means that the
lowermost actual entry within any naming context is not permitted to have more than 9
additional RDNs below the context prefix of the naming context.
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Security

Introduction
Much of the security picture will be familiar, In summary:

1. The Directory mainly regards security in terms of authentication and access control.
Authentication is normally mutual between DUA and DSA or between pairs of DSAs.
Access control grants users the ability to access information within the Directory.

2. Users of the Directory authenticate themselves to the DSA to which they bind. The
form of authentication can be:

• None - no credentials are used (NONE)

• Simple, passing name but no password (SIMPLE)

• Simple, passing name and password (SIMPLE-WITH-PWD)

• Simple with protected password (SIMPLE-PROTECTED)

• Strong, using public key cryptography (STRONG)

3. The user-policy attribute configures the permitted forms of user authentication for a
DSA (see, page 27)

4. The DIT is divided into mutually exclusive subtrees (access control specific areas) by
designating suitable entries as access control specific points. Each such entry has an
access-control-scheme attribute which defines the form of access control that is to
apply within the access control specific areas. This is one of two kinds:

• basic-access-control  (BACS)

• simplified-access-control  (SACS)

5. The subentries of the access control specific points can contain prescriptive access
control operational attributes (prescriptive-ACI) which are used to define the access
control applicable to the entries targeted by the subentry’s subtree-specification
attribute.

6. When Basic Access Control applies, the access control specific areas can be further
subdivided into access control inner areas by designating suitable entries as access
control inner points. Their subentries contain prescriptive-ACI attributes which are
taken into account when evaluating the ACI applicable to an entry and its contents.
Access control inner points, if they exist, are ignored when Simplified Access Control
applies.
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7. When Basic Access Control applies, the entry-ACI operational attribute of an entry can
be used to contain access control information specific to the entry; the access control
decision function takes this into account together with the applicable prescriptive-ACI
values. Subentries also can have entry-ACI attributes. Entry-ACI, if it exists, is ignored
when Simplified Access Control applies.

8. Subentries themselves (and their contents) can be protected by the subentry-ACI
operational attribute of the owning administrative entry. Any administrative entry can
possess a subentry-ACI attribute; this attribute protects all subentries subordinate to
the administrative entry. When considering a particular subentry, its own entry-ACI (if
present) is also taken into account, but only when Basic Access Control applies.

9. No prescriptive-ACI is applied to the protection of subentries.

10. When a user uses a Directory operation to access an entry, the access control
mechanism identifies all the access control information which relates to all three of:

• The user

• The operation, or suboperation (part of the operation), that is being carried out

• The information being accessed by the operation, or suboperation

11. The DSA considers each operation or part of an operation to which distinct access
control decisions must be made. For each operation or suboperation, it collects the
relevant ACI. It then evaluates whether to grant or deny access, in accordance with the
access control decision function defined by X.500.

12. When one DSA uses DSP to forward an operation to another DSA to another, it would
normally use the originator element in the DSP protocol to pass on the name of the
user that originated the operation (if known). This information is used for access
control purposes. However, the DSA carrying out the operation can be configured
either to trust or not trust the DSA that invoked the DSP, and the access controls take
this into account. (see the DSA-policy attribute, page 21). Thus, a user may be denied
access if the DSA supplying his/her operation is deemed untrustworthy.

13. The permitted forms of DSA-to-DSA authentication, and the requirements on this to
establish trust can be configured by the DSA-policy attribute (page 21).

Normally, an administrative authority will allocate powerful access control privileges to one
or more administrative users, and will give others the capability of carrying out their
business. In many cases, unauthenticated users will have little if any capability of
accessing the part of the DIT owned by a corporation, unless they can be guaranteed that
they are bona fide corporate users (e.g. by using a closed network).

The following notes expand on security topics.
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Access-control-scheme
The access-control-scheme operational attribute is an attribute that is associated with
access control specific points, and defines the way in which access control is interpreted
within the corresponding access control specific area. It can have one of just two
implemented values:

l BACS - basic-access-control scheme - supporting the full set of X.500 ’93 access
control features (with certain exceptions as listed below)

l SACS - simplified-access-control cheme - a subset of BACS, in which access control
inner points and entry-ACI are not supported

DirX does not currently support the following feature of ’93 access control:

l Attribute values as distinct protected items (all attribute values are treated as
protected identically)

The access-control-scheme attribute cannot be placed in inay other kind of entry. For
example, an access control inner point is not permitted to modify the kind of access
control to be used.

In DirX DSAs, the access-control-scheme attribute is permitted to be absent in access
control specific entries. If this is the case, no access control at all is applied. This can be
used as a measure of “last resort” for administrative purposes. The access-control-
scheme attribute is also permitted to take another value than BACS or SACS. If it does
(since the value will correspond to an unsupported access-control-scheme), DirX will
prevent all access to the complete administrative area, except by the use of dirxadm.

Access control specific and inner points
The topmost point(s) of the subtree(s) of the DIT owned by an organisation are
designated autonomous administrative points; the corresponding entries will normally be
access control specific points with one or more access control subentries.

Administrative points lower in the DIT can be access control specific points, which isolate
entries in the access control specific area which they define from any access control
policy from higher in the DIT. Access-control specific entries have access-control-scheme
attributes of their own

Alternatively, the policy from higher in the tree can be supplemented by access control
policy from the administrative points by designating it as an access control inner point.
This adds to the list of prescriptive ACI which may be applicable to an entry in the
subordinate access control inner area.

ACI in general

Access control is expressed in terms of complex attributes called ACI. This represents a
form of ACL, or access control list.
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Basically ACI can be though of as a set of items:

l A specification of a class of user to which the ACI applies

l A specification of one or protected objects

l A set of permissions (granted or denied)

l A precedence

The general principle can be described by the following procedure:

l When carrying out an operation or component of an operation which is subject to
access control, all of the ACI items that are relevant are collected, from all the relevant
prescriptive-ACI, entry-ACI, and subentry-ACI attribute values

⇒ The user must match the user class of the ACI (e.g. a specific user)

⇒ The object being accessed must match the protected object of the ACI (e.g. a
particular attribute)

⇒ The operation or suboperation must match the permission (e.g. carrying out a read
operation, or accessing an attribute in a read or search operation)

l If no ACI item is relevant, access is denied.

l All ACI items marked with precedence lower than the highest value still held after the
selection process is discarded. If all of the ACI items grant permission (or all deny it),
access is granted (or denied).

l Select the ACI items with the most specific user-class (see Figure 1: More specific
user classes) and discard the remainder. This-entry and named-user count as equally
most specific If all of the ACI items grant permission, access is granted. If now all of
the ACI items grant permission (or all deny it), access is granted (or denied).
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Figure 1: More specific user classes and attributes

Example 6: Reading an entry

Carl Levenhuber (DN {/C=de/O=PQR/OU=Head Office/OU=Marketing/CN=Levenhuber C}  creates an
operation to read the description of his own entry. The entry is subject to the following relevant prescriptive-ACI
value which can be interpreted as:

⇒ All users are denied all permissions to the entry and its attributes with precedence 100

It also has a relevant ACI value which can be interpreted as:

⇒ Users in specified subtrees (including /C=de/O=PQR) are granted read permissions to the entry and its
attributes with precedence 100

Since the subtree is more specific than all users, the latter grants Carl permission to read the entry.

The viewing of the entry can be achieved from the PQR database by the script ex6v.cp:

dirx> dirxcp ex6v.cp
Bind as {/C=de/O=PQR/OU=Head Office/OU=Marketing/CN=Levenhuber C}
View own entry
 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Head office/OU=Marketing/CN=Levenhuber C
    Object-Class         : ORP
                         : PER
                         : TOP
    Common-Name          : Levenhuber C
    Surname              : Levenhuber
    Description          : Strategic planning consultant
    Postal-Address
      Part-1             : PQR AG
      Part-2             : Marketing Dpt
      Part-3             : Einstein-Ring 4
      Part-4             : D-81789 Munich
      Part-5             : Germany
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    Telephone-Number     : +49(89)235-47893
    Fax-Telephone-Number
      Phone-Number       : +49(89)235-42572

It is based on the following prescriptive ACI taken from the PQR database by using the script showpaci.cp:

C:\dirx>dirxcp showpaci.cp
Bind with simple authenticationBind with simple authentication
View subentry /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Access control: all
The object doesn't exist.
       (Matched object name: /C=DE/O=PQR)
View subentry /C=de/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry

(various prescriptive ACI items)

Prescriptive-ACI
      Identifier                       : Specific user\/tree permissions
      Precedence                       : 100
      Authentication-Level
        Basic-Levels
          Level                        : NONE
      User-First
        User-Classes
          Subtree-Specification
            Subtree-Base               : /C=de/O=PQR
          Subtree-Specification
            Subtree-Base               : /C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited
          Subtree-Specification
            Subtree-Base               : /C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited
        User-Permissions
          Protected-Items
            Entry                      : TRUE
          Grants-And-Denials           :
grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN
        User-Permissions
          Protected-Items
            All-User-Attr-Types-Values : TRUE
          Grants-And-Denials           :
grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch

(various prescriptive ACI items)

Prescriptive-ACI
      Identifier                       : General entry denial
      Precedence                       : 100
      Authentication-Level
        Basic-Levels
          Level                        : SIMPLE
      User-First
        User-Classes
          All-Users                    : TRUE
        User-Permissions
          Protected-Items
            Entry                      : TRUE
          Grants-And-Denials           :
denyAdd+denyDiscloseOnError+denyRead+denyRemove+denyBrowse+denyExport+denyImport+
    denyModify+denyRename+denyReturnDN
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Prescriptive-ACI
The prescriptive-ACI operational attribute is ACI policy as held in an access control
subentry. For details of the syntax, see under “ACI-Item attribute syntax” in the
Administration Reference.

Entry-ACI
The entry-ACI operational attribute is a locally applicable ACI policy as held in an entry or
subentry of any kind. For details of the syntax, see under “ACI-Item attribute syntax” in the
Administration Reference.

Subentry-ACI
The subentry-ACI operational attribute is ACI policy held in any administrative entry, and
applicable to the subentries associated with the administrative entry. For details of the
syntax, see under “ACI-Item attribute syntax” in the Administration Reference.

Generic policies
Access control policies can often be defined in terms of basic policies that can be
interpreted in terms of the complex but expressive ACI-item syntax, as defined by the
Directory standards (see under “ACI-Item attribute syntax” in the Administration
Reference).

Example 7: Password protection

The script ex7.cp creates a new access-control subentry (starting from a PQR database):

/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Access control: all

with the following prescriptive ACI:

Everybody is denied read access to passwords with precedence 255

Binding uses simple authentication, as established with ex5.adm. The script ex7v.cp permits the result of this
script to be viewed.

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Delete the subentry if it exists"
catch { delete {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Access control: all} } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Create subentry /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Access control: all with the following"
puts "PACI: \"Deny everybody password read access\""
catch { create {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Access control: all}  -attribute \
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    {OCL=SUBE;ACS} \
    SS={DEF=TRUE} \
    {PACI={ID=Deny everybody password read access, \
        PR=255, \
        AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}}, \
               IF={PI={AT=UP}, \
                    IP={UC={AU=TRUE}, \
                       GAD=denyRead+denyFilterMatch+denyDiscloseOnError \
                        } \
                     } \
               } \
           } \
      } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

The result of running it is:
C:\dirx>dirxcp ex7.cp
Bind with simple authentication
Delete the subentry if it exists
The object doesn't exist.
       (Matched object name: /C=DE/O=PQR)
Create subentry /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Access control: all with the following
PACI: "Deny everybody password read access"
operation ok
C:\dirx>dirxcp ex7v.cp
bind with simple authentication
Show /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Access control: all
 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Access control: all
    Object-Class             : ACS
                             : SUBE
                             : TOP
    Subtree-Specification
      Default-Value          : TRUE
    Prescriptive-ACI
      Identifier             : Deny everybody password read access
      Precedence             : 255
      Authentication-Level
        Basic-Levels
          Level              : SIMPLE
      Item-First
        Item-Permissions
          User-Classes
            All-Users        : TRUE
          Grants-And-Denials : denyDiscloseOnError+denyRead+denyFilterMatch
        Protected-Items
          Attribute-Type     : UP
    Common-Name              : Access control: all
    Creation-Time            : 19970523104932Z
    Creators-Name            : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin

Removing access control items
An access control item can be removed using dirxcp by quoting its ID in a construct like
the following:

modify {name} -removeattr {PACI=id}
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Example 8: Removing an access control item

The script ex8.cp carries out a simple experiment on removing an access control item by adding one and then
removing it:
puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Add PACI: \"Users in trees with modify permissions\" for removal later"
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Access control: all} -addattr\
    {PACI={ID=Users in trees with modify permissions,
          PR=100,
          AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
          UF={UC={SUB={BAS={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development}}},
              UP={PI={E=TRUE},GAD=grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN};
                  {PI={AUATV=TRUE},GAD=grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch}
              }
          }
    }
} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Show that it is there"
catch { show {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Access control: all} -attr PACI -pretty } status
puts $status

puts "Now remove it"
catch {modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Access control: all} -removeattr\
    {PACI=Users in trees with modify permissions}} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Show that it is no longer there"
catch { show {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Access control: all} -attr PACI -pretty } status
puts $status

Running this script on the PQR database has the following result:

C:\dirx>dirxcp ex8.cp
Bind with simple authentication
Add PACI: "Users in trees with modify permissions" for removal later
operation ok
Show that it is there
 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Access control: all
    Prescriptive-ACI
      Identifier                       : Deny everybody password read access
      Precedence                       : 255
      Authentication-Level
        Basic-Levels
          Level                        : SIMPLE
      Item-First
        Item-Permissions
          User-Classes
            All-Users                  : TRUE
          Grants-And-Denials           :
denyDiscloseOnError+denyRead+denyFilterMatch
        Protected-Items
          Attribute-Type               : UP
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    Prescriptive-ACI
      Identifier                       : Users in trees with modify permissions
      Precedence                       : 100
      Authentication-Level
        Basic-Levels
          Level                        : SIMPLE
      User-First
        User-Classes
          Subtree-Specification
            Subtree-Base               : /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development
        User-Permissions
          Protected-Items
            Entry                      : TRUE
          Grants-And-Denials           : grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN
        User-Permissions
          Protected-Items
            All-User-Attr-Types-Values : TRUE
          Grants-And-Denials           : grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch

Now remove it
operation ok
Show that it is no longer there
 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Access control: all
    Prescriptive-ACI
      Identifier             : Deny everybody password read access
      Precedence             : 255
      Authentication-Level
        Basic-Levels
          Level              : SIMPLE
      Item-First
        Item-Permissions
          User-Classes
            All-Users        : TRUE
          Grants-And-Denials : denyDiscloseOnError+denyRead+denyFilterMatch
        Protected-Items
          Attribute-Type     : UP

Access control and aliases
Alias entries are protected with the same access control mechanisms as ordinary entries.
However, special access control procedures are used for name resolution:

1. No special permissions are required for alias dereferencing (see Figure 2), unless a
referral would be required. In this case, an error is created:

• The Directory behaves as if the entry were non-existent if read permission is not
granted to the alias

• A name-error with problem alias-dereferencing-problem is returned if read
permission is not granted to the aliased object name

2. A similar process occurs with alias dereferencing in search, except that any alias that
causes the error! ellipse (lower right of Figure 2) to be encountered is simply ignored.
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Figure 2: Access control in alias dereferencing

When the aliased object’s entry is eventually reached, it is protected by access control in
the normal way. Thus,  in terms of accessing the contents of an entry, there is no breach
of security. The only breach of security that can occur is that an alias (as for a see-also
attribute) can be used to publicise the presence of an entry whose existence might
otherwise be unsuspected. The owner of the aliased object has no control over ad-hoc
aliases that may have been created to his/her object.
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Designing the DIT and the schema

Summary
The design of the DIT at its most general means the design of entries to fulfil corporate
purposes, and their placement in a tree structure which supports:

l Searching - the tree structure allows users to start a search at some point in the tree,
chosen for its likelihood of success

l Management - the tree structure allows entries to be designated as administrative
points which can be associated with access control and schema policies, as well as
with collective attributes.

l Distribution - the tree structure allows the tree to be divided into naming contexts for
distribution purposes

In many cases, a flat tree structure is useful, and the use of a deeper structure needs to
be considered on its merits. The following are reasons why you may want to create or
interpose new levels:

l To express ownership of part of the DIT

l To localise a service to part of the DIT

l To provide useful search and browse starting points

l To reduce the number of nodes at any one level

l To divide the tree into countries and localities

l To support registration requirements

l To define Naming Contexts, to allow distribution of parts of the DIT into DSAs, or to
permit the shadowing of smaller units of information

l To define Administrative Areas, within which to apply access control and schema
policies, as well as collective attributes

l To express an organisational structure in order to publicise it

l To define a context for leaf-node names, so clarify the real-world identity of the object
(e.g. Tom Jones in the Quality Control department, as opposed to the Accounts
department)

Conversely, subdivision has drawbacks:

l Names themselves can become over-complex

l Finding a starting point for searching can become harder
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l If the structure is always changing, names change also, so that names that users may
be keeping become quickly obsolete

Once a structure for the DIT is established, the DSAs that are to hold the information must
be configured to hold this structure:

l Structure and content rules must be established in each region of the DIT

l Each DSA must be configured to hold the attributes, object classes, and name forms
that are to apply to it

l Optionally, schema-publication attributes may be placed in subschema subentries to
permit users to make sense of unfamiliar attributes

DirX provides a very flexible schema configuration service, and changes in configuration
are immediately available.

The following short notes relate to detailed topics.

Administrative entries
Administrative points subdivide the DIT into administrative areas. Administrative entries
are the entries that correspond to those points. Only Administrative entries are permitted
to have subentries. The nature of the administrative entry is defined by the administrative-
role attribute (see below).

An administrative entry and its subentries form a unit which contains the policies
applicable to the administrative area which it defines. When a new naming context is
created in a DSA, it is often necessary to import some or all of the administrative entries,
with its subentries, into the DSA that is to hold the new naming context.

Shadowing can be used for this purpose.

Administrative-role (AR)
The administrative-role operational attribute is administered by suitably privileged users.
Only the following roles or role combinations of the administrative-role attribute values are
permitted, a tick (ü) meaning that a particular characteristic applies:
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Table 6: Administrative role combinations

Autonomous Subschema Access-
control

Collective-
attributes

ü specific specific û
ü specific specific specific
û û û inner
û û û specific
û û inner û
û û inner inner
û û inner specific
û û specific û
û û specific inner
û û specific specific
û specific û û
û specific û inner
û specific û specific
û specific inner û
û specific inner inner
û specific inner specific
û specific specific û
û specific specific inner
û specific specific specific

Administrative points can also become ordinary entries, or can lose an administrative role.
However, a subschema-specific entry must not lose this characteristic, unless it has no
ordinary-entry subordinates. Otherwise, the subordinate entries governed by the
subschema will lose their corresponding structure rules.

Subentries
Subentries contain policy information which is targeted at entries selected from the
administrative area defined by their administrative point by the use of the subtree-
specification operational attribute.

A subentry can be:

l A subschema subentry

l An access control subentry

l A collective attribute subentry

or more than one of these at time (although the examples in this guide show a single
administrative purpose for each subentry, access control, subschema, or collective
attribute),
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The nature of the subentry is given by the values of its object-class attribute, which are
taken from:

l subentry (structural, mandatory)

l subschema (auxiliary, as needed)

l access-control-subentry (auxiliary, as needed)

l collective-attribute-subentry (auxiliary, as needed)

There is always just one subschema subentry; this always covers the complete subtree. It
contains:

l DIT-structure-rules and DIT-content-rules (used to regulate entries)

l Subschema publication attributes (advisory only)

There can be one or more access control subentries; one will typically cover the complete
subtree; others can be used to direct access control to specific groups of entries within the
administrative area (selected by subtree, object class, or both).

There can similarly be zero or more collective attribute subentries which can be used to
direct collective attributes at specific groups of entries within the administrative area.

When two (or more) policies (e.g. subschema and access-control-subentry) share a
subtree-specification, the two (or more) purposes can be combined into a single subentry.
For example, a single subentry can be used to contain the subschema, access control
policies applicable to the whole administrative area, and collective attributes applicable to
the whole administrative area.

Alternatively, the particular purposes can be separated into individual subentries.
Combination simplifies administration, and is indicated by there being a single
administrative unit concerned with establishing the policies. With various parties being
involved (or potentially involved), it may be more appropriate to divide the purposes of the
subentries. The examples in this manual use separate subentries for each purpose.

More specifically, some indications for sharing are::

l The administrative purposes have an identical subtree specification

l There is an underlying logical reason for having the same subtree specification

l The administrative purposes naturally have the same management (and would share
the same access rights

Similarly, some contra-indications are:

l The subtree specification is different

l Although the specification is the same, there is a logical independence of the subtree
specifications which could lead to future divergence
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Subentries are named using an appropriate common-name attribute value, for example:

l “Whole subtree” or “all”

l “Policies for Manufacturing”

They are protected for access control by means of:

l The subentry-ACI attribute of the administrative-point with which they are directly
associated AND

l entry-ACI that they themselves may contain (not available with simplified-access-
control)

In DirX, subentries are not subject to prescriptive-ACI.1

If  subentry-ACI and entry-ACI are both absent, the subentry must be administered using
dirxadm, since otherwise, nobody has any access control rights.

In DirX, new entries cannot be created using dirxcp without all four of:

l The presence of a subschema-specific administrative entry superior to the entry being
created

l A subschema subentry to control the structure and contents of the DIT

l The presence of an access control specific entry superior to an entry being created,
and (with BACS) zero or more access control inner points subordinate to the access
control specific entry, but superior to the entry being created

l access control subentry to give the necessary access permissions

                                                     
1 The Directory standards permit prescriptive-ACI in subentries of an administrative point to apply

to subentries of a subordinate administrative point. However, DirX has chosen to simplify
access-control for subentries by application of subentry-ACI and any entry-ACI held in specific
subentries.
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Subtree specification
The subtree-specification operational attribute provides subentries with the means of
selecting entries from the administrative area defined by the corresponding administrative
point. Its syntax is described in the Administration Reference under “Subtree-Specification
attribute syntax”.

The subtree specification for subschema subentries must always take the default value
SS={DEF=TRUE} which cause it to select the complete administrative area.

Aliases
An alias is a means of creating another name for an object. It is useful, for example, for to
create a second name for a component of an organization that can be viewed in two
ways:

l As a component of a financial holding company

l As a tangible organisation with buildings, people, etc.

Aliases are used similarly to earlier DirX versions:

1. No name forms or structure rules are required.

2. You will need EITHER an object class value (in addition to alias -- ALI) OR a content
rule, to permit the naming attribute used for the last RDN to exist in the alias entry.

Example 9: creating an alias

An attempt to create an alias without further preparation of the PQR database fails because the DSA cannot
accept a common-name attribute. Line 4 permits this attribute by adding a new content-rule for aliases, and the
create now works. After turning off alias dereferencing, the alias can be displayed.

C:\dirx>dirxcp
dirxcp> bind -auth SIMPLE -user {/C=de/O=PQR/CN=Admin} -pass dirx
dirxcp>  create {/C=de/O=PQR/CN=fred} -attrib OCL=ALI {AON={/C=de/O=PQR/CN=Admin}}
Error: Object class violation.

The content rule and the alias are created by the script ex9.cp:

This script creates:

1.  A capability of generating an alias with CN as a naming attribute, by creating a DIT-content-rule,

2.  An actual alias, in this case of name: /C=de/O=PQR/CN=fred which points to /C=de/O=PQR/CN=Admin

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Add a content rule to the schema to permit aliases named by common-name"
catch {modify  {/C=de/O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry} -addattr\
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        DCR={SOC=ALI,OA=CN}} status
if {$status == ""} \
    then {puts "operation ok"} \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Create alias /C=de/O=PQR/CN=fred"
catch { create {/C=de/O=PQR/CN=fred} -attrib OCL=ALI \
    {AON={/C=de/O=PQR/CN=Admin}}} status
if {$status == ""} \
    then {puts "operation ok"} \
    else {puts "$status"}

Using ex9v.cp to display the alias created by ex9.cp:

C:\dirx>dirxcp ex9v.cp
Bind with simple authentication
Show the DIT-content-rule attribute of the subschema subentry
 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry
(various DIT-Content-Rules)
DIT-Content-Rules
      Structural-Object-Class  : ALI
      Optional-Attributes      : CN

Show the alias entry
 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=fred
    Object-Class              : ALI
                              : TOP
    Aliased-Object-Name       : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin
    Common-Name               : fred
    Creation-Time             : 19970523112117Z
    Creators-Name             : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin
    Governing-Structure-Rule  : 5
    Structural-Object-Classes : ALI

The aliased object's entry
 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin
    Object-Class              : ORP
                              : PER
                              : TOP
    Common-Name               : admin
    Surname                   : admin
    Description               : Default Administrator
    Creation-Time             : 19970523083642Z
    Creators-Name             : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin
    Governing-Structure-Rule  : 4
    Structural-Object-Classes : ORP

Any user can create an alias, subject to subschema  and access control permissions on
the alias itself. Access control on the aliased entry is not taken into account.

Aliases are linked into the Directory machinery in two independent ways:

1. When an alias is encountered in the course of name resolution, the aliased object
name replaces the part of the name that has been matched by the name resolution
process. This “alias-dereferencing” process can be switched on or off by the service-
control dont-dereference-aliases. Aliases can point to aliases, so that, in principle,
many names can be given to an entry in this way.
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2. When carrying out a search operation, each alias encountered potentially gives rise to
a new search operation, starting from the entry reached by taking the aliased object
name as the target object. Aliases that do not expand the search scope are ignored.
This process can be switched on or off by the search-aliases element of the search
argument itself. This overrides the dont-dereference-aliases service-control.

Example 10: Aliases

{/C=de/O=PQR Holdings AG/O=PQR} can be defined as an alias of {/C=de/O=PQR}. Then
{/C=de/O=PQR Holdings AG/O=PQR/OU=HQ/CN=Tor F} and {/C=de/O=PQR/OU=HQ/CN=Tor F} both refer to
the same entry.

Aliases use built-in machinery which dereferences target objects and extends searches;
for example, a search for organizational persons with a given filter from a base-object of
{/C=de/O=PQR Holdings AG/O=PQR} will normally find the same people as an otherwise
identical search from {/C=de/O=PQR}.

An alias can be a context prefix. If this is the case, the subordinate reference that points to
it should be created with a special bit (SA - see also Administration Reference under “DSE
type attribute syntax”) in its DSE-type attribute. Aliases should not be established as
autonomous administrative points, since this is of dubious validity within the Directory
standard.

Aliases lower in the tree can give problems when encountered during searching, as each
alias can give rise to a complete new search operation. If many such aliases are present,
and alias-dereferencing during search is not switched off, operation execution time can be
excessive.

As an alternative to aliases, see-also attributes should be considered. These attributes
give a user the opportunity to follow a pointer, without being obliged by the Directory
mechanisms to do so, thereby allow two distinct subtrees to be informally linked together.

Example 11: Use of see-also attributes

In the PQR example described in Appendix A, entries of object class organizational-reference are defined to
hold information about organizational units in other parts of the DIT. The reference to the other organizational
unit is maintained in a see-also attribute. The information within them is maintained manually.

A PQR organizational-reference entry can be shown by using ex11v.cp:

C:\dirx>dirxcp ex11v.cp
Bind with simple authentication
Show an organizational reference with a see-also attribute
 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=PQR (SA) Pty Limited
    Object-Class              : OU
                              : ORGR
                              : TOP
    Organizational-Unit-Name  : PQR (SA) Pty Limited
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    See-Also                  : /C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited
    Creation-Time             : 19970523115926Z
    Creators-Name             : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin
    Governing-Structure-Rule  : 6
    Structural-Object-Classes : ORGR

The see-also semantics may be too imprecise2. You could, if necessary, define an
attribute that had the precise semantics that were needed.

X.509 Attributes
X.509 specifies the way in which public key cryptography can be used to achieve “strong
authentication” for the purposes of both the Directory and for non-Directory applications.
Certain attributes are specified to hold public keys and related information. When a DSA
uses strong authentication, it must act as a principal in obtaining these attributes. Even
when a DSA does not use strong authentication, it may still be required to hold the
attributes on behalf of other DSAs or non-Directory applications.

User-certificate

This attribute is used for publication of a user’s public key by placing it in an entry. The
presence of this attribute is not required in an entry even if strong authentication is
supported. It should always be associated with strong-authentication-user, which includes
the attribute as a mandatory attribute.

CA Attributes

Certification authorities (CAs) play a key role in the distribution of public keys. They are
required to provide a variety of services to users, possibly including the creation and
distribution of public/private key-pairs. They also provide the essential service of
guaranteeing the association between public keys and the owners of the corresponding
key-pairs.

This guarantee is put into effect by signing the user’s certificate, which can then be
published by placing it as a value in a user-certificate attribute in the Directory.

CAs can themselves be guaranteed by other CAs. A topmost CA will sign its own
certificates, and will publish its own public key in a reliable manner.

CA entries have an object class certification-authority. This is associated with four
attributes (of which only the last is optional):

l authority-revocation-list: used to promulgate a list of CA certificates signed by the CA
but compromised

l CA-certificate: the certificate of the CA itself

                                                     
2 X.500 states: “The See Also attribute type specifies names of other Directory objects which may

be other aspects (in some sense) of the same real world object.
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l certificate-revocation-list: used to promulgate a list of user certificates signed by the
CA but compromised

l cross-certificate-pair: used to promulgate a list of CAs whose certificates can be
guaranteed by the CA

The authenticity of a certificate can be verified by verifying the CA’s signature on it; the
CA’s signature can be verified by verification of the signature on its own certificate, either
using the public key taken from its own published certificate or from a cross-certificate-
pair attribute value. This process can be continued until the verification is done by a CA
known by the verifier to be reliable.

Strong authentication works wherever this verification process can systematically be
carried out, and where the CAs are themselves trustworthy.

Unique identity attributes

Attributes such as unique-identifier (UID) or unique-member (UM) are used to give a
positive identification to entries of the same name, e.g. when an entry has been removed
and a new one of the same name generated.

Association of a user with a unique identifier is only possible using strong authentication.
The value of the unique identifier in this case is provided by the user’s certificate

When access control to a specific entry is required, based on “this-entry” as a user-class,
access should only be possible to a user who has been authenticated with the unique
identifier.

Unique identifier attributes should not be used when strong authentication is not available.
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The DIT and the schema

Once you have established the structure of your DIT, there are three phases in creating
the DIT itself:

l Defining the general structure of your part of the DIT, for example as was done in
Appendix A: Case-study - PQR AG (page 163 et seq.)

l Listing the attributes, object classes, and name forms that you will need, defining new
ones when necessary

l Defining your subschema requirements in terms of structure rules and content rules

l Establishing the subschema in your DSAs (including the creation of the administrative
entries and subentries required)

l If necessary configuring new attributes, object classes, and name forms into your
DSAs

l Creating the entries

Further notes follow.

The DIT and the schema
The basic building bricks of the schema are:

l Attributes

l Object classes

l Name forms

Each possesses an object identifier and an essentially permanent definition. In many
cases, the registration is contained within the Directory Standards themselves, but it is
possible for you to do your own registration. An example of a registration from the
Directory standards is given in Example 10.

Most of the attributes, object classes, and name forms that you need will be predefined by
the Directory standards, and are already supported by the DirX DSA (see the
Administration Reference chapter on “DirX Default DSA Schema”).

If necessary, you can define your own.
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Example 12: Registration of Organization

(adapted from X.521)

6.3 Organization

The Organization object class is used to define organization entries in the DIT3.

OrganizationOBJECT-CLASS ::= { -- the type of object defined
SUBCLASS OF {top} -- the superclass(es) if any
KIND structural -- or structural, abstract
MUST CONTAIN {organizationName} -- mandatory attributes if any
MAY CONTAIN {description | -- optional attributes if any

localityName |
stateOrProvinceName |
streetAddress |
physicalDeliveryOfficeName |
postalAddress |
postalCode |
postOfficeBox |
facsimileTelephoneNumber |
internationalISDNNumber
telephoneNumber |
teletexTerminalIdentifier |
telexNumber |
preferredDeliveryMethod |
destinationIndicator |
registeredAddress |
x121Address |
businessCategory |
seeAlso |
searchGuide |
userPassword }

ID id-oc-organization }

The ASN.1 style for identifiers (e.g. userPassword) converts simply to the local style (e.g. user-password).

When building the DIT, you will need not only the pre-registered items, but also structure
rules and content rules. These must be placed in the DIT in the appropriate subschema
subentry. These rules comprise the subschema. Different parts of the DIT use different
rules, reflecting the needs of the owner of the information.

                                                     
3 In the standard itself, the list of optional attributes is shortened by quoting predefined lists called

attribute-sets. These lists are resolved in the example.
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DirX also supports schema publication attributes:

l attribute-types

l matching-rule-use

l matching-rules

l name-forms

l object-classes

but, unlike the DIT-content-rules and DIT-structure-rules attributes, these are optional, and
are used for publication purposes only, and have no effect on the internal procedures of
the DSA. For example, a user may include or omit an object class without otherwise
affecting the behaviour of the DSA.

The Subschema
The Directory thus enables you to define the following for each independent region of the
DIT:

l Structure rules (the DIT-structure-rules attribute)

l Content rules (the DIT-content-rules attribute)

l Schema publication of selected attributes and their characteristics

l Schema publication of selected object classes and their characteristics

l Schema publication of selected name forms and their characteristics

First, you must define the subtrees that comprise independent regions of the DIT by
making the root of each subtree a subschema-specific administrative point. This can most
easily be done when you first create the subtree. Each subtree becomes a subschema-
specific administrative area

Then you provide it with a single subschema subentry that targets the complete
subschema-specific administrative area. It must contain a DIT-structure-rule attribute, and
may contain the other subschema attributes.

A subschema subentry must always be present at the first subschema-specific
administrative point superior to a new entry.

Note. A subschema subentry can only be removed if the subschema-specific
administrative point to which it belongs has no subordinates.

DirX does not require attributes, object classes, and name forms to be made available by
schema publication: any attribute, object class, or name form is automatically available if
configured into the DSA.
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Notes:

1. This represents a simplification of the full requirements of the Directory standards.

2. The schema publication attributes are only available when accessed within the
subschema subentry

Structure rules and content rules are actively linked to the DSA machinery, and are used
to legitimise the positioning and content of entries.

Subschema subentries

A subschema subentry can only be created subordinate to a Subschema Specific
Administrative Entry. Within your own part of the DIT, each topmost entry will have been
created as such, but it is also possible to create subordinate entries as Subschema
Specific Administrative Entries. Once this step has been taken, you cannot remove this
role unless there are no subordinate entries affected. If you are uncertain about the
administrative role of an entry, it can be tested. In Example 13, either dirxcp or dirxadm
is used to look for the value of the administrative role attribute. Note the different
responses if the entry is not an administrative entry. The value of relevance is “SASA”
(Subschema Admin. Specific Entry). In this case, {/c=DE/o=PQR} starts a subschema-
specific area, but {/c=DE/o=PQR/OU=Head Office} does not.

Example 13: Checking the administrative role

Using dirxcp (ex13v.cp):
dirxcp> bind -user {/c=DE/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication simple
dirxcp> show {/c=DE/o=PQR} -attribute AR
{/C=DE/O=PQR} {AR=SASA;ACSA;AA}
dirxcp> show {/c=DE/o=PQR/OU=Head Office} -attribute AR
Error: Attribute or attribute value doesn't exist.
       (Matched object name: /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Head Office)
       (Violating attribute: Administrative-Role)
dirxcp> unbind

or using dirxadm (ex13v.adm):
dirxadm> show {/c=DE/o=PQR} -attribute AR
{/C=DE/O=PQR} {AR=SASA;ACSA;AA}
dirxadm> show {/c=DE/o=PQR/OU=Head Office} -attribute AR
{/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Head Office}

A subschema subentry (if one does not exist) can be created subordinate to a
subschema-specific administrative entry, using the following command4:

                                                     
4  Using dirxadm is possible, but it is a more complex operation. Certain elements of the subentry

are created automatically using dirxcp, but they must be generated explicitly using dirxadm. For
example, note the additional information that was automatically created in Example 14.
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dirxcp> create {name} -attr {OCL=SUBE;SUBS} SS={DEF=TRUE} DSR=structure-rules
[DCR=content-rules]

In this command:

l The object class (OC) values are SUBE (subentry) and SUBS (subschema)

l The subtree-specification (SS) value is the default (empty sequence)

l The DIT-structure-rule attribute is mandatory

l The DIT-content-rule attribute is optional

The formats for structure rules and content rules are given in the Administration
Reference under “DIT-Structure-Rule-Description attribute syntax” and “DIT-Content-Rule-
Description attribute syntax”.

The subentry is also permitted to contain the schema publication attributes (Page 93):

l AT: attribute-types

l MR: matching-rules

l MRU: matching-rule-use

l NF: name-forms

l OC: object-classes

but these are not mandatory, and are not taken into account by the internal DSA
mechanisms.

The following example illustrates a dirxcp script for creating a subschema subentry
based on the Annex A example.

Example 14: Creating a subschema subentry

The following script (ex14.cp) binds as an administrator, deletes any pre-existing subentry (this would not, of
course be necessary when there was no pre-existing subentry), and creates a new one. It is designed to work
from the standard example scripts (bootstrap_DSA.adm, initialize_DSA.cp, load_DSA.cp). In addition to this, it
requires that some new attributes, object classes and name-forms be established (these are the attributes,
object classes and name-forms defined for PQR in Appendix A). To do this, scripts described later may be run:

dirxadm ex18.adm
dirxadm ex25.adm
dirxadm ex30.adm

ex14.cp script establishes a new subschema subentry (deleting the old one first), assuming it to be called:

/C=DE/O=PQR/CN= Subschema-Subentry
The following structure rules are created:
#
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Id  Name-form Superior structure rules
1 Organisation NF -
2 Organisational-unit 1;2
3 Organizational-role NF  1;2;7
4 Organizational-person 1;2;7
5 DSA NF  1;2
6 Org-reference NF  1;2
7 Org-component NF  1;2

The following content rules are created

 Auxiliary
 object class

Optionals Mandatories  Prohibited

organization Cert-authority
organizational-
unit

Cert-authority

organizational-
person

SAU,PQR-person

organizational-
role

PQR-person  UP

The result can be viewed using ex14v.cp:

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Remove pre-existing subentry {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry}"
catch { delete {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry}} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Put in a revised subentry at {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry}"
catch { create {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry} -attribute    \
    {OCL=SUBE;SUBS} \
    SS={DEF=TRUE} \
    {DSR={ID=1,NF=ONF,DSC=organization};  \
      {ID=2,NF=OUNF,SSR=1;2,DSC=org-unit under organization or org-unit};  \
      {ID=3,NF=ORNF,SSR=1;2;7,DSC=org-role under org or org-unit or org-component};
\
      {ID=4,NF=OPNF,SSR=1;2;7,DSC=org-person under org or org-unit or org-
component}; \
      {ID=5,NF=DSANF,SSR=1;2,DSC=DSA under org or org-unit};  \
      {ID=6,NF=ORFNF,SSR=1;2,DSC=org-reference under org or org-unit};  \
      {ID=7,NF=OCPNF,SSR=1;2,DSC=org-component under org or org-unit}  \
    }    \
    {DCR={SOC=ORG,AOC=CA,DSC=organisation with CA};\
      {SOC=OU,AOC=CA,DSC=org-unit with CA};\
      {SOC=ORP,AOC=SAU;PQRP,DSC=org-person with PQR-person and strong
authentication};\
      {SOC=ORR,AOC=PQRP,OA=UP,DSC=org-role with PQR-person and password};\
      {SOC=DSA,AOC=SAU,DSC=DSA with strong authentication}\
    }
  } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Running this followed by ex14v.cp:

C:\dirx>dirxcp ex14.cp
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Bind with simple authentication
Remove pre-existing subentry {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry}
operation ok
Put in a revised subentry at {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry}
operation ok
C:\dirx>dirxcp ex14v.cp
Bind with simple authentication
View subentry /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry
 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry
    Object-Class               : SUBS
                               : SUBE
                               : TOP
    Subtree-Specification
      Default-Value            : TRUE
    Common-Name                : Subschema-Subentry
    Creation-Time              : 19970523132622Z
    Creators-Name              : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin
    DIT-Structure-Rules
      Identifier               : 7
      Name-Form                : OCPNF
      Superior-Structure-Rule  : 1
                               : 7
      Description              : org-component under org or org-unit
    DIT-Structure-Rules
      Identifier               : 6
      Name-Form                : ORFNF
      Superior-Structure-Rule  : 1
                               : 2
      Description              : org-reference under org or org-unit
    DIT-Structure-Rules
      Identifier               : 5
      Name-Form                : DSANF
      Superior-Structure-Rule  : 1
                               : 2
      Description              : DSA under org or org-unit
    DIT-Structure-Rules
      Identifier               : 4
      Name-Form                : OPNF
      Superior-Structure-Rule  : 1
                               : 2
                               : 7
      Description              : org-person under org or org-unit or org-component
    DIT-Structure-Rules
      Identifier               : 3
      Name-Form                : ORNF
      Superior-Structure-Rule  : 1
                               : 2
                               : 7
      Description              : org-role under org or org-unit or org-component
    DIT-Structure-Rules
      Identifier               : 2
      Name-Form                : OUNF
      Superior-Structure-Rule  : 1
                               : 2
      Description              : org-unit under organization or org-unit
    DIT-Structure-Rules
      Identifier               : 1
      Name-Form                : ONF
      Description              : organization
    DIT-Content-Rules
      Structural-Object-Class  : DSA
      Auxiliary-Object-Classes : SAU
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      Description              : DSA with strong authentication
    DIT-Content-Rules
      Structural-Object-Class  : ORR
      Auxiliary-Object-Classes : PQRP
      Optional-Attributes      : UP
      Description              : org-role with PQR-person and password
    DIT-Content-Rules
      Structural-Object-Class  : ORP
      Auxiliary-Object-Classes : SAU
                               : PQRP
      Description              : org-person with PQR-person and strong
authentication
    DIT-Content-Rules
      Structural-Object-Class  : OU
      Auxiliary-Object-Classes : CA
      Description              : org-unit with CA
    DIT-Content-Rules
      Structural-Object-Class  : ORG
      Auxiliary-Object-Classes : CA
      Description              : organisation with CA

A subschema subentry is permitted to share a subentry with other administrative purposes
(e.g. access control) provided that the other purposes also use the default subtree
specification.

DIT-structure-rule (DSR)

A structure rule must be supplied for each entry that is placed in the DSA; this is done by
creating it as a value of the corresponding DIT-structure-rules attribute for the
corresponding subschema subentry. An example set of structure rules are shown in
Example 14.

The syntax is described in the Administration Reference under “DIT-Structure-Rule-
Description attribute”. The essential components of a structure rule are:

l ID - a numeric identifier for the structure rule, which must be unique for each DIT-
structure-rule attribute (possibly with additional requirements - see below - when the
structure rule corresponds to the topmost entry of the subschema-specific area)

l NF - name form - the name form to which it applies (specifying the structural object
class to which it applies and the naming attribute or attributes involved

l SSR - superior structure-rule list - one or more superior structure rule identifiers to
which the present structure rule can refer (these structure rules must be present);
there is one circumstance when this list can be absent

Structure rules are locally tagged with integers. These integers are arbitrarily allocated,
except when the topmost entry is converted from an ordinary entry to an entry
corresponding to a subschema-specific point.

In this case, the complete structure rule value that corresponded to this entry prior to
conversion is retained, except for the superior-structure-rules element (discussed in the
next paragraph). The resulting value is placed in the DIT-structure-rule attribute in the new
subschema subentry. Note that the structure rule identifier is maintained.
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There are two main possibilities for the superior structure rules element of the retained
value, remembering that they must not be permitted to reference structure rules which do
not exist for the subschema-specific area:

1. They are omitted (this is only permitted for a structure rule corresponding to a
subschema-specific point.

2. All the structure rules that were applicable prior to conversion are imported.

The first possibility is the simpler.

The following example illustrates the creation of a subschema specific point. Note that
such a point can have no subordinates, and must be provided with subentry-ACI before a
subschema subentry can be created, accessed, modified, or deleted.

Example 15: Entries converted to subschema-specific entries

A script for converted an ordinary entryto subschema-specific entries doing this is ex15.cp. This script converts
a new or pre-existing entry into a subschema-specific entry, and creates a subschema subentry subordinate to
it.

Note that the subschema-specific entry must also have subentry-ACI to provide access control to any
subentries. The subentry cannot be created using dirxcp without this access control.

Tthe subschema-specific entry is not permitted to have any subordinate entries before conversion.

The script ex15v.adm can be used to display the contents of the administrative point and its subentry.
ex15d.cp can be used to remove the two entries.

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Create the entry /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Head Office, if it does not exist"
catch { create {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Head Office} -attribute {OCL=OU} } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

#  Define the operational attributes to be controlled by ACI, and permissions.
set  oa_Schema    "OC;AT;DSR;NF;DCR;MR;MRU"
set  oa_DSA       "CRN;CRT;MN;MT"
set  oa_admEntry  "AR;ACS;SACI"
set  oa_Entry     "$oa_DSA;SOC;GSR;CE;EACI"
set  oa_subEntry  "SS;$oa_Schema;$oa_DSA;PACI;EACI"
set  AER  "grantRead+grantBrowse+grantDiscloseOnError+grantReturnDN"
set  AEM  "$AER+grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify"
set  AAR  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch"
set  AAM  "$AAR+grantAdd+grantRemove"
set  AEPR  "$AEM+grantExport+grantImport+grantRename"
set  AAP  $AAM

puts "Modify this entry to be a subschema-specific point with subentry-ACI"
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Head Office} -addattr \
    {AR=SASA} \
    "SACI={ID=admin: enable handling of subentries, \
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         PR=254, \
         AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}}, \
         UF={UC={N={DN={/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin}}}, \
             UP={PI={E=TRUE}, \
                 GAD=$AEM}; \
                 {PI={AT=$oa_subEntry,AAV=$oa_subEntry,AUATV=TRUE}, \
                 GAD=$AAM} } } " } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Add an appropriate subentry"
catch { create {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Head Office/CN=subschema} -attribute \
    {OCL=SUBE;SUBS} \
    SS={DEF=TRUE} \
    {DSR={ID=2,NF=OUNF,DSC=org-unit}; \
      {ID=3,NF=ORNF,SSR=2,DSC=org-role under org-unit }; \
      {ID=4,NF=OPNF,SSR=2,DSC=org-person under org-unit} \
    } \
    {DCR={SOC=OU,AOC=CA,DSC=org-unit with CA}; \
        {SOC=ORP,AOC=SAU;PQRP, \
            DSC=org-person with PQR-person and strong authentication};
        {SOC=ORR,AOC=PQRP,OA=UP, \
            DSC=org-role with PQR-person and password}
    } } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Running this and ex15v.cp

C:\dirx>dirxcp ex15.cp
Bind with simple authentication
Create the entry /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Head Office, if it does not exist
operation ok
Modify this entry to be a subschema-specific point with subentry-ACI
operation ok
Add an appropriate subentry
operation ok
C:\dirx>dirxcp ex15v.cp
Bind with simple authentication
 View {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Head Office}
 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Head Office
    Object-Class                       : OU
                                       : TOP
    Organizational-Unit-Name           : Head Office
    Creation-Time                      : 19970523144341Z
    Modification-Time                  : 19970523144341Z
    Creators-Name                      : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin
    Modifiers-Name                     : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin
    Administrative-Role                : SASA
    Subentry-ACI
      Identifier                       : admin: enable handling of subentries
      Precedence                       : 254
      Authentication-Level
        Basic-Levels
          Level                        : SIMPLE
      User-First
        User-Classes
          Name-And-Opt-UID
            Distinguished-Name         : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin
        User-Permissions
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          Protected-Items
            Entry                      : TRUE
          Grants-And-Denials           :
grantAdd+grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantRemove+grantBrowse+grantModify+
grantReturnDN
        User-Permissions
          Protected-Items
            Attribute-Type             : SS
                                       : OC
                                       : AT
                                       : DSR
                                       : NF
                                       : DCR
                                       : MR
                                       : MRU
                                       : CRN
                                       : CRT
                                       : MN
                                       : MT
                                       : PACI
                                       : EACI
            All-Attribute-Values       : SS
                                       : OC
                                       : AT
                                       : DSR
                                       : NF
                                       : DCR
                                       : MR
                                       : MRU
                                       : CRN
                                       : CRT
                                       : MN
                                       : MT
                                       : PACI
                                       : EACI
            All-User-Attr-Types-Values : TRUE
          Grants-And-Denials           :
grantAdd+grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantRemove+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch
    Governing-Structure-Rule           : 2
    Structural-Object-Classes          : OU

 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Head Office/CN=subschema
    Object-Class               : SUBS
                               : SUBE
                               : TOP
    Subtree-Specification
      Default-Value            : TRUE
    Common-Name                : subschema
    Creation-Time              : 19970523144341Z
    Creators-Name              : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin
    DIT-Structure-Rules
      Identifier               : 4
      Name-Form                : OPNF
      Superior-Structure-Rule  : 2
      Description              : org-person under org-unit
    DIT-Structure-Rules
      Identifier               : 3
      Name-Form                : ORNF
      Superior-Structure-Rule  : 2
      Description              : org-role under org-unit
    DIT-Structure-Rules
      Identifier               : 2
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      Name-Form                : OUNF
      Description              : org-unit
    DIT-Content-Rules
      Structural-Object-Class  : ORR
      Auxiliary-Object-Classes : PQRP
      Optional-Attributes      : UP
      Description              : org-role with PQR-person and password
    DIT-Content-Rules
      Structural-Object-Class  : ORP
      Auxiliary-Object-Classes : SAU
                               : PQRP
      Description              : org-person with PQR-person and strong
authentication
    DIT-Content-Rules
      Structural-Object-Class  : OU
      Auxiliary-Object-Classes : CA
      Description              : org-unit with CA

A structure rule can be removed by removing it completely, or (if it might be required later)
by replacing it with a value:
DSR={ID=identifier,NF=name-form[,SSR=identifier[;identifier…]][,N=sr-name][,DSC=sr-
description],OBS=TRUE}

in which the final flag indicates that the structure rule has been obsoleted. This can only
be done with a structure rule which is not referenced by any other structure rule

It is helpful to use a systematic approach to the design of structure rules.

1. Repeat the following for each.

2. List all the structural object classes which are to be encountered in the Subschema
Administrative Area.

3. Draw a tree which shows diagrammatically what kind of entries can be subordinate to
a particular type of entry in your region of the DIT. Mark for each of these the name
forms which will be required. Make a separate tree for each different subordinate
configuration.

 Note. If you do come up with two different configurations, you will have two options: (A) to
create structure rules which cover both cases, or (B) to create a new Subschema
Specific Administrative Point to enable more precise control to take place. Note that the
determination of a governing structure rule should be unambiguous. Ambiguity can
occur in two ways:

• There may be more than one name form which correspond to the actual naming
attribute(s)

• There may be more than one structure rule which corresponds to a matching name
form

 but this situation should be avoidable.

4. Label each distinct subordinate combination using a distinct numeric tag which is
always higher than that of the topmost entry (of which there is always just one). The
tag of the topmost entry should be the tag it would carry as a member of the next
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subschema-specific area (in the case of an administrative point which is not
autonomous) or 1.

5. Each such subordinate combination corresponds to a structure rule: write its
combination

When an entry’s contents are accessed so as to return the value of the governing-
structure-rule attribute, the correct value is constructed “on the fly” by the DirX DSA. Thus,
an entry which has been created by dirxadm may be found to possess a governing-
structure-rule attribute.

DIT-content-rules (DCR)

The DIT-content-rules gives general rules for entries of particular structural object class.
The attribute can be absent, or values can be absent for any given structural object class.
The attribute is needed whenever one of the following is true:

l Entry in the subschema specific area are to be permitted to contain an object class
value corresponding to an auxiliary object class

l Entries of a given structural object class are to be compelled or permitted to hold
attributes over and above the requirements of their object classes

l Entries of a given structural object class are to be compelled or permitted to appear to
hold collective attributes

l Entries of a given structural object class are to be forbidden to hold specific attributes

An example set of content rules is shown in Example 14.

The DIT-content-rules operational attribute regulates the contents of attributes of a
specific structural object class (as indicated for a particular entry by the structural-object-
class attribute value - automatically maintained by the DirX DSA). It has four components
(more details are given in the Administration Reference under “DIT-Content-Rule-
Description attribute”):

l SOC - structural-object-class - identifies the value as applicable to the specified object
class

l AOC (optionally present) - a list of auxiliary object classes: only these auxiliary object
classes are permitted for entries regulated by thus value

l MA (optionally present) - a list of mandatory attributes for the entry which must be
present in addition to those specified as mandatory by the entry’s object class values

l OA (optionally present) - a list of optional attributes for the entry which may be present
in addition to those specified as optional by the entry’s object class values

l PA (optionally present) - a list of precluded attributes for the entry which are not
permitted in entries governed by this content rule
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l OBS - present (and specified as OBS=TRUE) only when the content-rule is unused
and obsolete, but the value needs to be preserved for administrative convenience

in addition to optional elements which are present for documentation purposes. The
presence of attributes in new and modified entries is policed by the DirX DSA based on
the relevant DIT-content-rule attribute value (if present), as well as on the object-class
values of the entry.

Collective attributes are only visible on entries which permit them by the use of a
corresponding DIT-content-rule attribute value.

Aspects of the use of the attribute are touched on in the following section.

Relationships between schema elements
Schema elements interact. These relationships can be best seen when adding a new
entry (Figure 3 to Figure 8). These figures illustrate the general process that you would
need, in principle, to consider for each attribute, object class, name form or structure rule
that is to be used. (In practice, of course, new entries would usually follow previously
established precedents.)

In general, attributes need to be considered first, then object classes, then name forms,
then structure rules. Content rules are configured as needed as the procedure continues.

If an attribute cannot be added without additional configuration, the procedure of Figure 4
needs to be invoked to establish the attribute, object class, or content rule configuration
that is required. If the error! ellipse is encountered (here and in other diagrams), it will be
necessary to redefine the entry, and possibly the general schema arrangements.

In the attribute loop of Figure 3, the object-class attribute need not be considered, as it is
mandatory for all entries.

The lower part of Figure 4 shows the two options for legitimising a user attributes that is
not permitted otherwise: make use of a new auxiliary object class, or include it in the
content rule. The new auxiliary object class may itself have to be legitimised, but this is
handled in Figure 6: Configuration of content rules when object classes are considered.
The choice between the two options is based on fine considerations (i.e. it usually doesn’t
matter which option is selected):

l The use of an auxiliary object class is indicated when the presence of the attribute
may usefully be indicated by an object class

l The use of the content rule is indicated when use of auxiliary object class would give
license to add more attributes than are wanted

Since the auxiliary object class itself needs to be legitimised by placing a reference to it in
the appropriate DIT-content-rule attribute value, you will have to give attention to the DIT-
content-rule whatever you decide.
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Figure 5: Configuration of object classes to Figure 8: Configuration of  show simple
procedures in respect of object classes, content-rules (where not taken care of in Figure
4), name forms, and structure rules.

Figure 3: Schema-based procedures

 

Figure 4: Configuration of attributes, object classes, content-rules
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Figure 5: Configuration of object classes

Figure 6: Configuration of content rules
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Figure 7: Configuration of name forms

Figure 8: Configuration of structure rules

Further details about the schema-based procedures are given in later sections:

l Attributes (page 74)

l Object classes (page 83)

l Name forms (page 88)

Configuring the schema and subschema
DirX comes with preconfigured support of many of the basic schema elements
(Administration Reference in chapter on DirX Default DSA schema - see under “schema”).

However, as described earlier, it is necessary for you to configure in to each DSA
information which customises the DSA to your requirements:
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l Attributes

l Object classes

l Name bindings

Attributes, object classes and name bindings, when administered using dirxadm, are best
handled in terms of abbreviations. The management of abbreviations is done by editing
dirxabbr, a text file which can be edited using any suitable text editor. It is in fact a script
which is read by dirxadm (and dirxcp) whenever this is run. It is not actually used by the
DSA itself. See also Administration Reference under “dirxabbr file”.

dirxabbr is to be found in the …Dirx/Client/Conf directory (see Administration Reference
under “dirxabbr file/location”). It is divided up into sections which are clearly documented
by comments (these follow # signs). The parts of most relevance here are labelled by:

l OID DEFINITION BLOCK: name forms, object classes

l ATTRIBUTE DEFINITION BLOCK

In general, it consists of lines whose elements are separated by white space <ws> (tabs
or spaces).

Details of changes required when configuring in new attributes, object classes and name
bindings are defined in the following subsections.

It is strongly recommended that a copy of dirxabbr be retained prior to editing it!

Attributes
In order for an attribute to be used in an entry of a particular object class in a particular
region of the DIT, certain conditions must be fulfilled:

1. It must be configured into the DSA that holds it. See below for guidance. This
configuration is needed, even for shadow copies. It is a good idea to configure all your
DSAs identically, so that you can shadow without side effects.

Note. Shadowing will work in the sense that unconfigured attributes will be transferred
without complaint, but it will not be possible to search for particular values of the attribute.

2. It must EITHER be supported by an object class of the entry, by being specified as
either a mandatory or an optional attribute, OR be specified as either a mandatory or
an optional attribute for a DIT-content-rule applying to the entry.

3. It must not be specified as precluded by a DIT-content-rule applying to the entry.

DSA Configuration

Many attributes are pre-configured into your DSA.

To check whether a particular attribute is configured in, you can do the following:
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2. Open the file dirxabbr and check that the attribute is listed in it. If it is not, the attribute
is almost certainly unsupported at this time, and you should follow the procedures
given in “Configuring an attribute into dirxabbr” (page 76) and “Configuring the attribute
into the DSA” (page 79) to configure it in..

3. At the command line, enter dirxadm, and type:
dirxadm> gs show AT -objid abbreviation-or-oid

where abbreviation-or-oid is either or the object identifier associated with the attribute or
the corresponding abbreviation. The response gives information about the attribute, if
present, or the reason for failure if absent. Abbreviations are only known to dirxcp and
dirxadm if they are supplied in the dirxabbr file.

Example 16: Checking attribute configuration

The script ex16v.adm can be used to inspect attribute configuration. In part, it is:
#  ===========================================================================
#
#  ex16v.adm: Displaying attribute configurations
#
#  Usage: dirxadm ex16v.adm
#
#  Displays the characteristics of a defined list of attributes (taken from
#  dirxabbr with two PQR attributes added; attributes not defined initially
#  are blanked out using "#".
#  ===========================================================================

#puts [ gs show AT -objid AA -pretty ]
puts [ gs show AT -objid ACS -pretty ]
puts [ gs show AT -objid AE -pretty ]
puts [ gs show AT -objid AON -pretty ]
puts [ gs show AT -objid AR -pretty ]
puts [ gs show AT -objid ARL -pretty ]
puts [ gs show AT -objid AT -pretty ]

etc.

The result of this script (in part is):

C:\dirx>dirxadm ex16v.adm
Attribute-Type-List
    1) Attribute-Types
      Identifier         : ACS
      Information
        Equality-Match   : OIDM
        Attribute-Syntax : OBJECT IDENTIFIER
        Multi-Valued     : FALSE
        Collective       : FALSE
        User-Modifiable  : TRUE
        Application      : DIR_OPR

Attribute-Type-List
    1) Attribute-Types
      Identifier         : AE
      Information
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        Equality-Match   : OIDM
        Attribute-Syntax : OBJECT IDENTIFIER
        Multi-Valued     : FALSE
        Collective       : FALSE
        User-Modifiable  : TRUE
        Application      : USR_APPLS

Attribute-Type-List
    1) Attribute-Types
      Identifier         : AON
      Information
        Equality-Match   : DNM
        Attribute-Syntax : DistinguishedName
        Multi-Valued     : FALSE
        Collective       : FALSE
        User-Modifiable  : TRUE
        Application      : USR_APPLS

Attribute-Type-List
    1) Attribute-Types
      Identifier         : AR
      Information
        Equality-Match   : OIDM
        Attribute-Syntax : OBJECT IDENTIFIER
        Multi-Valued     : TRUE
        Collective       : FALSE
        User-Modifiable  : TRUE
        Application      : DIR_OPR

If an attribute is not configured, the following steps are required:

1. Configure the attribute into dirxabbr (below), using a text editor.

2. Configure the attribute into the DSA’s database using dirxadm (page 79).

Configuring an attribute into dirxabbr

Before loading an attribute definition into dirxabbr, you will need to have defined the
following for the attribute:

l A 2-5 letter abbreviation (abbreviation) for the attribute (e.g. ROOMN), which is unique
for all objects defined within dirxabbr - if you find the same abbreviation used
elsewhere in the file, you must choose another abbreviation.

l A useful title (full-name) for the attribute, comprising alphanumerics and hyphens (no
spaces); this should normally be unique

l The object identifier (oid) in normal format (e.g. 2.5.4.3)

l The attribute syntax (syntax) as a mnemonic (see Table 7: Attribute syntaxes and
matching rules below)

l The syntax of the equality matching rule (equality), if any

l The syntax of the ordering matching rule (ordering), if any
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l The LDAP name or names (ldap-names), as a name or comma-separated list of
names, if required

These LDAP names that may be returned for the attribute when accessed using an LDAP
client. There may be several of these, since each such client is configured independently.
This last column is a useful place to maintain a list.

A definition for the attribute should be edited into dirxabbr in the form of an additional line
between the curly brackets in the Attribute Definition Block (see Example 17: Attribution
definition block in dirxabbr):

abbreviation<ws>full-name<ws>oid<ws>syntax<ws>equality<ws>ordering<ws>ldap-names

Here, as elsewhere, <ws> is used to mean “white space”; that is, one or more tabs or
spaces.

The table below defines the forms that should be used for syntax, equality, and ordering.
It also shows the possible form(s) (right-hand side of table) that can be taken for the
matching rules that will be configured in the next section.

Table 7: Attribute syntaxes and matching rules

syntax equality ordering

BIT_STR BIT_STR -

BOOLEAN BOOLEAN

DIR_STR DIR_STR -

DIR_STR
(country-name)

DIR_STR -

DN DN -

GENERALIZED_TIME GENERALIZED_TIME GENERALIZED_TIME

INTEGER INTEGER INTEGER

NAME_AND_OPT_UID NAME_AND_OPT_UID -

NUMERIC_STR NUMERIC_STR -

OBJECT_ID OBJECT_ID -

OCTET_STR OCTET_STR -

POSTAL_ADDR CIGN_LIST_MATCH -

PRESENTATION_ADDR PRESENTATION_ADDR -

PRINTABLE_STR DIR_STR -

PRINTABLE_STR
(for telephone-nos)

PRINTABLE_STR -
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syntax equality ordering

TELEX_NO - -

TTXTERMINAL_ID - -

UTC_TIME UTC_TIME UTC_TIME

Table 8: Attribute syntaxes and matching rules (continued)

For explanation of headings, please see Configuring the attribute into the DSA (page 79)
syntax equ-match ord-match subs-match syntax-and-

len

BIT_STR BSM BS

BOOLEAN BM B

DIR_STR CEM
CIM

CEOM
CIOM

CESM
CISM

DS
DS40
DS64
DS128
DS1024
DS32768

DIR_STR
(country-name)

CIM CN

DN DNM DN

GENERALIZED_TIME GTM GTOM GT

INTEGER IM IOM I

NAME_AND_OPT_UID UMM NAOUID

NUMERIC_STR NUMM NUMOM NUMSM NS
NS15
NS16

OBJECT_ID OIDM OID

OCTET_STR OM OOM OSM OS
OS128

POSTAL_ADDR CILM CILSM PA

PRESENTATION_ADDR PSAPM PSAP

PRINTABLE_STR CEM
CIM

CEOM
CIOM

CESM
CISM

PS
PS32
PS64
PS128

PRINTABLE_STR TNM TNSM PS32
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syntax equ-match ord-match subs-match syntax-and-
len

(for telephone-nos)

TELEX_NO TTXN

TTXTERMINAL_ID TTI

UTC_TIME UTCM UTCOM UTC

Note. Other values may be available - contact Product Support.

The following example shows a suitable modification of dirxabbr to add a new attribute
(new text is bolded).

Example 17: Attribution definition block in dirxabbr

…
# ATTRIBUTE DEFINITION BLOCK (sorted by abbreviations)
# ==============================================================================
# The following block contains information about
# - attributes
…
{
…
X1A X121-Address  2.5.4.24  NUMERIC_STR  NUMERIC_STR  -  x121address

# PQR attributes (added for example)

SECN  secretarys-name 1.3.999999.1.5.4.1 DN      DN      -   secretarysName
ROOMN room-number     1.3.999999.1.5.4.2 DIR_STR DIR_STR -   roomNumber

# Dummy - Entry for "Extensible-Match" (used in the extended Search Filter)
EM    Extensible-Match 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.200  EXTENDED_MATCH  -  -  -

}

After modification, dirxadm may be run and will then be able to use the abbreviations.

Configuring the attribute into the DSA

To configure the attribute into the DSA, some additional information is required:

l The abbreviation (abbreviation) defined for dirxabbr above (e.g. ROOMN)

l The supertype derivation (supertype), if any, defined for the attribute, using the
appropriate abbreviation (e.g. “N” - name); a derivation is not needed, but read or
search access using the supertypes will only work if this is provided. The supertype
must be of an appropriate syntax (e.g. N for a DIR_STR string attribute, or DN for a
distinguished name attribute)

l An equality matching rule (equ_match), if any for the attribute, corresponding to the
syntax (see Table 7: Attribute syntaxes and matching rules for possible values)
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l An ordering matching rule (ord_match), if any for the attribute, corresponding to the
syntax (see Table 7: Attribute syntaxes and matching rules for possible values)

l A substring matching rule (subs_match), if any for the attribute, corresponding to the
syntax (see Table 7: Attribute syntaxes and matching rules for possible values)

l The attribute syntax (syntax-and-len), including a specification of length (see Table 7:
Attribute syntaxes and matching rules for possible values); defaults to a directory-
string of length 32768 if omitted

l A boolean (multi-valued) indicating whether the attribute is single valued (FALSE) or
multivalued (TRUE): single valued; defaults to multi-valued if omitted

l A boolean indicating whether the attribute is collective (collective); defaults to FALSE if
omitted

To configure in an attribute, the following command is now necessary:

dirxadm>gs create AT -objid abbreviation -info
{[DER=supertype][,EM=equ_match][,OM=ord_match]
    [,SM=subs_match][,AS=syntax-and-len][,MV=multi-valued][,COL=collective]}

The following example illustrates the use of the command:

Example 18: Adding an attribute

The following script ex18.adm illustrates the adding of attributes, and specifically the secretary's-name and
room-number attributes defined for the PQR example.

Before this script will run, you must modify dirxabbr as defined in Example 17 by adding lines to the attribute
definitions.

The script ex18v.adm enables the currenet definitions to be inspected, while ex16v.adm permits attribute
characteristics as a whole to be viewed.

puts "Create the secretary's-name attribute"
catch { gs create AT -objid SECN -info {EM=DNM,AS=DN} } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Create the room-number attribute"
catch { gs create AT -objid ROOMN -info\
  {DER=N,EM=CIM,SM=CISM,AS=DS40,MV=TRUE} } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}
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Removing an attribute

If an attribute is entered in error, or with incorrect characteristics, it can be removed (see
example below):

Example 19: Removing an attribute

This (ex19.adm) script deletes the two attributes created by ex18.adm:

puts "Delete the secretary's-name attribute"
catch { gs delete AT -objid SECN} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Delete the room-number attribute"
catch { gs delete AT -objid ROOMN } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Running it:
C:\dirx>dirxadm ex19.adm
Delete the secretary's-name attribute
operation ok
Delete the room-number attribute
operation ok

You should not do this with an attribute which is in use.

Trouble-shooting

If you cannot add an attribute to an entry:

l You may not have the necessary access rights for the entry or its attributes (check the
applicable prescriptive-ACI and entry-ACI)

l It may not be configured into the DSA (use dirxadm with a “gs show AT” command); it
may not even be in dirxabbr

l It may not be defined as a mandatory or optional attribute for an object class (use
dirxadm with a “gs show OC” command if necessary to show object class
characteristics)

l It may be precluded by the content-rules

Obtaining information about configured attributes

The dirxadm gs facilities can be used to obtain information about all attributes that have
been configured.

Example 20: Obtaining attribute characteristics
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See Example 16 for the use of ex16v.adm.

Data base optimisation/indexation for attributes

The DirX DSA has some flexibility in the way in which attributes are held in its internal
indexing machinery.

The holding of attributes can be optimised in two ways:

1. Read optimisation

 The attribute can be stored in the same record as the distinguished name of the entry; this
provides an optimisation in access-time for the attribute when being read down.

 Conversely, it can be stored in a separate record. This is appropriate for large attributes
which are possibly infrequently accessed (e.g. pictures or sound-bites).

2. Indexation

The values of an attribute can be allocated an index of their own (this is only ever
necessary for an attribute that supports equality matching). This will normally enhance
searching the Directory for entries that match particular attribute values.

Without indexation, the search process will still match entries, but it must do this
exhaustively, looking at each entry in the scope (perhaps a scope reduced by other filter
predicates).

Note that indexation requires an investment of file-store (it would normally more than
double the storage allocated to particular attributes, and updates can take longer). This
can, when appropriate, be set against very major proformance improvements when the
indexed attribute is used as a primary search key.

In general, read optimisation should be taken. Choosing search indexation depends on
whether the attribute values can plausibly be used as search keys, and if there is any
pressure on file store. If in doubt, search optimisation should be given the benefit of the
doubt.

When a new attribute is configured in, by default:

l Read-optimisation is taken

l Indexation is not taken for attributes

The optimisation and indexation can be changed using dirxadm using db facilities (see
Administration Reference under “db attrconfig operation”).

Example 21: Attribute data base optimisation

The following script (ex21.adm) sets the secretarys-name attribute to have read optimisation but not search:

puts "Give the SECN attribute read but not search optimisation"
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catch { db attrconfig SECN -index FALSE -optread TRUE } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Running it:
C:\dirx>dirxadm ex21.adm
Give the SECN attribute read but not search optimisation
operation ok

The state of indexation can be found by the use of dirxadm with the “db show“ command.

Example 22: Attribute configuration characteristics

The following script (ex22v.adm) displays the indexing characteristics of a defined list of attributes (taken from
dirxabbr with two PQR attributes added; attributes not defined initiallyare blanked out.

#puts "Indexation/optimisation for AA:"
#puts [ db show -attr AA ]
puts "Indexation/optimisation for ACS:"
puts [ db show -attr ACS ]
puts "Indexation/optimisation for AE:"
puts [ db show -attr AE ]
puts "Indexation/optimisation for AON:"
puts [ db show -attr AON ]
puts "Indexation/optimisation for AR:"
puts [ db show -attr AR ]
puts "Indexation/optimisation for ARL:"
puts [ db show -attr ARL ]
puts "Indexation/optimisation for AT:"
puts [ db show -attr AT ]
puts "Indexation/optimisation for AUDP:"
puts [ db show -attr AUDP ]
etc.

with result:
C:\dirx>dirxadm ex22v.adm
Indexation/optimisation for ACS:
INDEX=FALSE,OPTR=TRUE
Indexation/optimisation for AE:
INDEX=FALSE,OPTR=TRUE
Indexation/optimisation for AON:
INDEX=TRUE,OPTR=TRUE
Indexation/optimisation for AR:
INDEX=TRUE,OPTR=TRUE
etc.
INDEX=FALSE,OPTR=TRUE
Indexation/optimisation for CE:
INDEX=FALSE,OPTR=TRUE
Indexation/optimisation for CK:
INDEX=TRUE,OPTR=TRUE
Indexation/optimisation for CN:
INDEX=TRUE,OPTR=TRUE
etc.
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Object classes
Entries will need to contain the object classes corresponding to the object which they
represent and their attribute holding.

In order for an object class to be used in an entry of a particular object class in a particular
region of the DIT, it must be configured into the DSA that holds it. See “Configuring an
object class into dirxabbr” (page 85) and “Configuring the object class into the DSA” (page
86) for guidance. This configuration is not needed for shadow copies, but it is still a good
idea to configure all your DSAs identically.

DSA Configuration

Many object classes are pre-configured into your DSA.

To check whether a particular object class is configured in, you can do the following:

1. Open the file dirxabbr and check that the object class is listed in it. If it is not, the
object class is almost certainly unsupported at this time, and you should follow the
procedures given in “Configuring an object class into dirxabbr” and “Configuring the
object class into the DSA”.

2. At the command line, enter dirxadm, and type:

dirxadm> gs show OC -objid abbreviation-or-oid

where abbreviation-or-oid is either the object identifier associated with the object class or
the corresponding abbreviation. The response gives information about the object class, if
present, or the reason for failure if absent. Abbreviations are only known if they are
supplied in the dirxabbr file.

Example 23: Checking object class configuration

The following script (ex23v.adm) displays the characteristics of a defined list of object classes (taken from
dirxabbr with three PQR object classes added.

puts [ gs show OC -objid ACS -pretty ]
puts [ gs show OC -objid ALI -pretty ]
puts [ gs show OC -objid APE -pretty ]
puts [ gs show OC -objid APP -pretty ]
puts [ gs show OC -objid C -pretty ]
puts [ gs show OC -objid CA -pretty ]
puts [ gs show OC -objid CA2 -pretty ]
puts [ gs show OC -objid CAS -pretty ]
etc.

with effect:
C:\dirx>dirxadm ex23v.adm
Object-Class-List
    1) Object-Classes
      Identifier      : ACS
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      Information
        Kind          : AUXILIARY

Object-Class-List
    1) Object-Classes
      Identifier            : ALI
      Information
        Subclass-Of         : TOP
        Kind                : STRUCTURAL
        Mandatory-Attibutes : AON

Object-Class-List
    1) Object-Classes
      Identifier            : APE
      Information
        Subclass-Of         : TOP
        Kind                : STRUCTURAL
        Mandatory-Attibutes : CN
                            : PSA
        Optional-Attributes : DSC
                            : L
                            : O
                            : OU
                            : SEA
                            : SAC
etc.

If an object class is not configured, the following steps are required:

1. Configure the object class into dirxabbr (see below)

2. Configure the object class into the DSA’s database using dirxadm (see “Configuring
the object class into the DSA”).

Configuring an object class into dirxabbr

In order to load an object class definition into dirxabbr, you will need to have defined the
following for the object class:

l A 2-5 letter abbreviation (abbreviation) for the object class (e.g. PQRP), which is unique
for all objects defined within dirxabbr - if you find the same abbreviation used
elsewhere in the file, you must choose another abbreviation.

l A useful title (full-name) for the object class, comprising alphanumerics and hyphens
(no spaces); this should normally be unique

A definition for the object class should be edited into dirxabbr in the form of an additional
line in the list of Object Classes

abbreviation<ws>full-name<ws>oid<ws>-

Example 24: Adding object classes to dirxabbr

#
# Object Classes (sorted by abbreviation)
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# =======================================
#
ACS Access-Control-Subentry 2.5.17.1 -
…
TOP Top 2.5.6.0 -

# PQR object classes
ORGC PQR-org-component 1.3.999999.1.5.6.1 -
ORGR PQR-org-reference 1.3.999999.1.5.6.2 -
PQRP PQR-person 1.3.999999.1.5.6.3 -

After modification, dirxadm may be run, and will be able to use the abbreviations.

Configuring the object class into the DSA

To configure the object class into the DSA, different information is required:

l The abbreviation (abbreviation) defined for dirxabbr above (e.g. PQRP)

l The superclass(es) derivation (superclass), if any, defined for the object class, using
the appropriate abbreviation (e.g. “N” - name); this may be absent for auxiliary object
classes or when the superclass is top; it can be a list of items separated by a
semicolon (“;”)

l The kind of object class (kind): STRUCTURAL or AUXILIARY (ABSTRACT is
possible, but would seldom be used); if absent, STRUCTURAL is assumed

l A list of mandatory attributes (mandatories), if any, for the object class; if more than
one item is used, the items are separated by a semicolon (“;”)

l A list of optional attributes (optionals), if any, for the object class; if more than one item
is used, the items are separated by a semicolon (“;”)

Each attribute must previously have been configured in the DSA, e.g. using the procedure
described in 0.

To configure in an object class, the following command is now necessary:

dirxadm>gs create OC -objid abbreviation -info {[SUB=superclass][,KIND=kind]
[,MA=mandatories]
    [,OA=optionals]}

Example 25: Adding an object class

The object class to be added can be defined formally:

pqr-person OBJECT CLASS ::= {
KIND AUXILIARY
MAY CONTAIN {secretarys-name, room-number}
ID pqr-oc-pqr-person }
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and this, with the other PQR-defined object classes, can be added by the script ex25.adm. Before this script will
run, you must modify dirxabbr as defined in  Example 24 by adding lines to the object class definitions.. The
script adds the three object classes ORGC, ORGR, PQRP to the standard schema, as defined in the PQR
example. The script ex25v.adm permits the result of this script to be viewed. The script ex26d.adm removes the
object classes.

puts "Create the structural object class organizational-component"
catch { gs create OC -objid ORGC -info {SUB=OU,KIND=STRUCTURAL} } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Create the structural object class organizational-reference"
catch { gs create OC -objid ORGR -info {SUB=OU,KIND=STRUCTURAL,MA=SEA} } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Create the auxiliary object class PQR-person"
catch { gs create OC -objid PQRP -info {KIND=AUXILIARY,OA=SECN;ROOMN} } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Running the script, with ex25v.adm:

C:\dirx>dirxadm ex25.adm
Create the structural object class organizational-component
operation ok
Create the structural object class organizational-reference
operation ok
Create the auxiliary object class PQR-person
operation ok

C:\dirx>dirxadm ex25v.adm
Show the org-component object class
Object-Class-List
    1) Object-Classes
      Identifier      : ORGC
      Information
        Subclass-Of   : OU
        Kind          : STRUCTURAL

Show the org-reference object class
Object-Class-List
    1) Object-Classes
      Identifier            : ORGR
      Information
        Subclass-Of         : OU
        Kind                : STRUCTURAL
        Mandatory-Attibutes : SEA

Show the PQR-person object class
Object-Class-List
    1) Object-Classes
      Identifier            : PQRP
      Information
        Subclass-Of         : TOP
        Kind                : AUXILIARY
        Optional-Attributes : SECN
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                            : ROOMN

Removing an object class

If an object class is entered in error, or with incorrect characteristics, it can be removed
(see example below):

Example 26: Removing an object class

The script ex26d.adm deletes the three object classes created by ex25.adm.

puts "Delete the organizational-component object class"
catch { gs delete OC -objid ORGC} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}
etc.

C:\dirx>dirxadm ex26d.adm
Delete the organizational-component object class
operation ok
Delete the organizational-reference object class
operation ok
Delete the PQR-person object class
operation ok

You should not do this with an object class which is in use.

Trouble-shooting

If you cannot add an object class to an entry:

l You may not have the necessary access rights for the entry or its attributes (check the
applicable prescriptive-ACI and entry-ACI)

l The object class attribute may not contain the superclasses of each object class value
present

l Mandatory attributes may be absent

Name forms
Name forms are required for each distinct pattern of naming attributes used for a
particular type of entry. A name form applies to a particular object class, and defines:

l One or more attribute types which must be present in the RDN

l Zero or more attribute types which may optionally be present in the RDN

Example 27: Name form
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The following name form is defined by the Directory standards for organizational-persons:

orgPersonNameForm NAME FORM ::= {
NAMES organizationalPerson
WITH ATTRIBUTES {commonName}
AND OPTIONALLY {organizationalUnitName}
ID id-nf-orgPersonNameForm }

Name forms are used in structure rules, and are applied when the structure rule is
applied. Configuration of a structure rule is not needed for shadow copies, but it is still a
good idea to configure all your DSAs identically.

DSA Configuration

Many name forms are pre-configured into your DSA (Administration Reference under
“schema/default names in”).

To check whether a particular name form is configured in, you can do the following:

Open the file dirxabbr and check that the name form is listed in it. If it is not, the name
form is almost certainly unsupported at this time, and you should follow the procedures
given in “Configuring a name form into dirxabbr” (page 90) and “Configuring the name
form into the DSA” (page 91).

At the command line, enter dirxadm, and type:

dirxadm> gs show NF -objid abbreviation-or-oid

where abbreviation-or-oid is either the object identifier associated with the name form or
the corresponding abbreviation. The response gives information about the name form, if
present, or the reason for failure if absent. Abbreviations are only known if they are
supplied in the dirxabbr file.

Example 28: Checking name form configuration

The script ex28v.adm displays the characteristics of a defined list of name-forms taken from dirxabbr with two
PQR name-forms added.

puts [ gs show NF -objid ACNNF -pretty ]
puts [ gs show NF -objid AENF -pretty ]
puts [ gs show NF -objid ALNF -pretty ]
puts [ gs show NF -objid AONF -pretty ]
puts [ gs show NF -objid AOUNF -pretty ]
puts [ gs show NF -objid APNF -pretty ]
puts [ gs show NF -objid CDNF -pretty ]
puts [ gs show NF -objid CNF -pretty ]
etc

with results:
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C:\dirx>dirxadm ex28v.adm
Name-Form-List
    1) Name-Forms
      Identifier         : ACNNF
      Information
        Subordinate      : ALI
        Naming-Mandatory : CN

Name-Form-List
    1) Name-Forms
      Identifier         : AENF
      Information
        Subordinate      : APE
        Naming-Mandatory : CN

Name-Form-List
    1) Name-Forms
      Identifier         : ALNF
      Information
        Subordinate      : ALI
        Naming-Mandatory : L

Name-Form-List
    1) Name-Forms
      Identifier         : AONF
      Information
        Subordinate      : ALI
        Naming-Mandatory : O

etc.

If a name form is not configured, the following steps are required:

1. Configure the name form into dirxabbr (see below), using a text editor.

2. Configure the name form into the DSA’s database using dirxadm as described below.

Configuring a name form into dirxabbr

In order to load a name form definition into dirxabbr, you will need to have defined the
following for the name form:

l A 2-5 letter abbreviation (abbreviation) for the name form (e.g. OCPNF), which is unique
for all objects defined within dirxabbr - if you find the same abbreviation used
elsewhere in the file, you must choose another abbreviation.

l A useful title (full-name) for the name form, comprising alphanumerics and hyphens
(no spaces); this should normally be unique

A definition for the name form should be edited into dirxabbr in the form of an additional
line in the list of Name forms

abbreviation<ws>full-name<ws>oid<ws>”-“

Example 29: Adding name forms to dirxabbr
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#
# Name Forms (sorted by abbreviation)
# ===================================
#
AENF Application-Entity-Name-Form 2.5.15.11 -
…
SPNF State-OR-Province-Name-Form 2.5.15.2 -
#
# PQR name forms
#
OCPNF organizational-component-name-form 1.3.999999.1.5.15.1 -
ORFNF organizational-reference-name-form 1.3.999999.1.5.15.2 -

After modification, dirxadm may be run.

Configuring the name form into the DSA

To configure the name form into the DSA, different information is required:

l The abbreviation (abbreviation) defined for dirxabbr above (e.g. OCPNF)

l The object class (objclass) to which the name form corresponds

l A list of the attribute types (mandatories) which must be present in the name form; if
more than one item is used, the items being separated by a semicolon (“;”)

l A list of the attribute types (optionals) which may be present in the name form; if more
than one item is used, the items being separated by a semicolon (“;”)

The attribute types should normally be standard attributes which are commonly used as
naming attributes:

Table 9: Standard naming attributes

Standard naming attributes
common-name
country-name
locality-name

state-or-province-name
organization-name

organizational-unit-name

but it is possible to use other simple attributes (e.g. strings or even integers) with
straightforward matching rules. Note, however, that DUAs and other DSAs may have
problems with unusual matching rules.

To configure in a name form, the following command is now necessary:

dirxadm>gs create NF -objid abbreviation -info
{SUB=objclass,MA=mandatories[,OA=optionals]}
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The following example illustrates this:

Example 30: Adding a name form

Before this script (ex30.adm) will run, you must modify dirxabbr as defined in Example 29 by adding lines to the
name-form definitions.The script adds the two name forms organizational-component-name-form, and
organizational-reference-name-form to the schema, as defined in the PQR example.

The script ex28v.adm permits the result of this script to be viewed.

The script ex31d.adm removes the name-forms.

puts "Create organizational-component-name-form"
catch { gs create NF -objid OCPNF -info {SUB=ORGC,NM=OU} } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Create organizational-reference-name-form"
catch { gs create NF -objid ORFNF -info {SUB=ORGR,NM=OU} } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

with results:
C:\dirx>dirxadm ex30.adm
Create organizational-component-name-form
Object Class not found.
Create organizational-reference-name-form
operation ok

Note that the object classes referred to must pre-exist.

Removing a name form

If a name form is entered in error, or with incorrect characteristics, it can be removed:

Example 31: Removing a name form

The script ex31d.adm: removes the two PQR name forms organizational-component-name-form and
organizational-reference-name-form.

puts "Remove organizational-component-name-form"
catch { gs delete NF -objid OCPNF } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Remove organizational-reference-name-form"
catch { gs delete NF -objid ORFNF } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}
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Running it:
C:\dirx>dirxadm ex31d.adm
Remove organizational-component-name-form
operation ok
Remove organizational-reference-name-form
operation ok

You should not do this with a name form which is in use.

Schema publication attributes
DirX supports the schema publication attributes:

l attribute-types

l matching-rule-use

l matching-rules

l name-forms

l object-classes

but, unlike the DIT-content-rules and DIT-structure-rules attributes, these are optionally
used for publication purposes only, and have no effect on the internal procedures of the
DSA. For example, a user may include or omit an object class without otherwise affecting
the behaviour of the DSA.

These attributes are accessible by users permitted to access the subschema subentry in
which they reside.

attribute-types (AT)

Please refer to Chapter 2 of the Administration Reference under “Attribute-Type-
Description attribute syntax”, for a description of the elements forming the values of this
attribute.

matching-rule-use (MRU)

Please refer to the Administration Reference under “Matching-Rule-Use-Description
attribute syntax”, for a description of the elements forming the values of this attribute.

matching-rules (MR)

Please refer to the Administration Reference under “Matching-Rule-Description attribute
syntax”, for a description of the elements forming the values of this attribute.

name-forms (NF)

Please refer to the Administration Reference under “Name-Form-Description attribute
syntax”, for a description of the elements forming the values of this attribute.
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object-classes (OC)

Please refer to the Administration Reference under “Object-Class-Description attribute
syntax” for a description of the elements forming the values of this attribute.

Using Collective attributes

Creating collective attributes in a subtree

Collective attributes are applied to entries in the DIT in three steps:

1. Collective Attribute Specific Points and (if necessary) Collective Attribute Specific
Points administrative are defined; the entries affected are marked as such by placing
one of the values collective-attribute-specific-area (CASA) or collective-attribute-inner-
area (CAIA) in the administrative-role attribute (AR).

2. One or more collective attribute subentries are created, as necessary, to hold the
collective attributes; each must be targeted at the specific part of an administrative
area to which the collective attributes which it holds are to be applied. The targeting is
done by selecting an appropriate value for the subtree-specification attribute. Since
content-rules turn on or off the application of particular collective attributes to entries of
particular types, it is not usually necessary to use refinement by object class for the
subtree-specification attribute.

3. The content-rule values appropriate to each kind of entry to be affected are amended
to include each collective attribute to be applied.

More details are given in the Administration Guide under “Collective attributes”.

See also Collective-exclusions (CE) below.

Collective-exclusions (CE)

Collective attributes can be excluded from particular entries by the use of the collective-
exclusion operational attribute.

This attribute takes values that are object identifiers for the collective attributes that are to
be made absent from the entry, for example:

l locality-collective (LC)

l state-or-province-name-collective (SPNC)

l street-address-collective (STAC)

l organization-name-collective (ONC)

l organizational-unit-name-collective (OUC)

l postal-address-collective (PAC)
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l postal-code-collective (PCC)

l post-office-box-collective (POBC)

l physical-delivery-office-name-collective (PDOC)

l telephone-number-collective (TNC)

l telex-number-collective (TXNC)

l ttx-terminal-identifier-collective (TTIC)

l fax-telephone-number-collective (FTNC)

l international-isdn-number-collective (IINC)

In addition to these, there is a special object identifier, registered as a special operational
attribute:

l XACA - exclude-all-collective-attributes - 2.5.18.0

Example 32 illustrates the use of collective attributes.

Example 32: Collective attributes

The script ex32.cp illustrates the creation of collective attributes (on the PQR database).

It makes a number of changes to permit the use of collective attributes:

1. The administrative point is marked as being collective-attribute specific

2. A collective attribute subentry is created with the desdired collective attributes

3. Content rules are adjusted to permit the presence of the collective attributes in appropriate objects

The result can be viewed using ex32v.cp. The script is:

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Add collective-attribute-specific as an administrative role"
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR} -addattr {AR=CASA} } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Insert a subentry that gives a collective locality and telephone number"
catch { create /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Collective-attribute-Subentry  -attr \
       {OCL=SUBE;CAS} \
       {SS={DEF=TRUE}} \
       {LC=Munich;Muenchen} \
       {TNC=12345678}
} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}
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puts "Add LC as an ORG and OU attribute; add LC, TNC as an ORP attribute"
catch { modify {/C=de/O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry} \
    -removeattr DCR=ORG \
    -addattr {DCR={SOC=ORG,AOC=CA,OA=LC,DSC=organisation with CA} } \
    -removeattr DCR=OU \
    -addattr {DCR={SOC=OU,AOC=CA,OA=LC;TNC,DSC=org-unit with CA} } \
    -removeattr DCR=ORP \
    -addattr {DCR={SOC=ORP,AOC=SAU;PQRP,OA=LC;TNC;CE,DSC=org-person with SAU PQRP
LC TNC} \
   } } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Running this, followed by ex32v.cp:

C:\dirx>dirxcp ex32.cp
C:\dirx>dirxcp ex32.cp
Bind with simple authentication
Add collective-attribute-specific as an administrative role
operation ok
Insert a subentry that gives a collective locality and telephone number
operation ok
Add LC as an ORG and OU attribute; add LC, TNC as an ORP attribute
operation ok

C:\dirx>dirxcp ex32v.cp
Bind with simple authentication
View /C=DE/O=PQR administrative-role
 1) /C=DE/O=PQR
    Administrative-Role : SASA
                        : ACSA
                        : AA
                        : CASA

View the collective attribute subentry
 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Collective-attribute-Subentry
    Object-Class                : CAS
                                : SUBE
                                : TOP
    Subtree-Specification
      Default-Value             : TRUE
    Common-Name                 : Collective-attribute-Subentry
    Locality-Collective         : Muenchen
                                : Munich
    Telephone-Number-Collective : 12345678
    Creation-Time               : 19970524083342Z
    Creators-Name               : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin

View DCR in the subschema subentry
 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry
    DIT-Content-Rules
      Structural-Object-Class  : DSA
      Auxiliary-Object-Classes : SAU
      Optional-Attributes      : ROOMN
      Precluded-Attributes     : PI
      Description              : DSA with strong authentication
    DIT-Content-Rules
      Structural-Object-Class  : ORR
      Auxiliary-Object-Classes : PQRP
      Optional-Attributes      : UP
      Description              : org-role with PQR-person and password
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    DIT-Content-Rules
      Structural-Object-Class  : ORG
      Auxiliary-Object-Classes : CA
      Optional-Attributes      : LC
      Description              : organisation with CA
    DIT-Content-Rules
      Structural-Object-Class  : OU
      Auxiliary-Object-Classes : CA
      Optional-Attributes      : LC
                               : TNC
      Description              : org-unit with CA
    DIT-Content-Rules
      Structural-Object-Class  : ORP
      Auxiliary-Object-Classes : SAU
                               : PQRP
      Optional-Attributes      : LC
                               : TNC
                               : CE
      Description              : org-person with SAU PQRP LC TNC

View Hohner in Marketing staff
 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Head office/OU=Marketing/CN=Hohner
    Object-Class                : ORP
                                : PER
                                : MUS
                                : TOP
    Common-Name                 : Hohner
    Surname                     : Hohner
    Description                 : Secretary of the marketing department
(etc.)
    Governing-Structure-Rule    : 4
    Structural-Object-Classes   : ORP
    Locality-Collective         : Muenchen
                                : Munich
    Telephone-Number-Collective : 12345678
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Distributing the Directory - naming contexts
and knowledge references

Introduction
Although DirX can be used as a standalone DSA, with no knowledge of other DSAs, in
general it will be used as part of a distributed application, with information typically being
stored and maintained close to its owners. The Directory protocols and mechanisms then
ensure that enquiries and update operations are passed from DSA to DSA in an orderly
manner.

To do this, each DSA must carry explicit knowledge of DSAs referred to by:

l Subordinate references (page 107) and first-level references (page 108)

l The superior reference (page 109)

l Cross references (page 110)

l Shadowing agreements and associated references (see pages 121 et seq.)

The present DSA itself is regulated by configuration attributes within the root DSE (see
“Managing this DSA for distributed operations” page 100) which establish its behaviour
and knowledge of other DSAs. Each DSA known to the present DSA by a knowledge
reference or a shadow relationship has characteristics of its own which needs to be
configured, using the DSA-policy attribute (page 21):

l Name and addresses

l Authentication method

l Trustedness

(DSAs interacting within a single organisation may be configured to trust the identity of a
user as determined by a member of the group, while authentication outside the group may
be considered untrusted.)

The DSA has a distinguished name which identifies a notional entry. It is possible, but not
necessary, for this entry to exist in the DIT It may for convenience be placed in the DSA
itself, but this is not strictly necessary. Refer to “The DSA’s own entry” for further advice
(page 104).

Managing this DSA for distributed operations
This DSA’s own name and address is managed by the my-access-point root attribute. See
“Managing the DSA’s name and PSAP address” below.
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The relationship with users is managed by the user-policy root attribute (page 27).

The relationship with other DSAs is managed by the DSA-policy root attribute (page 21)

The DSA is, by default, furnished with a predefined set of Directory capabilities which
include DAP, DSP, and DISP. If a restricted set of capabilities is required, this can be
managed by means of the supported-application-context root attribute. A copy of this
attribute may be placed in the DSA’s own entry. See under The DSA’s own entry (page
104) for further details.

Shadowing relationships are discussed in Distributing the Directory - shadowing (page
121).

Managing the DSA’s name and PSAP address

The DSAs name and PSAP address are visible in the root-attribute my-access-point
(MAC) (see Example 33: Managing the DSA’s name and PSAP address).

If necessary, the DSAs name and PSAP address is changed, not using my-access-point,
but by using the ob modownacp feature of dirxadm (see Administration Reference under
“ob modownacp operation” and Example 33: Managing the DSA’s name and PSAP
address).

 Example 33: Managing the DSA’s name and PSAP address

The script ex33.adm alters a DSA's name and address:

The script ex33v.adm permits the result of this script to be viewed.

puts "Set new AETitle and PSAP address"
catch { ob modownacp {AE={/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Muenchen}, \
    PSAP={TS=DSA,NA='TCP/IP!internet=88.88.88.88+port=4321'}} } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Note the need to insert the single quotes around the network address NA=’TCP/IP…4321’

Running the script, using ex33v.adm to show it before and after:

C:\dirx>dirxadm ex33v.adm
View AETitle and PSAP address
 1) /
    My-Access-Point
      AE-Title       : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1
      PSAP-Address
        T-Selector   : DSA1
        NSAP-Address : TCP/IP!internet=158.152.70.167+port=21100

C:\dirx>dirxadm ex33.adm
Set new AETitle and PSAP address
operation ok
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C:\dirx>dirxadm ex33v.adm
View AETitle and PSAP address
 1) /
    My-Access-Point
      AE-Title       : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Muenchen
      PSAP-Address
        T-Selector   : DSA
        NSAP-Address : TCP/IP!internet=88.88.88.88+port=4321

Neither operation has any effect on the DIT entry of the DSA. If present, the name of this
entry should be changed using suitable operations, and the access point changed, as
appropriate.

Supported-application-context (SAC)

Application contexts represent the coupling of a protocol and an application which
interacts using the protocol. The Directory standards define nine application contexts:

Table 10: Application contexts

Abbr’n Application context

DAP directory-access-application-context (DUA or DSA functionality using DAP)

DOPM directory-operational-binding-management-application-context (DSA functionality
using DOP to coordinate HOBs or shadowing)

DSP directory-system-application-context (DSA functionality using DSP)

RSCI Reliable-shadow-consumer-initiated-application-context (DSA functionality using
DISP over the RTSE protocol when the consumer initiates the shadowing)

RSSI Reliable-shadow-supplier-initiated-application-context (DSA functionality using
DISP over the RTSE protocol when the supplier initiates the shadowing)

SCI Shadow-consumer-initiated-application-context (DSA functionality using DISP
when the consumer initiates the shadowing, and operations are synchronous; that
is, no invoke can be initiated until a response to the last invoke has been received)

SSI Shadow-supplier-initiated-application-context (DSA functionality using DISP when
the supplier initiates the shadowing, and operations are synchronous)

SSIA Shadow-supplier-initiated-asynchronous-application-context (DSA functionality
using DISP when the supplier initiates the shadowing, and operations can be
asynchronous)

SCIA Shadow-consumer-initiated-asynchronous-application-context (DSA functionality
using DISP when the consumer initiates the shadowing, and operations can be
synchronous; that is, another invoke can be initiated before a response to the last
invoke has been received)

The DirX DSA supports four application contexts by default:

l Directory-access-application-context
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l Directory-access-system-context

l Shadow-consumer-initiated-application-context

l Shadow-supplier-initiated-application-context

These application contexts are represented by the presence of a supported-application-
context attribute (SAC) which is automatically generated when the database is started.

Note. The values of the attribute indicate that DOP is supported. This, however, is not the
case. The value for DOP can be removed (see Example 34).

If this set of application contexts is to be changed (e.g. to close down support for
shadowing), the attribute can be managed in the root DSE using dirxadm, so as to
contain just those values that are needed.

Example 34: Establishing supported-application-contexts in the root DSE

This example shows the display of the supported-application-contexts attribute, and the removal of values. No
script is provided for this simple manipulation.
dirxadm> show {/} -attribute SAC
/ {SAC= DAP;DSP;DOPM;SSI;SCI}
dirxadm> modify {/} -removeattr SAC=DOPM
dirxadm> show {/} -attr SAC
/ {SAC=DAP;DSP;SSI;SCI}
dirxadm> modify {/} -addattr SAC=DOPM
dirxadm> show {/} -attr SAC
/ {SAC=DAP;DSP;SSI;SCI;DOPM}

Cooperating-DSA

The cooperating-DSA attribute is a root operational attribute which provides a collection of
information about DSAs which maintain operational bindings with the present DSA:

l The name of the DSA

l Its presentation address and relevant low-level protocol information

l Information about any shadow operational bindings associated with the DSA (see
Chapter 2 of the Reference Manual for further details)

l The internal identifier for the DSA’s name (ignore this!)

DSAs that are only used for references do not appear in this attribute.

Example 35: Displaying operational bindings

The following example shows the cooperating-DSA contents after establishing the operational binding set up by
Example 45: Shadowing the administrative path. This requires the PQR data base with:

1. dirxcp ex45a.cp
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2. dirxadm ex45b.adm

The command and its results are:
C:\dirx>dirxadm -c "show {/} -attribute CDSA -pretty"
 1) /
    Cooperating-DSA
      PSAP-Address
        T-Selector                 : dsa
        NSAP-Address               : TCP/IP!internet=22.22.22.22+port=1234
      Cooperating-DSA              : /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt/CN=Darmstadt
      DSE-ID                       : 45
      SOB-Agreement
        Shadow-Agreement-Info
          Shadow-Subject
            Area-Specification
              Context-Prefix       : /C=de/O=PQR
              Replication-Area
                Subtree-Base       : /OU=dummy
            Attribute-Selection
              Default-Value        : TRUE
        Operational-Binding-ID
          Identifier               : 1
          Version                  : 0
        Own-Role                   : SUPPLIER
        OprBindMngmnt-Validity
          Validity-From            : 970524094303Z
        Operational-Binding-State  : COOPERATIVE
        Update-Status
          Disabled                 : FALSE
          Update-Status
            Supplier-Update-Status
              Area-Change-State    : CHANGED

Although the "dse modify" functions of dirxadm can in theory be used to change the
values of the cooperating DSA table, they must not be used for this purpose, to avoid side
effects.

The DSA’s own entry

A DSA may optionally have a real entry that corresponds to its name. It is not necessary to
have such an entry, because the DSA never itself refers to it. However, an entry may be
useful as:

l A placeholder

l To publish information about the DSA

If the DSA supports strong authentication, it may be useful to publish its certificate in the
entry.
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The contents of the DSA’s entry include:
Characteristic: Values Comments

Name: dsa-name
User Attributes

common-name
(CN)

as determined by dsa-name Mandatory

object-class (OCL) APE;DSA
(plus optionally SAU)

Mandatory. The SAU
(strong-authentication-user)
value is optional; if present,
SAU needs to be present in
the content-rule attribute
value for DSAs in the
corresponding subschema
subentry

presentation-
address (PSA)

dsa-address Mandatory and single-
valued. This value should be
the same as the value in the
my-access-point root
attribute.

Supported-
application-context
(SAC)

application-contexts Optional. The values should
be the same as those in the
supported-application-
context root attribute.

user-certificate
(UC)

user-certificates Only present if SAU is
present in the object-class
attribute; it is then mandatory

other attributes:
description
(DSC)
locality-name (L)
organization-
name (O)
organizational-
unit-
    name (OU)
see-also (SEA)

As permitted by the APE
object class

The contents of a typical DSA entry are given by the following example.

Example 36: Contents of DSA entry

The script ex36.cp creates a DSA entry /c=de/o=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1. The script ex36v.cp permits the result
of this script to be viewed, and ex36d.cp. removes it. This entry is present in the PQR database.
puts "Bind with simple authentication"
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bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Create a DSA entry /C=de/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1"
catch { create {/C=de/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1} -attribute \
    {OCL=DSA;APE} \
    {DSC=Central DSA for PQR} \
    {PSA={TS=DSA1,NA='TCP/IP!internet=158.152.70.167+port=21100'}} \
    {SAC=DAP;DSP;SCI;SSI} \
    } status
if {$status == ""} \
    then {puts "operation ok"} \
    else {puts "$status"}

Running and viewing:

C:\dirx>dirxcp ex36.cp
Bind with simple authentication
Create a DSA entry /C=de/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1
operation ok

C:\dirx>dirxcp ex36v.cp
Bind with simple authentication
View DSA entry /C=de/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1
 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1
    Object-Class              : APE
                              : DSA
                              : TOP
    Common-Name               : PQR-DSA1
    Description               : Central DSA for PQR
    Presentation-Address
      T-Selector              : DSA1
      NSAP-Address            : TCP/IP!internet=158.152.70.167+port=21100
    Suppl.-Applic.-Context    : SSI
                              : SCI
                              : DSP
                              : DAP
    Creation-Time             : 19970524104043Z
    Creators-Name             : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin
    Governing-Structure-Rule  : 5
    Structural-Object-Classes : DSA

Protocol-information
This attribute is designed to be used in conjunction with Application Entities and their
presentation-address attributes. To use this attribute (for example, to add this information
to a DSA or application-entity entry), you will either have to define a user-defined object-
class, or permit it using content-rules (page 62).

The objective of the attribute is to associate the network and lower layers of the protocol
stack of a remote application entity with one or more object identifier representing
specifications or profiles that define its behaviour. The protocol-information attribute
values bind a network address specified within the PSAP-address of the application entity
with the profiles. See the Administration Reference under “Protocol-Information attribute
syntax” for more details.
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DirX does not presently support the underlying functionality of protocol information.5 This
attribute should therefore not be used.

Knowledge references

Subordinate references

When a new naming context is started (other than one immediately subordinate to the
root of the DIT), the DSA that holds the entry superior to the new naming context’s context
prefix holds a subordinate reference corresponding to the name of the context prefix.

The access-point (name and address) of the DSA holding the new naming context is
placed in the new subordinate reference. The DSA itself must be registered in the DSA-
policy attribute, so that DSP binds can take place using the credentials and form of
authentication specified in that attribute.

The contents of a subordinate reference are given by the table below:

                                                     
5 The following recommendations are made by the present draft of the draft ISP ADY22:

It is recommended that the protocol-information component is present in the access point information stored and
promulgated by a DSA.
When a DSA needs to access a target DSA, it may then follow the procedure below:

1. If the protocol-information component is absent from the access point, the DSA shall construct a protocol-
information element using the following profiles with each network address in the access point:

• TP4 over CLNS
• TP0 over C0NS
• RFC1006 over TCP/IP

 As a local option, the DSA may add additional profiles.
2. The DSA discards protocol-information values containing unrecognised profiles.
3. The DSA discards protocol-information values containing profiles which require transport and/or network layer

components not supported by the end system  (I.e. the one containing the DSA).
4. The DSA orders the protocol-information values remaining in the list using a local policy ordering algorithm
5. The DSA starts with the first protocol-information value on the list.
6. If there are no more protocol-information values remaining to be processed, then the target DSA is inaccessible:

go to step 11.
7. The DSA attempts to Bind to the target DSA using the current  profile and network address.
8. If the Bind response indicates success, go to step 11.
9. Select the next protocol-information value on the list
10. Go to step 6
11. Exit.
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Table 11: Contents of a subordinate reference

Characteristic: Values Comments

Name: name-of-context-prefix Name corresponds to the
context prefix in a subordinate
DSA

DSE-type (DSET) SUBR Subordinate-reference

User-supplied operational
Attributes:

These can only be supplied
using dirxadm

specific-knowledge (SK) See reference material for
specific-knowledge

A single-valued attribute whose
values contain a set of access
points. Points initially to the
(master) DSA holding the new
naming context. At a later
stage, pointers to shadows of
the complete naming context
may be added.

A subordinate reference can only be created using dirxadm. This will generate a DSE of
type SUBR, and will set the specific knowledge to point to the DSA holding the new
naming context (top part of Example 37).

If at a later time the naming context is shadowed, a new knowledge reference pointing to
the context prefix and the DSA that holds it can be added to the specific-knowledge
attribute. This involves removing the complete attribute and replacing it (lower part of
Example 37).

A shadowed access point within a subordinate reference should only normally be made to
a shadowed naming context which is complete (i.e. consists of the whole naming context,
with subordinate references if present). It is possible to reference a partial naming context,
but this can reduce Directory performance, since searches and other operations that need
to return information that is not present must be passed up the shadow-supplier chain for
handling.

Example 37: Creating a subordinate reference

The script ex37.adm creates a subordinate reference to /C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt. The script
ex37v.adm permits the result of this script to be viewed.

puts "Create the subordinate reference /C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt"
catch { create {/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt} -attribute \
    {DSET=SUBR} \
    {SK={MOS={MSAP={AE={/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt/CN=Darmstadt}, \
        PSAP={TS=dsa,NA='TCP/IP!internet=22.22.22.22+port=1234'}}, \
            CAT=MASTER }}} } status
if {$status == ""}   \
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    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Running and viewing it:
C:\dirx>dirxadm ex37.adm
Create the subordinate reference /C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt
operation ok

C:\dirx>dirxadm ex37v.adm
View the subordinate reference /C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt
 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt
    DSE-Type                        : SUBR
    Organizational-Unit-Name        : PQR-Darmstadt
    Creation-Time                   : 19970524115539Z
    Specific-Knowledge
      Master-Or-Shadow-Access-Point
        Master-Shadow-Access-Point
          AE-Title                  : /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt/CN=Darmstadt
          PSAP-Address
            T-Selector              : dsa
            NSAP-Address            : TCP/IP!internet=22.22.22.22+port=1234
        Category                    : MASTER

A subordinate reference can be removed (as would be necessary when the naming
context is removed.

Example 38: Removing a subordinate reference

The script ex38d.adm removes the subordinate reference to /C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt:
puts "Remove the subordinate reference /C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt"
catch { delete {/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt} } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

First-level references

These are treated exactly as if they were subordinate references of the DIT root.

Example 39: Creating a first-level reference

The script ex39.adm establishes a first-level reference to C=za:
puts "Create the first-level reference /C=za"
catch { create {/C=za} -attribute \
    DSET=SUBR  \
    {SK={MOS={MSAP={AE={/C=za/O=Telecom/CN=Bloemfontein},\
    PSAP={TS=DS,NA='TCP/IP!internet=99.99.99.99+port=1350'}
    },
    CAT=MASTER
             }
        }} } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}
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Running and viewing it with ex39v.adm:

C:\dirx>dirxadm ex39.adm
Create the first-level reference /C=za
operation ok

C:\dirx>dirxadm ex39v.adm
View the first-level reference /C=za
 1) /C=za
    DSE-Type                        : SUBR
    Country                         : za
    Creation-Time                   : 19970524121933Z
    Specific-Knowledge
      Master-Or-Shadow-Access-Point
        Master-Shadow-Access-Point
          AE-Title                  : /C=za/O=Telecom/CN=Bloemfontein
          PSAP-Address
            T-Selector              : DS
            NSAP-Address            : TCP/IP!internet=99.99.99.99+port=1350
        Category                    : MASTER

Superior reference

Although a DSA will normally have a superior reference if it does not contain an entry
immediately beneath the root DSE, it is permitted to operate without one. This would be
the case for a DSA which has a context prefix representing an organisation subordinate to
the country entry, but has no relationship with DSAs other than those within a restricted
group. These DSAs can be accessed using subordinate references or cross references.

A superior reference can by placed in the root DSA using dirxadm to create a superior-
knowledge (SPK) attribute in the root DSE. dirxadm can subsequently be used to modify
or delete the reference. A fuller definition is given in the Administration Reference under
“Access-Point”.

Example 40: Adding a Superior reference

The script ex40.adm establishes a superior reference. The script ex40v.adm permits the result of this script to
be viewed.
puts "Add a superior reference to /C=de/CN=DeDirS"
catch { modify {/} -addattr \
    {SPK={AE={/C=de/CN=DeDirS}, \

PSAP={TS=DDS,NA='TCP/IP!internet=99.99.99.99+port=1863'}} \
}} status

if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Running and viewing this:

C:\dirx>dirxadm ex40.adm
Add a superior reference to /C=de/CN=DeDirS
operation ok

C:\dirx>dirxadm ex40v.adm
View the first-level reference /C=za
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 1) /
    Superior-Knowledge
      AE-Title         : /C=DE/CN=DeDirS
      PSAP-Address
        T-Selector     : DDS
        NSAP-Address   : TCP/IP!internet=99.99.99.99+port=1863

Cross references

Cross-references are arbitrarily generated references which can be used to optimise
distributed operations. A cross reference must always point to the context prefix of the
naming context.

Table 12: Contents of a cross reference

Characteristic: Values Comments

Name: name-of-context-prefix Name corresponds to the
context prefix in a subordinate
DSA

DSE-type (DSET) XR Cross-reference

User-supplied operational
Attributes:

These can only be supplied
using dirxadm

specific-knowledge (SK) See reference material for
specific-knowledge

A single-valued attribute whose
values contain a set of access
points. Points initially to the
(master) DSA holding the new
naming context. At a later
stage, pointers to shadows of
the complete naming context
may be added.

The following script illustrates the creation of a cross reference.

Example 41: Creating a cross reference

The script ex41.adm establishes a cross-reference to /C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited. The script ex41v.adm
permits the result of this script to be viewed.
puts "Create the cross-reference /C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited"
catch { create {/C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited} -attribute \
    DSET=XR {SK={MOS={MSAP={AE={/C=za/ O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited/CN=Cape Town},
        PSAP={TS=dsa,NA='TCP/IP!internet=33.33.33.33+port=1234'}
        },
        CAT=MASTER
        }
        }} } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
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    else {puts "$status"}

Running and viewing this:

C:\dirx>dirxadm ex41.adm
Create the cross-reference /C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited
operation ok

C:\dirx>dirxadm ex41v.adm
View the cross-reference /C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited
 1) /C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited
    DSE-Type                        : XR
    Organization-Name               : PQR (SA) Pty Limited
    Creation-Time                   : 19970524122847Z
    Specific-Knowledge
      Master-Or-Shadow-Access-Point
        Master-Shadow-Access-Point
          AE-Title                  : /C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited/CN=Cape Town
          PSAP-Address
            T-Selector              : dsa
            NSAP-Address            : TCP/IP!internet=33.33.33.33+port=1234
        Category                    : MASTER

Managing naming contexts

Creating a new naming context

A new naming context can represent an autonomous administrative point. The creation of
such a naming context is described in the Administration Guide under “Bootstrapping a
DSA”,. The process of creating it involves the use of dirxadm to create the administrative
point and enough access control in the subentry-ACI attribute of the administrative point to
permit the creation of those subentries that are needed to provide structure rules, content
rules, and access control permissions necessary for the building of the naming context.

A new naming context can similarly represent an administrative point which (although not
autonomous) is access control-specific, subschema-specific, and collective-attribute
specific. The process of creating it is much the same as for the autonomous
administrative point.

Example 42: Creating a new administrative point

The following script shows the creation of a new naming context in an DSA which already contains an existing
(but unrelated) naming context. For example, it could be created for practice by the manager of PQR-Fremantle
on a fact-finding mission to PQR’s headquarters in Munich. The script is fremantl.adm, and initiates the new
naming context using dirxadm, given (for example) a basic PQR portion of the DIT. The new naming context is
taken as an administrative point for access control only. Separate arrangement are needed to import the
subschema. The style of the script islike the demonstration script bootstrap_DSA.adm.

The script is in two parts - ex42.adm, using dirxadm to create the naming context, and ex42a.cp, using dirxcp to
create subentries and entries. Ex42.adm contains this:
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# Establish mnemonics
set  oa_Schema    "OC;AT;DSR;NF;DCR;MR;MRU"
set  oa_DSA       "CRN;CRT;MN;MT"
set  oa_admEntry  "AR;ACS;SACI"
set  oa_Entry     "$oa_DSA;SOC;GSR;CE;EACI"
set  oa_subEntry  "SS;$oa_Schema;$oa_DSA;PACI;EACI"
set  AER  "grantRead+grantBrowse+grantDiscloseOnError+grantReturnDN"
set  AEM  "$AER+grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify"
set  AAR  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch"
set  AAM  "$AAR+grantAdd+grantRemove"
set  AEP  "$AEM+grantExport+grantImport"
set  AAP  $AAM
set  defaultAdmin   "/C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited/OU=PQR-Fremantle/CN=admin"

puts "create /C=AU"
catch { create /C=AU -attr DSET=glue } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "create /C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited"
catch { create {/C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited} -attr DSET=glue } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "create /C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited/OU=PQR-Fremantle"
catch { \
create {/C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited/OU=PQR-Fremantle} -attr \
    {OCL=TOP;OU} \
    {DSET=ENTRY+ADM_POINT+CP} \
    {AR=ACSA;SASA;CASA}  \
    {ACS=SACS} \
    "SACI={ID=admin: enable Handling of Subentries, \
        PR=254, \
        AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}}, \
        UF={UC={N={DN={$defaultAdmin}}}, \
        UP={PI={E=TRUE}, \
            GAD=$AEM}; \
            {PI={AT=$oa_subEntry,AAV=$oa_subEntry,AUATV=TRUE}, \
            GAD=$AAM} } }" \
        "CRN={$defaultAdmin}" \
    } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "create the default administrative user $defaultAdmin"

catch { \
create $defaultAdmin  \
    -attr   {OCL=TOP;PER;ORP} \
    {DSET=ENTRY} \
    {SN=admin} \
    {DSC=Default Administrator} \
    {UP=dirx} \
    "CRN={$defaultAdmin}" \
} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}
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puts "Establish user-policy for new admin user"
catch {modify {/} -addattr \
    {USP={USN={/C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited/OU=PQR-
Fremantle/cn=admin},OPT=CHAINING+MODIFY, AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE-WITH-PWD}}}}} status
if {$status == ""} \
then {puts "operation ok"} \
else {puts "$status"}

which runs:

dirx> dirxadm ex42.adm
create /C=AU
operation ok
create /C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited
operation ok
create /C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited/OU=PQR-Fremantle
operation ok
create the default administrative user /C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited/OU=PQR-
Fremantle/CN=admin
operation ok
Establish user-policy for new admin user
operation ok

The dirxcp part is as follows:

# Establish mnemonics
set  oa_Schema    "OC;AT;DSR;NF;DCR;MR;MRU"
set  oa_DSA       "CRN;CRT;MN;MT"
set  oa_admEntry  "AR;ACS;SACI"
set  oa_Entry     "$oa_DSA;SOC;GSR;CE;EACI"
set  oa_subEntry  "SS;$oa_Schema;$oa_DSA;PACI;EACI"
set  AER  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN"
set  AEM  "$AER+grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify"
set  AAR  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch"
set  AAM  "$AAR+grantAdd+grantRemove"
set  AEP  "$AEM+grantExport+grantImport"
set  AAP  $AAM
set  cpName         "/C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited/OU=PQR-Fremantle"
set  defaultAdmin   "$cpName/CN=admin"

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited/OU=PQR-Fremantle/CN=admin} -
password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "create $cpName/CN=Subschema-Subentry"
catch { \
create $cpName/CN=Subschema-Subentry  -attr \
    {OCL=SUBE;SUBS} \
    {SS={DEF=TRUE}} \
    {DSR={ID=0,NF=OUNF,DSC=Structure Rule for topmost OrganizationalUnit}; \
        {ID=1,NF=OUNF,SSR=0,DSC=Structure Rule for OrganizationalUnit}; \
        {ID=2,NF=OPNF,SSR=0;1,DSC=Structure Rule for OrganizationalPerson}} \
    {DCR={SOC=ORP,AOC=MUS,DSC=Content Rule allowing auxiliary OC MUS}}\
} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "create $cpName/CN=AccessControl-Subentry"
catch { create $cpName/CN=AccessControl-Subentry  -attribute \
    {OCL=SUBE;ACS} \
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    {SS={DEF=TRUE}} \
    "PACI={ID=Admin: enable most of operations but no Rename, \
        PR=254, \
        AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}}, \
        UF={UC={N={DN={$defaultAdmin}}}, \
            UP={PI={E=TRUE}, \
                GAD=$AEM}; \
                {PI={AT=$oa_admEntry;$oa_Entry, \
                    AAV=$oa_admEntry;$oa_Entry, \
                        AUATV=TRUE}, \
                    GAD=$AAM} \
                } \
             }; \
        {ID=Public Access: enable Read and Search - disable Read password, \
        PR=0, \
        AL={BL={L=NONE}}, \
        UF={UC={AU=TRUE}, \
            UP={PI={E=TRUE}, \
                GAD=$AER}; \
                {PI={AUATV=TRUE}, \
                GAD=$AAR}; \
                {PR=255, \
                PI={AT=UP}, \
                GAD=denyRead} \
        }}" } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Create /C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited/OU=PQR-Fremantle/CN=Digger}"

catch { create {/C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited/OU=PQR-Fremantle/CN=Digger} -
attribute \
    {OCL=PER;ORP;MUS} \
    SN=Digger \
(etc)

which runs as follows:
dirx> dirxcp ex42a.cp
Bind with simple authentication
create /C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited/OU=PQR-Fremantle/CN=Subschema-Subentry
operation ok
create /C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited/OU=PQR-Fremantle/CN=AccessControl-
Subentry
operation ok
Create /C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited/OU=PQR-Fremantle/CN=Digger}
operation ok
create /C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited/OU=PQR-Fremantle/CN=Filler
operation ok
create /C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited/OU=PQR-Fremantle/CN=Tinker
operation ok
create /C=AU/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited/OU=PQR-Fremantle/CN=Morton
operation ok

The contents of the naming context can be viewed by using ex42v.cp

The main difference in the scripts is that the AA (autonomous-area) value of the
administrative-role attribute of the administrative entry is omitted.
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If the new context prefix does not represent a specific administrative point for any of the
administrative purposes (access control, subschema, or collective attributes), you will
normally need to import the missing access control, subschema, or collective-attribute
policies. You have three choices:

1. To change your mind and make the context prefix an access control-specific,
subschema-specific, and collective-attribute specific administrative point (as in the
example above). In many respects this is the easiest option.

2. To copy the administrative points that regulate these policies into special entries. This
is error-prone, and should be avoided if possible in favour of either of the other
choices.

3. To set up a special shadowing relationship between the DSA holding the new naming
context and the DSA holding the superior entry to shadow the complete administrative
path.

Instructions for carrying out the third option are described below (see Shadowing the
administrative path, page 118).

Creating special administrative points and subentries

To prepare for this process, you need to know:

l The administrative role of each administrative entry superior to the new naming
context

l The use (as given by the object class) of each subentry of these administrative entries

Starting from the entry immediately superior to the naming context, consider the need to
import each administrative entry for each purpose (access control, subschema, or
collective attribute). Once an administrative entry which is specific for a particular purpose
is reached, no superior administrative entry needs to be considered for that purpose.

Now consider each subentry of each administrative entry. If it contains information
relevant to an administrative purpose that needs to be supplied for that administrative
entry, it must be copied as a special subentry.

Example 43: Evaluating administrative entries and subentries

Suppose we have a set of nodes in the DIT consisting of 3 administrative entries entries:

• {/O=A} (autonomous, access control-specific, subschema-specific, collective-attribute-specific)

• {/O=A/OU=B} (access control-inner, collective-attribute-specific)

• {/O=A/OU=B/OU=C} (subschema-specific, collective-attribute-inner)

and suppose that we are to create a new naming context of name {/O=A/OU=B/OU=C/OU=D} subordinate to
{/O=A/OU=B/OU=C}.which is not to be an administrative entry.
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Considering access control:

• {/O=A/OU=B/OU=C} is not relevant because it has no access control policies

• {/O=A/OU=B} is relevant because it is an access control-inner administrative point. Its access control
subentries must be copied.

• {/O=A} is relevant because it is an access control-specific administrative point. Its access control subentries
must be copied.

Considering the subschema:

• {/O=A/OU=B/OU=C} is relevant because it is a subschema specific administrative point. Its single
subschema subentry must be copied. No superior administrative point need be considered for this purpose,
because it is subschema specific.

Considering collective attributes:

• {/O=A/OU=B/OU=C} is relevant because it is a collective-attribute-inner administrative point. Its collective
attribute subentries must be copied.

• {/O=A/OU=B} is relevant because it is a collective-attribute-specific administrative point. Its collective
attribute subentries must be copied. No superior administrative point need be considered, because it is
collective-attribute-specific

Each administrative point can now be created using dirxadm. The contents of the
administrative points can be kept to a minimum:
Characteristic: Values Comments

Name: (copy from original)

User Attributes

object-class (copy from original)

naming attribute (copy from original)

User-supplied
operational Attributes

DSE-type (DSET) tbs

administrative-role (AR) (copy from original) Mandatory

access-control-scheme (copy from original, if present) Only for access control-specific
points; it is then mandatory

The following example illustrates the generation of an administrative point according to
these rules.
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Example 44: Creating a special administrative point

dirxadm> to be supplied

The subentries that are needed must be copied just as they are.

Shadowing the administrative path

Shadowing the administrative path for a new naming context requires a number of
relatively straightforward steps:

1. Create a new dummy entry in the superior DSA, subordinate to the entry immediately
superior to the context prefix of the new naming context. This could require an
additional value to be added to the DIT-structure-rule attribute, but it shouldn’t be an
additional task if the dummy entry is of the same structural object class as the context
prefix entry.

2. Add permissions to allow the administrator for the subordinate DSA to carry out his/her
task.

3. Create a simple shadowing agreement defining the single entry of 1 as the replicated
area within the superior naming context and configure it into each DSA.

4. Initiate the agreement

Example 45: Shadowing the administrative path

Assume that we are creating the naming context with context prefix {/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt}. This
requires the import of the administrative entry {/C=de/O=PQR} together with all subentries, if the entry is not an
administrative entry, or is (say) an administrative entry with access control-inner-area or collective-attribute-
inner-area roles.

Step 1 - create dummy entry

Create the dummy entry {/C=de/O=PQR/OU=dummy} using the script ex45a.cp in the superior DSA. This script
creates a dummy entry which is a sibling of the context prefix for which the adminbistrative point is required.
Also modify the access control subentry in the superior DSA in order to permit an administrator (e.g.
{/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt/CN=Admin} the access rights to work in the new DSA (note the new ID).

The script ex45av.cp permits the result of this script to be viewed.

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Create a new entry /C=de/O=PQR/OU=dummy as a sibling of the sub-ref"
catch { create {/C=de/O=PQR/OU=dummy} -attribute OCL=OU } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}
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puts "Create access control for an administrator of the new DSA"
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr  \
    {PACI={ID=Admin2: - Enable Add Remove Read Browse Search,
        PR=254,
        AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
        UF={UC={N={DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt/CN=Admin}}},
            UP={PI={E=TRUE},

GAD=grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify+grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN+grantDiscl
oseOnError
                };
                {PI={AUATV=TRUE,
                    AT=CRT;CRN;GSR;MN;MT;SOC;ACS;AR;AT;CE;EACI;SACI,
                    AAV=CRT;CRN;GSR;MN;MT;SOC;ACS;AR;AT;CE;EACI;SACI
                    },

GAD=grantAdd+grantRemove+grantRead+grantFilterMatch+grantDiscloseOnError
                }
          }
      }
  } } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "This may be followed by the command: dirxadm ex45b.adm"

This runs as:
C:\dirx>dirxcp ex45a.cp
Bind with simple authentication
Create a new entry /C=de/O=PQR/OU=dummy as a sibling of the sub-ref
operation ok
Create access control for an administrator of the new DSA
operation ok
This may be followed by the command: dirxadm ex45b.adm

Step 2 - extend access control to new DSA’s administratori and make supplier's agreement

Create a shadowing agreement using dirxadm in the superior DSA:

This can be done using the script ex45b.adm:
puts "Prepare a shadowing agreement to supply a shadow of the dummy entry"
catch { ob create \
    -agreement {SS={AREA={CP={/C=de/O=PQR},RA={BAS={/OU=dummy}}},ATT={DEF=TRUE}}}

\
    -bindingtype SOB          \
    -dsa {/C=de/o=PQR/ou=PQR-Darmstadt/CN=Darmstadt}     \
    -ownrole supplier                  \
    -psap "TS=dsa,NA='TCP/IP!internet=22.22.22.22+port=1234'"  \
    -status cooperative } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}
puts "Please make a note of the operational binding ID and version for use later"

This runs as

C:\dirx>dirxadm ex45b.adm
Prepare a shadowing agreement to supply a shadow of the dummy entry
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OBID={ID=1,VERS=0}
Please make a note of the operational binding ID and version for use later

Step 3 Create a shadowing agreement in the subordinate DSA

A subordinate DSA matching the PQR database can be generated by the two scripts:

1. dirxadm bootpqr2.adm

2. dirxcp bildpqr2.cp

The first of these scripts contains steps comparable to ex5.adm, ex18.adm, ex25.adm,
and ex30.adm

The shadowing agreement can be established by the script ex45c.adm:

puts "Prepare a shadowing agreement to consume a shadow of the dummy entry"
puts "This has used an operational-binding-id of 1 with version 0"
catch { ob create \
    -agreement {SS={AREA={CP={/C=de/O=PQR},RA={BAS={/OU=dummy}}},ATT={DEF=TRUE}}}

\
    -bindingtype SOB          \
    -dsa {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1} \
    -operationalbindingid 1,0      \
    -ownrole consumer                  \
    -psap "TS=DSA1, NA='TCP/IP!internet=158.152.70.167+port=21100'" \
    -status cooperative } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

which is run as:

C:\dirx>dirxadm ex45c.adm
Prepare a shadowing agreement to consume a shadow of the dummy entry
This has used an operational-binding-id of 1 with version 0
OBID={ID=1,VERS=0}

Step 4 - initiate shadowing

The shadow is now prepared, and shadowing should start. If necessary, it is triggered at the superior DSA end
by the script ex45d.adm:

puts "Establish a shadowing agreement to supply a shadow of the dummy entry"
catch { ob establish \
    -dsa {/C=de/o=PQR/ou=PQR-Darmstadt/CN=Darmstadt}     \
    -operationalbindingid 1,0 \
    -bindingtype SOB } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

After this, the progress can be assessed by looking for the presence of the entry {/C=de/O=PQR/OU=dummy}
in the Darmstadt DSA. When this is present, the necessary access control and schema policies (etc.) will have
arrived.
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Distributing the Directory - shadowing

Foreword
Shadowing is quite complex to set up and manage, and it is usually best to gain
experience of a Directory service without shadowing. For most purposes, shadowing adds
no intrinsic benefit other than optimisation of the performance of the Service, and also to
provide an alternative source of information if some part of the Directory becomes
inoperative.

An exception to this rule is the use of shadowing to copy administrative paths for the
benefit of subordinate naming contexts (see “Shadowing the administrative path” - page
118).

In any case, it is usually a good idea to start with simple options:

• Shadow naming contexts or complete subtrees within naming contexts, with complete
subordinate knowledge

• Shadow all attributes

• Let the shadow supplier initiate the shadowing, on change

Details of shadowing, what can be done with it, and how to manage it, are given in the
remainder of this section.

Introduction:

What shadowing does

Shadowing is the X.500 feature which enables a DSA to make a copy of selected directory
information in another DSA. Although shadowing doesn’t materially affect the results of an
inquiry to the directory, it does permit the performance of the directory to be optimised for
read, list and search operations. (The behaviour of the Directory is unaffected by
shadowing for update operations - the operation will always be handled by the DSA
holding the master information.)

For example, shadowing could be used to maintain complete copies of a company’s
corporate directory to be maintained at each major site, so that user access to this
information could be made without requiring communications to go outside the site.
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Figure 9:  Central DSA with satellites

In the simplest case, the information is held, complete, in one site (see Figure 9). When
changes are made to the corporate directory, they are in fact made to this central
database; it can therefore be called the master DSA. All other sites (the satellite DSAs)
maintain shadow copies of this central data. The information in each satellite is placed
there initially by copying the unit of replication held by the master DSA using the total
refresh protocol. (In this case, the unit of replication is the entire corporate directory.)
Once the information has been established in the satellites, it can be maintained the same
as the information in the master by the transmission of changes only, using the
incremental refresh protocol.

In this case, the master DSA acts as the shadow supplier, while the satellite DSAs act as
shadow consumers.

The centralised model is practical for some applications, particularly when maintenance of
the complete corporate DIT is carried out at a single site. But in many cases, part of the
tree will be maintained by one site, other parts by other sites. In this case, the
interchanges between the DSAs will look more complex, although each shadowing
relationship for each component of the tree follows essentially the same model as before.

A

B C

D

E F

G

Figure 10: Master and shadow subtree distribution
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In this figure, there are seven corporate DSAs labelled A-G, of which the centre one, D,
represents head-office. The corporate database is held in three adjoining subtrees, and is
present in all seven DSAs. The subtree with the lighter texture represents the master copy
of that subtree, and is present in just one of the seven DSAs; each of the other six DSAs
holds a shadow copy of that subtree (marked with a darker texture).

In this case, the topmost subtree is mastered by DSA D, and is shadowed directly to each
of the other six DSAs A, B, C, E, F, and G. The arrows on the arcs joining some of the
DSAs show the possible direction of shadowing (supplier to consumer). However, DSA A,
which masters the lower right subtree, shadows directly only to B, D, and C. DSA D relays
the shadowed information to DSAs E, F, and G.

Similarly, DSA E, which masters the lower left subtree, shadows directly only to B, D, and
G. DSA D shadows on to DSAs A, C, and F.

This shadowing from D to A, C, and F (of the subtree mastered by E) is called secondary
shadowing; since shadowing may overload the DSA (especially when several shadowing
jobs are performed in parallel) , secondary shadowing can help to spread the load to
several DSAs.

To explain this example:

Remember DSA E, and assume that the updates are to be sent incrementally on
change.

When no secondary shadowing is configured in any other DSA, DSA E has to send
updates to all DSAs, starting at the same time.

When secondary shadowing is configured in DSA D to DSAs A, C, and F (as
described above), DSA E has to send updates only to DSAs B. D, and G. DSA D (in
this case) looks after shadowing to the others. Any of DSAs B, D, and G could have
been configured to carry out secondary shadowing, so as to spread the load further.

In order to reduce the burden of shadowing, it is possible to shadow just a subset of the
total information that would be available. For example, attributes of no interest except
locally can be left unshadowed. This particular feature is called attribute selection.

The remainder of this chapter will discuss the options available on DirX to support
shadowing.

Shadowing procedures

Chapter 5, “Creating a Shadow DSA” of the DirX Administration Guide gave a practical
walk-through of the process of setting up shadowing between two DSAs. In this
subsection, we traverse the same ground with some additional commentary. (The reader
will find it helpful at this point to have Chapter 5 to hand. The relevant sections are
identified as we go along.)
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First of all, it is necessary for the two DSAs (see “Building the Shadow Configuration”) to
be prepared for shadowing. One DSA must be prepared as the shadow supplier of
shadowed information (the supplier DSA); the other must be prepared as the shadow
consumer (the consumer DSA). Both DSAs need to know what information is to be
shadowed and when. Note that there is a security issue:

l The supplier DSA must be prepared to reveal the shadowed information to the
consumer DSA, and must trust it to implement access control and other policies
relating to that information

and there is also a capability issue:

l The consumer DSA must be able to support the attributes and other aspects of the
directory information which is being shadowed, including the exercising of access
control

Normally, establishing an agreement between the two DSAs will involve a dialogue
between the two system administrators, because of the sensitivity of the information and
the need to agree the details. In some cases, the DSAs may need further configuration
work before shadowing is possible. For example, the DSAs have to know each other’s
credentials, so that the shadowing protocol can pass over an association which has been
securely established. (Clearly, it is necessary to avoid a rogue shadow consumer
successfully masquerading as the real consumer and being passed large quantities of
sensitive information. Security procedures outside the DSAs, as well as inside them, must
be adequate.)

The two DSAs are said to maintain a Shadow Operational Binding (SOB) between
themselves. Part of the shared information that represents the operational binding is the
shadowing agreement that describes the information to be shadowed and the
circumstances under which shadowing protocol exchanges are to take place.

The shadowing mechanisms use a numeric identifier - the agreement id - to identify the
SOB (“Determining the Agreement Id”). It is an instance of an operational binding id
(there are, of course, potentially other kinds of operational binding than SOBs). The
selection of this number must obey a single simple rule:

l The operational bindings between the two DSAs involved must each have different
numerical identifiers. (Note that in the future other types of operational binding, other
than shadowing, may be supported; the rule will apply to all the operational bindings
together.)

The numerical identifier can be used again for other pairs of DSAs, although it may be
less confusing if the number was different to any other identifier used by the DSA. A
practical algorithm for establishing a convenient number is given later under “Operational
Binding Id”.
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In the Administration Guide, the number 42 is selected, in combination with a second
integer, taken as 0. The latter is defined as a “version” identifier in the Directory standards,
but at present this feature is not supported, and the value 0 should be used.

Note. DirX DSAs can supply a locally-unique id (see under the ob create operation in
the DirX Administrative Reference) which can be used as the basis for a person-to-
person negotiation between the administrators for the two DSAs involved. Or you may
use any other procedure which gives locally-unique ids, for example by finding what
identifiers are in use by displaying the cooperating DSA table and then negotiating an
unused identifier with the other administrator. This issue is discussed in more detail
later in this chapter.

Once a SOB has been established, shadowing can begin, first of all using total update
(also known as total refresh), and subsequently using incremental update (also known
as incremental refresh). Shadowing continues automatically while the SOB (and the
shadowing agreement) remain active. (DirX also supports a related shadowing protocol
which segments shadow information that would normally be contained in one PDU into
multiple PDUs. This enables large replicated areas to be transmitted with less use of
dynamic memory resources.)

The section “Bootstrapping DSA2” in Chapter 5 of the Administration Guide gives advice
on how to establish a DSA which is to contain just shadow information as a consumer
DSA. This is exactly the situation that could apply to the satellite DSAs of  Figure 9. This
requires the configuration of a number of parameters:

1. The consumer DSA must be established with a specific communications address; it
must have a name in the Directory, and it must have at least a Transport selector (in
this case representing the string “DSA2”) and a network address (in this case an IP
address 198.76.54.32 with a port number of 21111).

2. It must have a DSA policy, as described in “DSA-policy” earlier in this document, and
as explained under “Creating the DSA Policy on DSA2” in the Administration Guide

3. The operational binding must be created, as a consumer DSA, with the appropriate
agreement id, as discussed earlier, and with the agreement itself, as determined and
agreed by the administrators of the two DSAs

The supplier DSA should normally also establish a DSA policy for the consumer DSA, so
that the latter can connect using DSP (for example to forward an update operation) or
DISP (for example to request a total refresh after a crash or other disaster).

DSA1 (in the terminology of the Administration Guide example) needs to establish an
agreed password (own-password), as part of its own credentials to be used with DSA2.
This password could be the default one, or it could be one that is specific to DSA2
(“M8921DSA1” in the example).
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It is generally a good idea to establish the SOB in DSA1 after it has been established in
DSA2. Otherwise, DSA1 will attempt to contact DSA2 using DISP and will be unable to
find the agreement that it is to use.

The process of establishing the SOB in the shadow supplier is described in “Creating the
Shadowing Agreement on DSA1” in the Administration Guide. This is essentially the same
process as for the consumer DSA, just changing the items that need to be changed (the
name and communications address, for example, correspond to DSA2, not DSA1; own-
role becomes SUPPLIER instead of CONSUMER). (It doesn’t matter if upper case or
lower case is used for the keywords SUPPLIER, COOPERATIVE, etc .)

Shadowing will start to work as soon as the SOBs and the agreements that they contain
have been correctly established in both DSAs, provided that the keyword COOPERATIVE
has been used in the SOB establishment command. It s also possible (see “Postponing
Shadowing Activation” in the Administration Guide) to set up the SOB as
NONCOOPERATIVE, and to establish the SOB as operative at a later time, using the ob
establish command with dirxadm.

A cooperative SOB can be rendered non-cooperative by using the ob terminate
command with dirxadm (see “Deactivating a Shadowing Agreement”). This command just
carries out a reversible deactivation. A shadowing agreement can be deleted using the ob
delete command with dirxadm, as described in “Removing a Shadowing Agreement from
a DSA”. (Note: You can also delete cooperative SOBs.)

Currently, a SOB cannot be changed, except by going through the following process:

Remove SOB (delete)èrecreate SOB (create)

You can use the same agreement Id for a modified SOB; you may increment the version
(e.g. to 42,1 in the example) in order to help your documentation of what you have done.

For a secondary operational binding, the keyword SSOB should be used in place of SOB
for an ob create operation.

Shadowing and DirX: summary of facilities
The following table lists the shadowing features supported by DirX:
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Table 13: Shadowing features

Feature or aspect Description Support by DirX
Attribute selection The shadowing agreement can

specify which attributes are to be
shadowed, or not to be shadowed.
The control of selection for a specific
entry can optionally be based on the
presence of a particular value in the
entry’s object class value
 or all object classes.s, or it can apply
whatever object class values may be
present. Particular attributes can be
included or excluded

Attribute selection is fully supported
in the shadowing protocol, except
that selection in terms of  attribute
subtypes is not supported (this will be
implemented in a future version).
In the use of shadowed information,
a subtree with incomplete attribute or
subordinate information will be not be
detected. Returned replicated
information may therefore be
incomplete by reference to the
master information. (In general, the
users of this information will only
require the actually shadowed
information.)

Control of knowledge
type

A shadowing agreement can select
whether master, shadow, or both
forms of subordinate reference are to
be shadowed.

All these options are supported.

copy-shall-do This flag is implemented as a bit in
service-control options. It relates to
read, compare, list, or search
operations only. It forces a DSA to
which name resolution has been
successful to complete the operation,
even if some of the requested
information is absent

This flag is fully supported.

DISP operations coordinate-shadow-update is used by
the shadow supplier to initiate
shadowing. Request-shadow-update
is similarly used by the shadow
consumer to request shadowing.
Update-shadow is used by the
supplier to “push” shadow
information to the consumer

All basic features that can be
specified in the shadowing
agreement are fully supported.
The segmentation facility (see under
“Segmented total and incremental
refresh”) uses other-strategy to
specify that the proprietary
segmentation protocol will be used.
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Feature or aspect Description Support by DirX
Extended-knowledge
(see also “subordinate
completeness flag”)

A shadowing agreement can select
whether subordinate references
which are subordinate to the area
prefix, but not contiguous with,
entries in the replicated area, are to
be shadowed. If this selection is not
made, subordinate references which
are not adjacent to the replicated
area are left unshadowed.

The selection of extended-knowledge
and non-extended knowledge (which
is in fact the more complex feature)
is fully supported.
Extended knowledge references are
used in the same way as ordinary
knowledge references during name
resolution and request
decomposition.

Master access point It may be useful, with secondary
shadowing, to supply the access-
point for the DSA that is master of
the shadowed information. This
information would be used, for
example, if a DSA holding shadowed
information received an update
operation, which would need to be
directed to the master DSA

This is fully supported.

Overlapping replicated
areas

Two shadowing agreements are
permitted to have overlapping
portions of the prefix. DirX DSAs
support overlapping replicated areas.

Both overlapping prefixes and
replicated areas are fully supported.
When information is duplicated by
shadowing, the latest information is
used.
DirX supports the possibility of
independently shadowed layers of
shadowed entries and other
information.

Primary and
secondary shadowing

Primary shadowing is shadowing
from the master as supplier to a
shadow consumer. Secondary
shadowing is from a shadow
consumer acting as supplier to a
further consumer

Both primary and secondary
shadowing are supported. However,
a secondary shadowing agreement
must be identical in terms of the unit-
of-replication (other aspects may be
different).

Recovery after failed
shadowing attempt

If a shadow consumer cannot be
contacted, or another problem occurs
in shadowing, controls are required
for a recovery strategy (e.g. to control
how often and how many times re-
tries are attempted)

Facilities are provided, but default
values are used for RTO, RMR, RI,
and RD (see RTO, RMR, RI, and RD
under DSA-Policies in the DirX
Administration Reference).
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Feature or aspect Description Support by DirX
Replicated area
(see also “subordinate
completeness flag”)

This describes the subtree of a
naming context that will be
replicated.

A replicated area can be a complete
naming context or a part of a naming
context, using a subtree specification
to select what is required or not. All
forms of subtree specification are
supported, except minimum base-
distance, which is prohibited by the
base standards.

Scheduled update
initiated by consumer

The shadowing agreement can
stipulate that the consumer is to
attempt to initiate shadowing
periodically

This is fully supported.

Scheduled update
initiated by supplier

The shadowing agreement can
stipulate that the supplier is to
attempt to initiate shadowing
periodically

This is fully supported.

Secondary shadow
permission

If the shadowing agreement of a
shadow consumer specifies a value
TRUE for the secondary-shadows
flag, secondary shadowing by the
shadow consumer is permitted;
otherwise it is prohibited;

This facility is primarily aimed at
shadow operational binding
negotiation using DOP, and
consequently, the flag is ignored in
the present implementation.

Segmented total and
incremental refresh

Sometimes the unit of replication
proves to be so large that a total
refresh in one chunk is impractical. In
this case, the unit of replication can
be broken down into pieces.
In the case of total refresh, several
data units structured like ordinary
total-refresh PDUs are sent instead
of one. Similarly, in the case of
incremental refresh, several data
units structured like ordinary
incremental-refresh PDUs are sent
instead of one.

DirX provides a range of facilities to
enable and control this kind of
working (see SUS, CUS, and
MAXLOC under DSA-Policies in the
Administration Reference).
The feature requires some limitations
on the subtree-specification as used
to select entries in the replicated
area:
• No specific exclusions (i.e. chop-

before and chop-after)
• No maximum-base-distance
• No subtree-refinement (filtering on

object class)
The segmented total and incremental
refresh protocols are proprietary to
the DirX DSA, and will not work with
DSAs that are only compliant with the
standards-defined protocols
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Feature or aspect Description Support by DirX
Shadow Operational
Binding (SOB)

Encapsulates a relationship for
shadowing with another DSA.
An operational binding within a DSA
needs a number of operational
facilities:
• Creation for immediate or

deferred action
• Establishment after creation for

deferred action
• Temporary disabling
• Re-enabling after disablement
• Termination
• Deletion and tidy-up

A SOB can be created, activated,
deactivated, and deleted using
dirxadm facilities (bullets correspond
in sequence to those in the central
box):
• ob create
• ob establish
• ob disable
• ob enable
• ob terminate
• ob delete
A SOB cannot be modified, except by
deleting and recreating.

Shadowing prefix
information

The entries superior to the area
prefix can be administrative entries;
policy attributes such as access-
control-scheme and subentry-ACI
need to be shadowed in order that
the policies that they express can be
exerted on shadowed information.
Their subentries need similarly to be
shadowed.

Policy attributes in relevant
administrative entries on the prefix to
the replicated area are always
shadowed; all subentries of these
administrative entries are shadowed
in full (even if some of the
information is not strictly relevant to
the shadowed information in the
replicated area).

Signatures on DISP
operations

Signatures provide a guarantee of
integrity and origin

 Not supported

Subordinate
completeness flag

A subordinate completeness flag can
be sent as part of the shadow
information for a shadowed entry or
DSE to indicate that one or more
subordinate DSEs has been left
unshadowed, because it has been
excluded by the replication-area
specification.

Subordinate completeness is fully
supported at the supplier end.   
At the consumer end, the flag is at
present ignored. The search base (if
found in the replicated area) is
regarded as “suitable”, even if  the
search may be incomplete because
of missing information. Users that
want to get complete information
have to set the dont-use-copy.
service control bit.

Supplier update on
change

The shadowing agreement can
stipulate that the supplier DSA will
shadow changes to the unit of
replication as soon as a change is
detected.

This is fully supported.
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Operational attributes and controls

The following table lists the operational attributes which are involved with shadowing, and
indicates how they may be accessed.

Table 14: Operational attributes

Attribute and
abbreviation
(alphabetical order)

Description Notes (including maintenance,
shadowing characteristics)

access-control-
scheme (ACS)

This attribute specifies the form of
access control, and is a mandatory
attribute of an Access Control
Specific Point entry

Manager-maintained. Always
shadowed if present, including when
present in relevant administrative
entries of the shadow prefix.

administrative-role
(AR)

The attribute specifies the
administrative role of an entry
representing an
administrative point

Manager-maintained. Always
shadowed if present, including when
present in relevant administrative
entries of the shadow prefix.

attribute-types (AT) Schema publication attribute
specifying available attributes in a
region of the DIT.

Manager-maintained in a
subschema subentry. Always
shadowed if present, including when
present in a subentry of a relevant
administrative entry of the shadow
prefix. It represents the attributes
applicable to the supplier DSA
(which are not necessarily available
to the consumer DSA).

collective-exclusions
(CE)

Regulates the appearance of
collective attributes in a particular
entry

Manager-maintained. Always
shadowed if present

consumer-knowledge
(CK)

This is a multi-valued attribute of the
context prefix for a shadowed
naming context (the context prefix is
marked as such, even if it is not
shadowed). It gives the access
points of the consumer DSAs that
shadow all or part of the naming
context, together with the identifiers
for the corresponding shadowing
agreements. It is held by the shadow
supplier.

Automatically maintained by the
supplier DSA from the operational
binding information, and not
shadowed. It is accessible
with dirxadm only.
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Attribute and
abbreviation
(alphabetical order)

Description Notes (including maintenance,
shadowing characteristics)

cooperating-DSA
(CDSA)

This attribute of a subentry of the
root contains information about
shadow operational bindings (and
potentially about other operational
bindings that may be supported).
Among other things, it provides
information on shadow update
status, including the current and
planned updates to the shadowed
information.

Automatically maintained by the
supplier DSA from the operational
binding information, and not
shadowed. It is accessible
with dirxadm only (via dirxadm ob
functions).

creation-time (CRT) The time that an entry was created Automatically generated. Always
shadowed

DIT-content-rules
(DCR)

Schema policy attribute indicating
additional rules for the attributes and
auxiliary object classes of entries in
a part of the DIT

Manager-maintained in a
subschema subentry. Always
shadowed if present, including when
present in a subentry of a relevant
administrative entry of the shadow
prefix. It represents the attributes for
the supplier DSA; attributes
specified as mandatory are not
necessarily shadowed.

DIT-structure-rules
(DSR)

Schema policy attribute controlling
the hierarchical structure of entries
in a part of the DIT

Manager-maintained in a
subschema subentry. Always
shadowed if present, including when
present in a subentry of relevant
administrative entry of the shadow
prefix.

DSA-policy (DSAP) A root attribute which defines the
bilateral agreements between the
DSA other DSAs known to it, e.g. as
shadow partners.
Within the DSA-policy attribute,
MAXLOC specifies the maximum
size of a shadow PDU when using
standard shadowing protocols; it
specifies the maximum size for an
entry in the segmented version.

This attribute is manager-
maintained, and is not shadowed or
coordinated with other DSAs. It is
accessible only by using dirxadm.
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Attribute and
abbreviation
(alphabetical order)

Description Notes (including maintenance,
shadowing characteristics)

DSE-type (DSET) Used, primarily for internal
purposes, to indicate the roles of a
specific DSE.

Partly manager maintained, and
partly automatically maintained. It is
shadowed indirectly, the relevant
information being transmitted as an
SDSE-type (shadowed-DSE-type)
element of the shadowing protocol.

entry-ACI (EACI) Placed in entries or subentries to
define access control specific to that
entry or subentry

Manager maintained and always
shadowed if present in a shadowed
entry. It is not shadowed when
present in the shadow prefix, except
when the containing entry is a
subentry.

governing-structure-
rule (GSR)

Specifies the identity of the
structural object class used to
legitimize each entry.

This is not shadowed between pairs
of DirX DSAs, as its value is
dynamically computed when
required.  If required by other
vendor’s DSAs, it can be shadowed
by explicit inclusion in the attribute
selection.

matching-rules (MR) Schema publication attribute
indicating the available matching
rules in a region of the DIT

Manager-maintained in a
subschema subentry. Always
shadowed if present, including when
present in a subentry of a relevant
administrative entry of the shadow
prefix. It represents the matching
rules available to the supplier DSA
and is present purely for schema
publication. Its scope is restricted to
the subschema specific area.

matching-rule-use
(MRU)

Schema publication attribute
indicating the relationship between
matching rules and attributes in a
region of the DIT

Manager-maintained in a
subschema subentry. Always
shadowed if present, including when
present in a subentry of a relevant
administrative entry of the shadow
prefix. It represents the matching
rule uses available to the supplier
DSA, and not necessarily available
to the consumer DSA..

modification-time (MT) The time that an entry was last
modified

Automatically generated. Always
shadowed.
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Attribute and
abbreviation
(alphabetical order)

Description Notes (including maintenance,
shadowing characteristics)

name-forms (NF) Schema publication attribute
indicating the available name-forms
in a region of the DIT

Manager-maintained in a
subschema subentry. Always
shadowed if present, including when
present in a subentry of a relevant
administrative entry of the shadow
prefix. It represents the name-forms
available to the supplier DSA, and
not necessarily available to the
consumer DSA and is present purely
for schema publication. Its scope is
restricted to the subschema specific
area.

object-class (OCL) Although not technically classified as
an operational attribute, the object
class attribute is operational in its
use to control of the attributes in an
entry.

User maintained, and always
shadowed if present (but not for
unshadowed entries except
subentries belonging to relevant
administrative entries of the prefix).

object-classes (OC) Schema publication attribute
indicating the available object
classes in a region of the DIT

Manager-maintained in a
subschema subentry. Always
shadowed if present, including when
present in a subentry of a relevant
administrative entry of the shadow
prefix. It represents the object
classes available to the supplier
DSA, and not necessarily available
to the consumer DSA. and is
present purely for schema
publication. Its scope is restricted to
the subschema specific area.

prescriptive-ACI
(PACI)

Placed in access-control subentries
to define access control policies
applicable to all or part of access-
control-specific or -inner areas

Manager-maintained in an access
control subentry. Always shadowed
if present, including when present in
a subentry of a relevant
administrative entry of the shadow
prefix.
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Attribute and
abbreviation
(alphabetical order)

Description Notes (including maintenance,
shadowing characteristics)

secondary-shadows
(SES)

This is an attribute of the context
prefix of a shadowed naming
context. For the master DSA, it can
hold generally-usable secondary
shadow access points; for a
consumer DSA that is carrying out
secondary shadowing for that DSA,
it can carry information about the
master DSA and its own secondary
shadows (which do not include the
consumer DSAs for its own
shadows)

Not yet supported

shadowing-
agreements  (part of
Cooperating DSA Table
and not a distinct
operational attribute)

This part of the Cooperating DSA
Table operational attribute provides
DSAprovidesthe main agreement
information for each shadow
relationship.

Automatically maintained from
information relevant to the shadow
operational binding. It is accessible
by dirxadm only. The information
can be viewed using “ob show”, but
no kind of search is implemented.

specific-knowledge
(SK)

This operational attribute represents
knowledge references for DSEs of
type subordinate reference, cross
reference and immediate superior
reference. It carries information not
only about DSAs that master the
information but also (if desired)
about shadow DSAs.

Specific knowledge for a master
naming context (i.e. a  master
subordinate reference) is manager-
maintained. Shadow subordinate
references within specific -
knowledge are also manager-
maintained. It can be shadowed.
Shadow copies of master and
shadow knowledge (depending on
the selection made for the unit of
replication) are maintained
automatically using DISP in the
consumer DSA.
The immediate superior reference is
also manager-maintained, and is
accessible using dirxadm only.  It
also is shadowed automatically.

structural-object-class
(SOC)

Specifies the lowermost structural
object class value in an entry’s
object class attribute.

This is not shadowed in DirX DSAs
as its value is dynamically computed
when required. If required to be
shadowed to other vendor’s DSAs,
this can be arranged by explicit
inclusion in the attribute selection.
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Attribute and
abbreviation
(alphabetical order)

Description Notes (including maintenance,
shadowing characteristics)

subentry-ACI (SACI) Placed in administrative entries to
define general access control
policies applicable to subentries

Manager-maintained and always
shadowed if present, including when
present in the shadow prefix.

subtree-specification
(SS)

An attribute which specifies the
scope of activity of a subentry and
the policies that it contains. The
syntax is also used within the
Cooperating DSA Table to define
the part of a naming context which is
to be shadowed.

Manager-maintained in each
subentry. Always shadowed if
present, including when present in a
subentry of a relevant administrative
entry of the shadow prefix.

supplier-knowledge
(SUK)

Supplies information about the
shadow supplier

Automatically maintained, and not
shadowed. It is generated when the
operational binding is established.

General considerations

Forms of shadowing operational bindings and agreements

DirX gives great flexibility in the selection of shadowing facilities. In many cases, the very
simplest form of shadowing will do:

l Shadow a complete context prefix, complete with subordinate references; transmit
initially as a total refresh; thereafter, send incremental refresh on change of the source
information.

The following notes comment on the features, broadly in the order in which the features
are defined by dirxadm ob create.

The shadowing agreement

The shadowing agreement information is a compound item of information (see under
shadowing-agreement-info syntax in the Administration Reference) which specifies what
is to be shadowed. In general, both supplier and consumer DSAs should have the same
set of values. The following subsections comment on its components.

The unit of replication

The unit of replication defines precisely what is to be replicated by the shadow supplier to
the shadow consumer. It specifies (see under SS in shadowing-agreement-info):

1. A naming context (see under CP in AREA) from which information is to be shadowed,
in terms of its context prefix.
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2. A subtree specification (see under RA in AREA) which can be defaulted (i.e. set to a
value {DEF}). If it is defaulted, the unit of replication comprises the complete naming
context. Alternatively, you can use the subtree specification (see under subtree-
specification in the Administration Reference) to specify that a portion only of the
naming context is to be shadowed, in terms of:

A. A base-object (BAS) which specifies the start of shadowing relative to the
context prefix of the naming context (not the administrative point, as noted in
the Administration Reference description of subtree-specification - this
applies to the use of subtree-specification in subentries. If you wish to specify
that the base object is the context prefix, specify “BAS=/.” This expresses an
empty sequence of RDNs, and implies that the subtree covers the complete
naming context.

B. Parts of the subtree which are to be excluded (see EXCL under subtree-
specification in the Administration Reference), e.g. by being below a specific
entry (this feature is not supported for shadow segmentation);

C. Maximum levels which are to be shadowed relative to the base-object (see
MAX under subtree-specification in the Administration Reference) by being
in particular levels relative to the base object (this feature is not supported for
shadow segmentation); note that, in conformance with the Directory standards,
minimum base distance (MIN) is not supported;

D. A simple filter on object classes (see SF under subtree-specification in the
Administration Reference) permitting entries of a particular type to be
shadowed (this feature is not supported when shadow segmentation is being
used).

The last three of these are supported for normal shadowing, but not for the
segmentation feature, which permits shadow information to be transmitted in several
PDUs.

The refinement of the subtree created by these last three items is not currently
reflected in the behaviour of search operations. Thus, a search operation will be
carried out, if the base entry can be found, as if the subtree were complete (i.e. as if
the service control copy-shall-do had been used). This will very often be the required
behaviour.

3. Optionally, an attribute selection which enables entries that are shadowed to contain
just specified attributes that are required  to be shadowed (see extended description
below under “Attribute selection”)

4. Optionally, knowledge information at the base of the replicated area (see description
below under “Shadowing knowledge information”)
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Update mode

The update mode (see UM under shadowing-agreement-info in the Administration
Reference) refers to the timing of incremental updates. You can omit this information, in
which case you pick up the default update mode, which specifies update on change of the
source information.

If you are describing a shadowing agreement for secondary shadowing, the shadowing
agreement information must be the same as for the incoming shadow agreement, even
duplicating the update mode information. In order to allow you to have different update
mode policies for the secondary shadow, ob create has a separate -updatemode
argument (see the Administration Reference).

What you put into the update mode argument depends on whether the SOB is being
specified as supplier initiated or as consumer initiated. If the DSA is a supplier, and you
decide not to use the default, you will need to specify SI (supplier initiated); otherwise you
will need to specify CI (consumer initiated). See also more general notes below under
“Update Strategy”.

Usually the update mode is specified on the initiator side, but the same value of update
mode must be  specified on the responder side also. Whether the DSA is initiator or
responder is taken from the role attribute. (Note: It is not possible to specify different
values for update mode for a SOB. Different values will result in an error when the
shadowing starts to work. Since there is no DOP an error check is not possible when
specifying the update mode values.)

The way in which periodic update is specified is detailed in the Administration Reference
under shadowing-agreement-info (under “UM={update_mode}”).

Master Access Point

This is an optional element (MAS in shadowing-agreement-info) which would be used, for
a secondary shadowing consumer DSA, to indicate the access point of the master DSA
for the shadowed information. This information will not otherwise be known to that DSA; it
permits update operation handling to be optimised.

You shouldn’t use this field for a DSA that is not a secondary shadowing consumer,
although it does no harm if you do.

The element, when present, provides the master knowledge information in  the supplier
knowledge attribute belonging to the context prefix in the shadow consumer DSA. It may
be used in chaining to find out the master DSA of the naming context. This information
may be overwritten each time an operational binding with the same context prefix is
administered. The administrator is responsible for supplying the correct information.

Secondary Shadows

At present, DirX DSAs just ignore this value. An implementation of this feature of
secondary shadowing is planned for a future version of DirX.
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Shadowing knowledge information

Knowledge information at the base of the replicated area can be shadowed or not,
depending on how the unit of replication is defined (see under KNO in shadowing-
agreement-info). This information is relevant to DSP operations or referrals created
because an operation cannot be handled by the shadow consumer.

There are three main options:

1. Include no knowledge information, by omitting the element altogether. In this case, the
DSA would be unable to carry out name resolution to naming contexts subordinate to
the replicated area, unless the DSA knows about these naming contexts by other
means (perhaps by holding them). The benefit of omitting subordinate references is
that the shadowed information is somewhat smaller.

2. Include all subordinate references that are subordinate to the replicated area. This is
done by using the extended knowledge (EK=TRUE) option, and permits the DSA to
carry out name resolution to all naming contexts that are subordinate to the replicated
area.

3. When the replicated area is not completely shadowed, the option exists to include just
those subordinate references which happen to be immediately subordinate to
shadowed entries (use EK=FALSE, or just omit EK, since the default is FALSE). Name
resolution to subordinate DSAs will therefore be possible for some subordinate naming
contexts, but not for others.

The second option is normally the best one: the possibility of name resolution will normally
far outweigh the cost of transmitting the additional knowledge information, particularly as
the latter will normally be more-or-less static.

Suppose that the first or third options are used. Name resolution will still work if it would
have used a subordinate reference that is un-shadowed, or in other circumstances when it
encounters an un-shadowed part of the replicated area: an operation of this kind will be
chained back to the master DSA (or to an the supplier DSA), depending on the form of the
shadow. However, a search initiated within a shadowed part of the replicated area will only
be propagated to other DSAs if these are referenced by relevant subordinate references
that are shadowed.

Note. From the basics of searching, if you search from the area prefix, you are always
obliged to search using the knowledge references, because that is how searches work.
Therefore, if you don’t supply any knowledge, you cannot carry out the search and
must go back to the master, the only exception being when copy-shall-do is set.

However, according to the DirX implementation, you don’t worry about incompleteness,
and take the replicated area as sufficiently complete, even if some subordinate
references are missed. This is practical, even if it wasn’t the intent of the standards.
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When the replicated area is completely shadowed and subordinate references are
supplied, it doesn’t matter what the value of EK is, since all subordinate references will be
immediately subordinate to shadowed entries.

One further option remains: whether to shadow master access points, shadow access
points, or both. This is set by using the option KT=MASTER, KT=SHADOW, or
KT=BOTH; the option is of interest to the supplier DSA (the consumer DSA accepts what
it is given).

The advantage of using KT=MASTER is that (provided the master DSA is up), you can be
sure that the inquiry that will be handled correctly. Note, though, that this may negate the
purpose of shadowing, since the DSAs holding the subordinate naming context could be
local, while the one holding the master information may be remote. In this case, using
KT=BOTH could be the best choice: update operations, for example, will be forwarded
direct to the master, while a read or search operation could be handled in the more local
shadowing DSA. If you use KT=SHADOW, the DSA has to forward update operations
using its knowledge of the master for its replicated area (if available). This option will
therefore seldom have any real value compared with KT=BOTH.

A factor against the use of KT=BOTH or KT=SHADOW is that the information that is
shadowed by the subordinate DSA could possibly be incomplete, so that the chained
operation will either be only partially handled, or must be passed back to the DSA holding
the master information.  (One can also imagine the possibility of loops; but DirX detects
and handles these.) This will not usually be a factor, though, since the administrator for
the master DSA which supplies the shadowed subordinate references should have
determined that the shadowed subordinate references are “generally usable”. This means
normally that the information in the DSA pointed to is a complete naming context . Note
that shadow subordinate reference information in the master DSA is manually configured.
DSP operation loops can occur if care is not taken here  (although these will be  detected
and handled during DSP operation handling).

Binding type - primary and secondary shadowing

A shadow can be taken either from the master DSA for the unit of replication, or from a
DSA which has received the information itself as a consumer of shadow information from
a supplier DSA. The former is primary shadowing, and the latter is secondary shadowing.

Primary shadowing of a unit of replication has several advantages relative to secondary
shadowing; for example:

l a single DSA controls all the copies of the shadow;

l the time-delay between a change and its reaching a secondary shadow can be quite
long, particularly when shadowing is done at periodic intervals (e.g. once a day)

Nevertheless, secondary shadowing can have some over-riding benefits; notably:
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l The communications load of shadowing can be reduced on the primary shadow
supplier (reducing comms traffic and thereby enhancing access times - possibly
reducing direct communications costs)

l The processing load on the primary shadow supplier can be reduced, potentially
reducing the cost of hardware

Secondary shadowing can be particularly effective when time-delays are controlled by
updating on change or at relatively frequent intervals.

Note that DirX does not permit the unit of replication to be different for a primary shadow
and a secondary shadow. This means that all information shadowed by the master is
conveyed to the primary shadowing DSA and thence to each of the secondary shadowing
DSAs. No further selection of shadowed data is permitted.

Update operations must still go ultimately to the shadow master. Supplying the access-
point of the shadow master (which will not be the same as the shadow supplier in the
case of secondary shadowing) helps to optimise update operations.

Master-DSA, master-binding-id and secondary shadowing

With secondary shadowing, update operations (and other operations which cannot be
acted upon by the secondary-shadow DSA) must still go to the shadow master.

In DirX, the Master-DSA (Note: This is not the Master-DSA access point of the primary
shadowing ! See also the note on the master slave principle below.) access point must be
supplied for secondary shadowing agreements. However, the Master-DSA access point
must not be supplied for primary shadowing.

The Master-binding-id value identifies the operational binding id as specified by the
primary shadow DSA for the primary shadow that it supplies. It must be supplied for
secondary shadowing, and must not be supplied for primary shadowing.

Operational Binding Id

This is a pair of integers, of which the second is ignored (it can be used to document the
version of an operational binding, but there is no mechanism which takes account of its
value). The first integer must be unique relative to the other DSA. That is, for a supplier
DSA, the combination of the id value (see Administration Reference) and the name of the
consumer DSA must be unique, and similarly for the consumer DSA.

DirX does not supply an automatically-implemented algorithm, although is can be made to
supply a locally unique id (see Administration Reference for the  ob create operation. One
way of doing this is for the administrator for each DSA to check the identifiers that have
actually been used (for example by displaying the Cooperating DSA table) and then to
negotiate the identifier with the other administrator. Another safe way of obtaining a valid
id, which is amenable to automation with a minimum of exchanges, is as follows:
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1. DSA X computes a number p such that all ids used by X are less than p; it offers it to
DSA Y.

2. DSA Y computes a number q such that all ids used by Y are less than q. The proposed
id r is now the larger of p and q. DSA Y records this and advises DSA X.

3. For both DSA X and Y, the next id that they would offer is r+1.

Protocol and address (protocol, psap)

DirX permits an operational binding to specify the details of protocol information and
PSAP address for a DSA to which a shadowing agreement is being established.

Protocol information associates one or more object identifiers with a network address, and
can be used to indicate that an unusual underlying protocol is to be used. It can be
omitted for the commonest case of connections using TCP/IP to carry Directory protocols
using RFC1006 transport. The DirX DSA doesn´t use this protocol information directly,
although  of course it stores it and another vendor´s DSA may use it.

The specification of an address allows the shadowing to take place to another DSA using
a communications address that is different to the one used for DAP and DSP, and it also
permits connections to be made efficiently when protocols other than TCP/IP are used.   

Status

The values COOPERATIVE and NONCOOPERATIVE are used to specify whether the
operational binding is to be started immediately or later (using dirxadm ob establish).

Update mode

The -updatemode  argument enables you to have a different update mode strategy for
secondary shadowing. For primary shadowing, the update mode is taken from the
shadowing agreement (see “The shadowing agreement” above). The  -updatemode
argument must therefore never be used for primary shadowing.

For secondary shadowing, the complete agreement is identical to that for the incoming
shadow information; the -updatemode  argument allows this to be varied.

There is no reason why a shadow recipient of a secondary shadow should not reflect the
actual update mode agreed for the secondary shadow. For example, consider the
following:

A.  The secondary supplier’s agreement is identical to the consumer agreement by which
it obtained the shadow.

B.  The -updatemode  argument allows this to be varied …

C.  … so that the effective agreement is (A) varied by (B)

D.  This effective actual agreement D=(A+B) can be taken as the agreement for the
secondary consumer …
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E.  … which can in turn vary it by its own  -updatemode argument …

F.  … to give (D+E), i.e. ((A+B) + E)

That is, the secondary consumer does not have to have an agreement which is identical
to that which is apparently used by the secondary supplier, but which is in fact modified by
the supplier’s -updatemode  argument.

Validity

This argument permits you to specify the time period (from time X to time Y) during which
the shadowing agreement is to be valid. See under dirxadm ob create -validity.

Update strategies

Update strategies refer to the overall scheduling and control of shadowing.

In the most commonly used update strategy:

1. The supplier provides a total refresh when the shadowing agreement is first set up,
and subsequently only following disaster.

2. Changes are supplied thereafter to the database as soon as they occur, using
incremental refresh.

The benefits of this strategy are that all changes are distributed at once, and each shadow
is therefore as closely synchronised as possible with the master information; this may be
an important part of the replication strategy. The disadvantage is that communications
traffic is generated with each update, and the overhead of each communications is carried
by (normally) a single small element of data. Better efficiency from this viewpoint is
achieved by a periodic shadowing policy, at mutually agreed times and intervals.

Segmentation

It happens very often that a total refresh in one chunk is impractical because of the size of
the single shadowing PDU. DirX  therefore supports a proprietary “segmented update
strategy”. The Directory standards permit this kind of alternative strategy by the following
provisions:

1. The shadow supplier can request a special strategy by identifying it with an object
identifier as an argument of a coordinate-shadow-update operation; the consumer can
accept the strategy, or refuse it  by means of a suitable error response.

2. If the shadow consumer agrees, the shadowed information can then be sent in the
corresponding special form.

3. Similarly, the shadow consumers can request an special strategy in a request-shadow-
update operation; the shadow supplier can accept the strategy, or refuse it  by means
of a suitable error response.
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The actual strategy that the DirX DSA uses is determined by the policy that the
administrator has specified.

The segmented update strategy works by sequence a series of PDUs where the standard
protocol sends a single PDU. Specifically, the two forms of  refresh - total and incremental
- are retained, but with slightly different implementation.

A total update is transferred as follows:

1. First the area prefix is transferred in one PDU.

2. Then each level in the tree of the replicated areas is transferred in a separate PDU to
the consumer, except that when a level of the tree of the replicated area exceeds the
configurable memory limit, this level is split into several segments. These segments
are transferred in separate PDUs.

3. When a PDU has been transmitted, PDUs corresponding to lower levels are
recursively transmitted.

4. Data transfer finishes when all updates are transferred; completion is signalled by a
special PDU.

A segmented incremental update is transferred as follows:

1. The updates within the scope of the increment are transferred in a sequence of
incremental-update PDUs, each as large as possible up to the local configured
memory limit.

2. An empty incremental PDU (i.e. NO_REFRESH) marks the end of the sequence of
incremental PDUs.

You can opt either for the standard protocol or the segmented protocol for a particular
correspondent DSA by specifying:

l SEGM-TOTAL-INCR as the value of supplier-update-strategy (SUS) in the DSA-
policies operational attribute

l SEGM-TOTAL-INCR as the value of consumer-update-strategy (CUS) in the DSA-
policies operational attribute

as appropriate. This will then cause the appropriate update strategy to be proposed by the
coordinate-shadow-update or request-shadow-update operations. If you select
segmentation, the segmented protocol will always be used.

Note that this is a characteristic of the relationship between this DSA and the other DSAs
of which it is aware, so that segmentation will be used (if necessary) for all
supplier/consumer shadowing transactions with the specified DSA, in accordance with the
DSA-policies configuration.
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Note. Non-DirX DSAs will not support the segmentation feature: such DSAs should
therefore never be configured with SEGM-TOTAL-INCR in either supplier or consumer
role.

The following table describes which update strategy should be used for a small or a large
replicated area. A small replicated area contains about 16,000 entries; a large replicated
area contains more than 16,000 entries. Note, though, that these figures are affected by
the average number and size of attributes in the shadowed entries.

Table 15: Use of SEGM-TOTAL-INCR

Value for update strategy small replicated area or
non-DirX DSA

large replicated area

TOTAL-INCR use don´t use
SEGM-TOTAL-INCR use use

Attribute selection

Attribute selection enables shadowing to be tailored so as to pass just the attributes that
are required by the shadow consumer DSA. This can be a useful facility, since it cuts
down the volume of data that needs to be shadowed. This can have beneficial effects in
reducing the amount of information acquired and maintained by a shadow, but there are
some factors which need to be considered before using it.

Attribute selection can cause shadow DSAs to be unable to handle inquiries; if this is a
frequent occurrence, it may actually increase the communications load on DSAs. Thus,
attribute selection should only be used when you are sure that the result will be a net gain!

When the shadow DSA cannot handle the inquiry

A shadow DSA cannot properly handle a read or search operation if attribute selection is
used and attributes are requested outside the scope of those supplied in the shadow. This
would be the case, for example, if all-user-attributes, or all-operational-attributes, or
specific unshadowed attributes were selected. Similarly, a search operation cannot be
evaluated if it specifies an unshadowed attribute in the filter.

If the service control dont-use-copy is set, a shadow is always unsuitable. If it is not set,
but copy-shall-do is set, a shadow is always suitable.

If dont-use-copy is not set and copy-shall-do is also not set, for Read and base-object
Search operations a sensitive suitability check is performed as follows:

• if all operational attributes are requested the object is unsuitable.

• otherwise, if there is at least one layer of the shadowed entry with attribute
completeness, the object is suitable. (A  layer represents a particular source of
shadowed information, in accordance with a particular agreement; because DirX
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supports overlapping replicated areas, it also supports layers, and thus the possibility
that a particular entry can be shadowed two or more times, one for each layer .)

• otherwise if all user attributes are requested, the object is unsuitable.

• otherwise if all requested attributes are present in the combined layers of the object,
the object is suitable.

• otherwise it is unsuitable.

A similar suitability check is performed for Compare.

For other search operations no sensitive suitability check is performed. The object is
suitable on default.

If the object is suitable, the operation is carried out locally; otherwise it is chained to the
DSA given in the supplier reference. If it does chain the operation, the DSA will normally
pass the inquiry to the master, or, failing that, to the supplier DSA if it received a
secondary shadow. A user can force the DSA to handle a read or search operation itself
by means of the copy-shall-do service control, but this will only be an effective general
tool if users have their access means (possibly an LDAP server) configured always to use
copy-shall-do with operations that they generate.

Update operations, of course, are always forwarded to the master (where known) or to the
shadow supplier. Attribute selection does not affect this.

Tailoring the attribute selection

The attribute selection provides a very precise means of selecting the attributes needed.
This is done by the user supplying one or more selection rules as part of the Shadowing
agreement. It is created using dirxadm ob create -agreement element (of syntax
shadowing-agreement-info), and, specifically the SS/ATT elements.

Note. DirX does not at present support attribute selection by subtyping.

The table below shows the kinds of rules that can be specified:

Table 16: Attribute selection rules and precedence

No Selection details Specified by
0 No selection - all user attributes are

shadowed, with required operational
attributes (see Table 14 to see which
attributes are shadowed)

{DEF=TRUE}

1 Include selected attributes (for a specific
object class):

{ ATSCL=oc, CA={INCL=att-list}}

2 Include selected attributes (for all object
classes):

{CA={INCL=attribute_list}}
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No Selection details Specified by
3 Exclude selected attributes (for all object

classes):
{CA={EXCL=attribute_list}}

4 Exclude selected attributes (for a specific
object class):

{ ATSCL =oc, CA={EXCL=att-list}}

5 Include all user attributes (for a specific
object class):

{ ATSCL=oc,CA={ALL=TRUE}}

6 Include all user attributes (for all object
classes):

{CA={ALL=TRUE}}

If a particular attribute is both included in one rule and excluded in another rule, the higher
rule in this table wins (i.e. the one with the lower label).

If only inclusions are specified, only the included attributes will be shadowed. However, the
standards specify that if rule 3 applies, so does rule 5, and also that if rule 4 applies, so
does rule 6. Thus, any exclusion automatically forces the implicit inclusion of all user
attributes (operational attributes still have to be included if required and not automatically
included). DirX implements this supplementary rule.

Note. The side-effects of this rule amount to a loss of flexibility in the Directory
standards, but standards compliance currently forces the issue.

Note that the attributes mentioned in a rule need have no relationship whatsoever with the
rule’s object class (i.e. they need not be listed as mandatory or optional attributes).

Homogeneous and non-homogeneous shadowing

Since DirX is standards-compliant, it will in many cases be shadow, as supplier or as
consumer, with other DSA implementations. You should consider carefully possible
interoperability issues:

1. All present implementations, including DirX, have some limitations. You will normally be
able to configure both implementations to be able to work within mutual constraints,
but you must be careful to ensure that the resulting functionality is satisfactory. For
example, other DSAs have to be able to support policies (such as access-control
facilities) which are to apply to the shadowed information.

2. Implementations will typically have their own enhancements or profiling, not defined by
the standards, which reflect, for example, solutions for particular business problems
(e.g. segmentation of shadowing PDUs). These enhancements and profiles  will not in
general be supported by other designs of DSA.

These remarks are not meant to discourage, but rather, to warn not to expect too much.
DirX not only has a very comprehensive set of facilities, but also has excellent
configuration possibilities which will enable it to match most other generally-compliant
implementations.
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Interoperability areas in which you will have to be particularly careful are:

l If shadowed information specifies Basic Access Control, will a non-DirX consumer
DSA be able to support it? The handling of distributed operations access control will
be deficient if not, leaving information inadequately protected.

l If the shadowing agreement specifies attribute selection, will the consumer DSA be
able to support it? You may still be able to configure the consumer DSA to accept
shadowing by specifying a shadowing agreement without attribute selection, provided
that the consumer DSA can support (but presumably ignore) the presence of the
attribute-completeness flag. This gives a potentially useful functionality (specifically,
the consumer DSA “thinks” that it has all attributes, even if this is not the case, and
behaves accordingly), but it may be that the full standards functionality is what is really
required.

Note. The algorithms whereby a DSA decides whether it can or cannot handle a
subtree search in the presence of attribute selection are not fully standardized, and
minor variations may occur from one implementation to another.

l DirX’s segmentation facility enables large replicated areas to implement a total refresh
in multiple PDUs (i.e. in several large blocks of information). This is proprietary, and
will not be supported by other implementations.

Behaviour of the DSA with shadowed information

Generally, shadowed information is handled just like ordinary unshadowed information.
One potential exception to this is when the information is incomplete as a consequence
of:

l Attribute selection OR

l Use of an incomplete replicated area by specifying exclusions, maximum/minimum
levels, or selection on object classes

DirX simplifies the standard procedures associated with incompleteness by behaving as if
the information was complete (see fuller notes earlier in this chapter), provided that the
target object specified in the inquiry was complete. In these cases, which include all
subtree searches, it behaves as if the copy-shall-do service control was set.  

When a search operation would normally require access to subordinate reference
information which is not available, the DSA ignores the absence of the subordinate
reference information, and handles the search operation anyway.. The only way to get a
complete search result in this case is to set the dont-use-copy service control!

Two service controls on Directory operations are available for use in conjunction with
shadowed information:

l dont-use-copy directs a DSA that only holds shadowed information to pass the
operation back to the master for the data; shadowed information is never used (even
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subordinate references). Note that dont-use-copy is used after name resolution is
completed. While name resolution is performed a shadowed subordinate reference
may be used for chaining. All update operations are handled as if the dont-use-copy
service control were explicitly set

l copy-shall-do directs a DSA that is capable of completing name resolution using
shadowed information to carry out the operation as completely as it can, even though
it would normally be unable to do so because the information that it holds is
incomplete (this includes the holding of subordinate reference information)

Sizing considerations

Shadowing using the standard protocol works by transferring a single very large PDU
which potentially handles all the shadowed information. Once stored in a shadow
consumer DSA, the shadowed information is stored in much the same way as for master
information.

This gives rise to the following sizing issues:

l Do you have enough computer resources to prepare and transmit PDUs of the size
required? (see also MAXLOC under DSA-policies in the Administration Reference;
this controls the maximum permitted size of  an PDU, using the standard shadowing
protocol or the maximum allowed size of a single entry for the segmented shadowing
protocol)

l Do you have enough local disc storage to hold the shadowed information?

l Do the communications facilities for your DSAs have enough capacity to handle the
update strategies that you require?

With regard to the first issue, of computer resources, DirX’s proprietary segmentation
strategy gives a potential solution if the answer is no. (See earlier notes on segmentation).
The second issue, of disc storage, needs to be rectified by adding more storage, if
required. Note that your directory information will need to be contained in a single volume.

The third issue, of communications resources, may be controlled in a number of ways.
For example, incremental update can be less stressful to communications resources that
periodic update, unless the latter is scheduled at off-peak hours.  Deferred updates,
though, cause the shadowed information to be out-of-date by an appropriate average
period.

Errors and error handling

Shadowing is a complex process, and many things can go wrong. Error indications can be
manifested in several ways.
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Syntax errors

Errors in the dirxadm command syntax are described in the Administration Reference
(see Return Values under dirxadm in the Administration Reference). Some of the errors
listed in the tables are specifically related to shadowing arguments (e.g 4459 - Update
Mode not specified, 5012 - Syntax error in Operational Binding Identifier, 5020 - various
conditions, as listed).

Error conditions are associated with helpful error messages.

Other errors

Other errors are detected only when accessing the DSA.  For example, if you specify an
operational binding Id that already exists within another operational binding with the same
DSA, the dirxadm ob create operation returns an error (5020 with message “Operational
binding already exists”).

If the PDU size bounds are exceeded (see MAXLOC), a shadow error “unwilling-to-
perform” is returned.

Retries following a shadowing failure

If a supplier DSA is unable to access a consumer DSA, it can retry. If the agreement
contains scheduled agreements, the supplier DSA will not retry outside the window.

You can make the retry continue indefinitely, or you can set the maximum timeout period
and the maximum number of retries. Or you can stop the DSA from retrying (see RTO,
RMR, RI, and RD under DSA-policies in the Administration Reference).

Establishing a basic shadowing agreement

Procedure for setting up a SOB

A general description of setting up shadowing procedures was given under “Shadowing
procedures” towards the beginning of this Chapter; this should be read in conjunction with
Chapter 5, “Creating a Shadow DSA”, of the DirX Administration Guide.

Basic agreements

The DirX Administration Guide , in Chapter 5, “Creating a Shadow DSA”, describes how a
basic shadow can be set up. See also comments on the process under “Shadowing
Procedures” at the beginning of this chapter.

Dummy entries for policy distribution

When a part of the DIT is distributed between multiple DSAs belonging to the same
organisation, it is often desirable that policies (e.g. access control or schema policies) that
are defined for a superior DSA should be transmitted to the subordinate DSAs that are to
be subject to these policies
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The Standards define a Hierarchical Operational Binding mechanism which, among other
features, permits automatic distribution of policies. DirX does not support HOBs at
present, but it does support shadowing in such a way that the same effect as automatic
distribution by HOB can be achieved. How this is done is fully described under
“Shadowing the administrative path” in this document.

This use of shadowing is based on the fact that shadowing copies the administrative
points and associated subentries that are relevant for policies for the replicated area to
the consumer DSA. It works like this:

1. Suppose that a subordinate DSA L is to hold a naming context context prefix
c=DE/o=PQR/ou=Accounts/ou=”purchase ledger”. The superior DSA M will hold
c=DE/o=PQR/ou=Accounts/.

2. Create an entry c=DE/o=PQR/ou=Accounts/ou=dummy in DSA L and shadow it as a
complete replicated area to DSA M.

3. All policies relevant to c=DE/o=PQR/ou=Accounts/ou=dummy will also be relevant to
c=DE/o=PQR/ou=Accounts/ou=”purchase ledger”, unless the latter is defined as an
administrative point with its own policies

The shadowing process will cause all the area prefix information containing policies
relevant to the dummy entry - and thus to the subordinate naming context - to be
shadowed automatically to DSA M. The shadow strategy should normally be on-change.

For this to work, a DSA must shadow all subentry information that is potentially relevant to
the replicated area (in this case the single dummy entry). This is the case with DirX DSAs,
and it will normally be the case for other implementations, but if necessary, you should
check on this. If only partial subentry information is supplied (e.g. taking account, of the
read-only nature of shadowed information) some policies may be omitted.

Establishing secondary shadowing
Factors affecting secondary shadowing were explained earlier.

In the agreement-info (see dirxadm ob create-agreement), the secondary shadowing
flag SEC must be set to TRUE for the operational binding that is used to obtain the
shadow. If it is not set to TRUE, the operational binding should be modified to make it so.
In general, this flag should always be set to TRUE. (Note that this flag is ignored at the
moment but will be implemented in future.)

A secondary shadowing operational binding can then be set up just like any other
operational binding, with a few changes:

1. A secondary shadowing is internally handled like primary shadowing at the supplier
end.

2. At the consumer side, there is no difference between primary and secondary
shadowing.
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3. At the supplier side, the difference is that the agreement is specifies as SSOB and the
primary SOB is referred to as “masterdsa” and “masterbindingid”.
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DIT management - bulk-loading, etc.

Bulk loading
Bulk loading of the DirX DSA can be done by the use of the dirxcp tool. This tool can run
a long prepared script, with error actions as required.

The following example shows a short loading script. It should be relatively simple to
convert from text representing source information into a target format such as this.

Example 46: Bulk-loading script

#  ===========================================================================
#  ex46.cp
#
#  Use : dirxcp ex46.cp
#
#  Note.  The entries loaded duplicate those in load_DSA.cp  To run this
#  particular script, first run bootstrap_DSA.adm and initializeDSA.cp.
#
#  This script binds to a functional DSA with the credentials
#  of the default administrative user and places entries subordinate to a
#  specified organizational-unit entry.
#  ===========================================================================

# Bind to default DSA (should be the first DSA in your DUA configuration file)
#

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

#  Organizational Units

puts "create /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales"
catch { create /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales -attribute \
    {OCL=OU} \
    {DSC=PQR Sales Department} \
    } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Create /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development"
catch { create /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development -attribute \
    {OCL=OU} \
    {DSC=PQR Development Department} \
    } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

#  Organizational Persons

puts "create /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Smith John"
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catch { create {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Smith John} -attribute \
    {OCL=PER;ORP;MUS} \
    {SN=Smith} \
    {DSC=Sales Manager} \
    {TN=+12 34 567 890;+12 34 567 891} \
    {RMB=John.Smith@sales.pqr.de} \
    {LURI=http://www.sni.de} \
    {UP=jps123} \
    {MOA={C=DE,ADMD=DBP,PRMD=PQR,OU1=Sales,SN=Smith,GN=John,INI=JPS}} \
    } status
if {$status == ""} \
    then {puts "operation ok"} \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "create /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Mayer"
catch { create {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Mayer} -attribute \
    {OCL=MUS;PER;ORP} \
    SN=Mayer \
    {TN=+49(89)235-42356} \
    {FTN={PN=+49(89)235-42572 }} \
    {PA={PA1=PQR AG, \
        PA2=Marketing Dpt, \
        PA3=Einstein-Ring 4, \
        PA4=D-81789 Munich, \
        PA5=Germany}} \
    {MOA={C=DE, \
        ADMD=DBP, \
        PRMD=PQR, \
        O=PQR, \
        OU1=MCH1, \
        OU2=S41, \
        SN=Mayer, \
        GN=Helmut}} \
    {DSC= Marketing manager} \
    } status
if {$status == ""} \
    then {puts "operation ok"} \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "create /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Hohner"
catch { create {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Hohner} -attribute \
    {OCL=MUS;PER;ORP} \
    SN=Hohner \
    {TN=+49(89)235-42987} \
    {FTN={PN=+49(89)235-42572 }} \
    {PA={PA1=PQR AG, \
        PA2=Marketing Dpt, \
        PA3=Einstein-Ring 4, \
        PA4=D-81789 Munich, \
        PA5=Germany}} \
    {MOA={C=DE, \
        ADMD=DBP, \
        PRMD=PQR, \
        O=PQR, \
        OU1=MCH1, \
        OU2=S41, \
        SN=Hohner, \
        GN=Irmgard}} \
    {DSC=Secretary of the marketing department} \
    } status
if {$status == ""} \
    then {puts "operation ok"} \
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    else {puts "$status"}

puts "create /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Richter"

catch { create {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Richter} -attribute \
    {OCL=MUS;PER;ORP} \
    SN=Richter \
    {TN=+49(89)235-43456} \
    {FTN={PN=+49(89)235-42572 }} \
    {PA={PA1=PQR AG, \
        PA2=Sales Dpt, \
        PA3=Einstein-Ring 4, \
        PA4=D-81789 Munich, \
        PA5=Germany}} \
    {MOA={C=DE, \
        ADMD=DBP, \
        PRMD=PQR, \
        O=PQR, \
        OU1=MCH1, \
        OU2=S41, \
        SN=Richter, \
        GN=Johann}} \
    {DSC=Sales Manager} \
    } status
if {$status == ""} \
    then {puts "operation ok"} \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "create /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Abele"
catch { create {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Abele} -attribute \
    {OCL=MUS;PER;ORP} \
    SN=Abele \
    {TN=+49(89)235-67543} \
    {FTN={PN=+49(89)235-42572 }} \
    {PA={PA1=PQR AG, \
        PA2=Sales Dpt, \
        PA3=Einstein-Ring 4, \
        PA4=D-81789 Munich, \
        PA5=Germany}} \
    {MOA={C=DE, \
        ADMD=DBP, \
        PRMD=PQR, \
        O=PQR, \
        OU1=MCH1, \
        OU2=S41, \
        SN=Abele, \
        GN=Karl}} \
    {DSC=Sales Europe} \
    } status
if {$status == ""} \
    then {puts "operation ok"} \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "create /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Reichel"
catch { create {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Reichel} -attribute \
    {OCL=MUS;PER;ORP} \
    SN=Reichel \
    {TN=+49(89)235-64526} \
    {FTN={PN=+49(89)235-42572 }} \
    {PA={PA1=PQR AG, \
        PA2=Sales Dpt, \
        PA3=Einstein-Ring 4, \
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        PA4=D-81789 Munich, \
        PA5=Germany}} \
    {MOA={C=DE, \
        ADMD=DBP, \
        PRMD=PQR, \
        O=PQR, \
        OU1=MCH1, \
        OU2=S41, \
        SN=Reichel, \
        GN=Johann}} \
    {DSC=Sales US} \
    } status
if {$status == ""} \
    then {puts "operation ok"} \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Create /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development/CN=Digger"
catch { create {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development/CN=Digger} -attribute \
    {OCL=PER;ORP;MUS} \
    SN=Digger \
    {DSC=Salvage Clerk} \
    {TN=+44 1902 111111} \
    UP=PASS1 \
    SPN=Wolverhampton \
    {STA=24 Dougan Street} \
    {PC=WV1 9ZZ} \
    {FTN={PN=+44 1902 111112}} \
    {PA={PA1=FLAT 86B, \
        PA2=24 Dougan Street, \
        PA3=Fordhouses, \
        PA4=Wolverhampton, \
        PA5=West Midlands, \
        PA6=WV1 9ZZ}} \
    {MOA={C=DE, \
        ADMD=' ', \
        PRMD=PQR, \
        O=PQR, \
        SN=Digger, \
        GN=J}} \
    } status
if {$status == ""} \
    then {puts "operation ok"} \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "create /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development/CN=Filler"
catch { create {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development/CN=Filler} -attribute \
    {OCL=PER;ORP;MUS} \
    SN=Filler \
    DSC=Craftsman \
    {TN=+44 1922 222222} \
    UP=two \
    SPN=Walsall \
    {STA=17 Kelly Road} \
    {PC=WS1 9YY} \
    {FTN={PN=+44 1922 222223}} \
    {MOA={C=DE, \
        ADMD=DBP, \
        PRMD=PQR, \
        O=PQR, \
        SN=Filler}} \
    } status
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if {$status == ""} \
    then {puts "operation ok"} \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "create /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development/CN=Tinker"
catch { create {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development/CN=Tinker} -attribute \
    {OCL=PER;ORP;MUS} \
    SN=Tinker \
    {DSC=Company Manager;Head of the Development Department} \
    {TN=+44 121 111111} \
    UP=three \
    SPN=Birmingham \
    {STA=24 Astle Street} \
    {PC=B1 9XX} \
    {FTN={PN=+44 121 111112}} \
    {MOA={C=DE, \
        ADMD=DBP, \
        PRMD=PQR, \
        O=PQR, \
        SN=Tinker}} \
    } status
if {$status == ""} \
    then {puts "operation ok"} \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "create /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development/CN=Morton"
catch { create {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development/CN=Morton} -attribute \
    {OCL=PER;ORP} \
    SN=Morton \
    {DSC=Deep Sea Diver} \
    {TN=+44 1902 999999;+44 1902 888888;+44 1902 777777} \
    UP=four \
    SPN=Wolverhampton \
    {STA=28 Dunfishin Street} \
    {PC=WV1 9QY} \
    {FTN={PN=+44 1902 999999}} \
    {TIT=Dive Role Coordinator} \
    } status
if {$status == ""} \
    then {puts "operation ok"} \
    else {puts "$status"}
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Accessing the Directory - advanced topics

Accessing subentries
Subentries can be read, created, modified, and deleted using normal Directory operations,
but they cannot be listed or searched. To list entries using dirxcp, it is necessary to use
the subentries service control:

Example 47: Using the subentries service control

The script ex47v.cp uses the subentries bit of the service-control options to list subentries only.

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

args modify -subentries TRUE
puts "List subentries of /C=de/O=PQR"
puts [ list  {/C=de/O=PQR} -pretty ]
args modify -subentries FALSE

Running it:

C:\dirx>dirxcp ex47v.cp
Bind with simple authentication
List subentries of /C=de/O=PQR
 1) /C=de/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry
 2) /C=de/O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry

Changing names
The DirX DSA handles most Directory names in a special way: the name is internally
represented by an object handle (or reference) which remains with the object for the life of
the object.

Externally, there are two main types of named object:

• An object which has been explicitly created as a DSE, possibly as a “glue” (i.e. one
with DSE-type value GLUE); these objects can be renamed (by a modify-DN operation
in the case of a mastered entry, or by a rename element of the DISP protocol in the
case of a shadowed entry)

• An object which represents just a reference  (e.g. an alias name); these objects cannot
be renamed, since there are no operations applicable to them

References to an object subject to a rename operation automatically change, with a small
number of exceptions:
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Example 48: Renaming

In script ex48.cp, two entries are created to create two organizational-person entries, one corresponding to the
person as a member of a department, and the other corresponding to the same person as an administrative
person.  There is a see-also attribute in each entry. When the name of one entry is changed, the value of the
see-also attribute automatically changes.

The script is as follows:

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Create {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Jones Janet}"
catch { create {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Jones Janet} -attr \
    {ocl=per;orp}  \
    SN=Jones  \
    {SEA={/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Jones Janet}} } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Create {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Jones Janet}"
catch { create {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Jones Janet} -attr \
    {ocl=per;orp}  \
    SN=Jones  \
    {SEA={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Jones Janet}}} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Note that each has a see-also attribute pointing to the other. For example:"

puts [ show {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Jones Janet} -allattr -pretty ]

puts "Change Jones Janet to Smith Janet in one of these"

catch { moddn {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Jones Janet} -rdn {CN=Smith Janet}} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Now the same show gives a different see-also value:"
puts [ show {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Jones Janet} -attr SEA -pretty ]

puts "Delete the entries"
catch { delete {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Jones Janet} } status1
catch { delete {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Jones Janet} } status2
catch { delete {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Smith Janet} } status3

Running it:

C:\dirx>dirxcp ex48.cp
Bind with simple authentication
Create {/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Head Office/CN=Jones Janet}
Object already exists.
Create {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Jones Janet}
operation ok
Note that each has a see-also attribute pointing to the other. For example:
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 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Jones Janet
    See-Also : /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Head office/CN=Jones Janet

 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Head office/CN=Jones Janet
    See-Also : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Smith Janet

Change Jones Janet to Smith Janet in one of these
Object already exists.
Now the unchanged entry shows a different see-also value:
 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Smith Janet
    See-Also : /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Head office/CN=Jones Janet

 1) /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Head office/CN=Jones Janet
    See-Also : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=Smith Janet

Cases where the name does not change are:

• Names in certificates - changing the name would destroy the validity of the certificate

• Names that are embedded in complex user-defined attributes
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Appendix A: Case-study - PQR AG

A.1 Introduction
The intention of this example Directory system is to provide a means of demonstrating
various aspects of the use of DirX.

It is based on a wholly fictional company. No particular company has been used as a
model, and any similarities with a real company are purely coincidental!

To load the database for PQR AG, you need to start with a completely empty data base,
and then run:

A.2 The example

A.2.1 Company synopsis

The company is a medium-sized (10000 people) international company, manufacturing
and distributing automotive components. Call it PQR AG. The main customers are:

l Manufacturers

l Maintenance and repair facilities

l Local distributors and retailers of spares

It has a head-office in Germany (Munich), with 82 branch offices around the world.

There are manufacturing plants in 4 countries (2 in Germany - Munich, Darmstadt, 1 in the
USA, 1 in South Africa, 1 in Australia); there are sales offices with associated distribution
warehouses in 20 countries.  These are fairly small (less than 50 people).

The company has subsidiaries in related business areas (e.g. local component
wholesaling). However, these are not discussed separately in the description below.

The company is based on a classical management tree-shaped management structure.
Manufacturing and marketing are clearly demarcated, and act as profit centres.

The company makes extensive use of EMail over Intranet and Internet, and uses public-
key cryptography for internal transactions and secure reporting.

The company has decided to consolidate its distribution of non-sensitive material about
staff and organisation in the form of an internal Directory system, based on X.500. They
have selected DirX as the preferred solution, although the integration with other vendor’s
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systems is possible (e.g. when interworking with a customer’s X.500 installation, or when
acquiring a new subsidiary based on such a system.).

A.2.2 The company Directory Service

The notes below describe the use of the Directory in several aspects:

l Purposes

l Tree structure

l Schema

l Distribution

l Security

l Operations

In the description below, only four DSAs are mentioned. Other DSAs will in practice be
present..

A.2.2.1 Purposes of Directory

The purpose of the PQR Directory service is summarised thus:

1. The main objective is to provide an internal Directory service (e.g. to employees),
although a few key entries could be accessible to other Directory systems (e.g. to
publicise the sales office and key staff)

2. The eventual aim is integration with other Directory services to facilitate access
between customers/suppliers and PQR.

3. The primary services relate to holding 24 hours a day 7 days a week high quality (e.g.
up-to-date and accurate) information in the following areas

l Characteristics of staff (EMail Addresses, telephone numbers, other non-personal
information)

l Plants and locations

l Management structure

l Security database (e.g. to hold certificates)

No attempt is made to use the Directory as a personnel database (e.g. to hold salary or
appraisal information). This avoids issues of data protection.

A.2.2.2 Tree Structures

The general strategy is to maintain staff in a flat tree underneath an appropriate
management unit.

In the main location, Germany, there is a single root of the tree {/C=de/O=PQR}.
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Beneath this root, there are five kinds of entry

l Organisational structure for the company as a whole, maintained by head-office,
visible internally, in the form of “organisational components”

l Key roles and their holders, maintained by head-office, visible internally and externally

l Main German locations, maintained by location staff, visible internally

l Other sub-locations, maintained by location staff, visible internally, in other DSAs if
appropriate

l Main country locations, maintained by head-office as see-alsos (organisational-refs) ,
visible internally

in addition to two entries which are placed there as a matter of convention (see Figure 11)

l An administrator entry, representing a “super-user”

l A DSA entry, used to publish DSA information.

Figure 11: Central DIT structure

Other entries representing  subordinate structures are permitted beneath these ones:

l organisational-roles representing office-holders

l organisational-persons beneath organisational units (exceptionally, organisational-
persons beneath the board organisational-component to represent non-executive
directors)
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l DSAs

l Subordinate organisational components

l Organisational units subject to Directory access policies from the first level of
organisational units

Below these can be other appropriate components, recursively.

The general shape of the tree is illustrated in Figure 11, which, in general, shows just one
entry of each kind in each position. The diagram also shows by shading the distribution of
the PQR part of the DIT in Germany into two Naming Contexts (grey shapes).

In each main other country, there is a single root {/C=XX/O=PQR-XXX}

Sub-locations, where present, are similar to those in Germany.

Figure 12: Other country's DIT structure

Beneath this root the structure is like the Germany structure, except that there are no
organisational components. In general, there is just one DSA per country; but if there were
to be more than one, it would have its tree structured as in Figure 11, except for the
absence, again, of org-components.

A.2.2.3 Access

Access to the Directory Service is, in general, by means of LDAP.

Administrative users are required to use dirxcp when carrying out administration (except
for activities that require the use of dirxadm).
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A.2.2.4 Registration Issues

A.2.2.4.1 Names

The names at the top of the organisation’s subtrees need to be unique. In general, this is
achieved by local registration of the organisation in the country or territory’s registry of
companies, and placing the entry at a suitable geographical level. In this case, it is
assumed that the following names are unique.

l /C=de/O=PQR

l /C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited

l /C=au/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited

l Etc.

A.2.2.4.2 Object identifiers

PQR AG has been assigned the object identifier {iso identifiedOrganization pQR-AG}
where pQR-AG is taken as the value 999999 for present purposes6, or 1.3.999999 in the
present notation. PQR has assigned the identifier 1 to its Central IT function, which has, in
turn, assigned Directory object identifiers the identifier 5. Ant PQR-defined attributes,
object classes, and name forms use the identifiers 4, 6, and 15 respectively, in analogy to
the practice in X.501:

l Attribute type object identifiers are 1.3.999999.1.5.4.AAA (collective attributes would
take a further element)

l Object class object identifiers are 1.3.999999.1.5.6.CCC

l Name form object identifiers are 1.3.999999.1.5.15.FFF

where AAA, CCC, FFF are sequentially-allocated integers.

A.2.2.5 Distribution Structure

DSAs have common names appropriate to their location. Their entries are placed in an
entry immediately subordinate to the (main) naming context which they contain. The
following table defines some of the DSAs and their contents:

                                                     
6 The value 999999 is intended as a fictitious assignment, and must not be used by any real

organisation.
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Table 17: PQR DSAs

DSA Name (common-
name)

Full name
Naming contexts held
PSAP address

Muenchen {/C=de/O=PQR/CN=Muenchen}
{/C=de/O=PQR}
TS=dsa,NA=’TCP/IP!internet=11.11.11.11+port=1234’

Darmstadt {/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt/CN=Darmstadt}
{/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt}
TS=dsa,NA=’TCP/IP!internet=22.22.22.22+port=1234’

Cape Town {/C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited/CN=Cape Town}
{/C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited}
TS=dsa,NA=’TCP/IP!internet=33.33.33.33+port=1234’

Perth {/C=au/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited/CN=Perth}
{/C=au/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited}
TS=dsa,NA=’TCP/IP!internet=44.44.44.44+port=1234’

NOTES

1. PQR has decided to standardise on T-Selector (“dsa”) and port ids (1234).

2. The Internet addresses, although syntactically valid, are chosen for the purposes of
example only, and should not be used (since they will in practice belong to real
Internet sites).

A.2.2.6 Administrative Structure

The primary administrative structure is as follows:

A.2.2.6.1 Autonomous Administrative Points

The following entries are chosen as autonomous administrative points:

l /C=de/O=PQR

l /C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited

l /C=au/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited

Each of these is also a Subschema Specific Point, an Access Control Specific Point and
an Collective Attribute Specific Point.

A.2.2.6.2 Access Control Inner and Specific Points

Access control inner and specific points are defined by:

l {/C=de/O=PQR}

l {/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt}
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l {/C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited}

l  {/C=au/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited}

Of these, {/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt} is an access control inner point and the
remainder are access control specific points.

Other subordinate OUs are potentially Access Control Inner or specific points.

A.2.2.6.3 CollectiveAttribute Inner and Specific Points

(/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt} is an Collective Attribute Specific Point. This has the
effect of blocking off collective attributes from the superior tree.

Other subordinate OUs are optionally CollectiveAttribute Specific or Inner Points

A.2.2.6.4 Subschema Admin Specific Points

Subordinate OUs are optionally Subschema Admin Specific Points. (In practice, it is
unlikely that this possibility would be exercised.)

(/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt} is not a Subschema Admin Specific Point.

A.2.2.7 Schema details

A.2.2.7.1 Types of entry

The following summarises entries and their components in terms of object classes
(numbers in brackets refer to notes following the table).

Table 18: Types of entry

Entry Object class Contents and other comments (see
note 4)

Country country Held as glue only

Location location Held as glue only; possibly
interposed between country and
organisation

Organisation organization (1) Standard attributes, including CA-
certificate.

Subordinate to country or location
(note 3)

Organisational-unit organizational-unit (1) Standard attributes, including CA-
certificate.

Subordinate to organization or
organisational-unit (note 3)
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Entry Object class Contents and other comments (see
note 4)

Organisational-
component

organizational-component
subclass of organizational-unit

Standard attributes, possibly with
prohibitions

Subordinate to organization  or
organisational-component
(note 3)

Organisational-
reference

organizational-ref subclass of
organizational-unit

Standard attributes, possibly with
prohibitions

Subordinate to organization (note
3)

Organisational-
person

organizationalPerson subclass of
person (2) (4)

Standard attributes.

Subordinate to organization or
organizational-unit  or
organisational-component

Organisational-role organizationalRole (2) Standard attributes.

 Subordinate to organization or
organizational-unit  or
organisational-component
(note 3)

PQR-person pqr-person (auxiliary) Standard attributes, with specials for
pqr-person.

Applicable to  organizational-
person or organisational-role.
No structural requirements

DSA dSA subclass of application-entity Standard attributes.

Strong-
authentication-user

strongAuthenticationUser Standard attributes.

Applicable to  organizational-
person. No structural requirements

Notes

1. Each of these is potentially also of auxiliary object class certificationAuthority

2. Each of these can have pqr-person as an auxiliary object class

3. These relations have to be described in structure rules

4. Prohibitions may be described in DIT content rules.

Details of special attributes are given below.
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A.2.2.7.2 Attributes

Standard attributes are used, except for some local specials:

secretarys-name ATTRIBUTE ::= {
WITH SYNTAX DistinguishedName
EQUALITY MATCHING RULE distinguishedNameMatch
ID pqr-at-secretarys-name }

room-number ATTRIBUTE ::= {
WITH SYNTAX PrintableString
EQUALITY MATCHING RULE caseIgnoreStringMatch
ID pqr-at-room-number }

These are configured in the DirX DSA as follows:

Table 19: PQR special attributes

full-name abbreviation oid syntax equality ordering

secretarys-
name

SECN 1.3.999999.1.5.4.1 DN DN none

room-
number

ROOMN 1.3.999999.1.5.4.2 DIR_STR DIR_STR none

Table 20: PQR special attributes (continued)

full-name abbreviation equ_match ord-match subs_match syntax-and-len

secretarys-
name

SECN DN none none

room-
number

ROOMN CIM none CISM DS40

For explanation of headings and of abbreviations, please see “Configuring the attribute
into the DSA” (page 79).

A.2.2.7.3 Collective attributes

Standard collective attributes are used, e.g. collectiveTelephoneNumber,
collectiveFacsimileTelephoneNumber, collectivePhysicalDeliveryOfficeName. These can be
used in subentries of Collective Attribute Specific Points.
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A.2.2.7.4 Object Classes

The presence of special attributes either needs definition of special object classes, or the
use of content rules. The former is more visible, and seems preferable.

In addition, the definition of structure rules is made clearer by the introduction of new
object classes which carry structural implications. Therefore, the following are defined:

organizational-ref OBJECT-CLASS ::= {
SUBCLASS OF {organizationalUnit}
ID pqr-oc-organizational-ref }
-- Used to describe entries that point to other parts of the organisation.

organizational-component OBJECT-CLASS ::= {
SUBCLASS OF {organizationalUnit}
ID pqr-oc-organizational-component }
-- used to describe entries that model components of an organisational tree structure

pqr-person OBJECT-CLASS ::= {
KIND AUXILIARY
MAY CONTAIN { secretarys-name}
ID pqr-oc-pqr-person }
-- used to describe objects that have secretaries associated with them

Note. Definition of PQR-person allows for several kinds of object (e.g. organizational-
persons and organizational-roles) to share the characteristics.

These are configured in the DirX DSA as follows:

Table 21: PQR object classes

full-name abbreviation oid kind mandatorie
s

optionals

PQR-org-
component

ORGC 1.3.999999.1.5.6.
1

STRUCTURAL none none

PQR-org-
reference

ORGR 1.3.999999.1.5.6.
2

STRUCTURAL see-also none

PQR-
person

PQRP 1.3.999999.1.5.6.
3

AUXILIARY none SECN
ROOMN

For explanation of headings, please see Configuring the object class into the DSA (page
86).
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A.2.2.7.5 Name Forms

The following name forms are defined:

organizational-ref-name-form  NAME FORM ::= {
NAMES organizational-ref
WITH ATTRIBUTES organizationalUnitName
ID pqr-oc-organizational-ref-name-form }

organizational-component-name-form NAME FORM ::= {
NAMES organizational-component
WITH ATTRIBUTES organizationalUnitName
ID pqr-oc-organizational-component-name-form }

The following standard name forms are used:

l dsa-name-form (DSANF)

l org-name-form (ONF)

l org-unit-name-form (OUNF)

l org-person-name-form (OPNF)

l org-role-name-form (ORNF)

Other potentially used standard name forms are:

l gon-name-form (GNNF)

l appl-entity-name-form (AENF)

l device-name-form  (DNF)

 Table 22: PQR name forms

full-name abbreviation oid mandatories optionals

organizational-ref-name-
form

ORFNF 1.3.999999.1.5.15.1 OU none

organizational-
component-name-form

OCPNF 1.3.999999.1.5.15.2 OU none

A.2.2.7.6 Structure Rules

A.2.2.7.6.1 Muenchen

The following structure rules are defined for use in the subschema entry {/C=de/O=PQR}:
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pqrsr1 STRUCTURE-RULE ::= {
NAME FORM organizationNameForm
ID 1 }

pqrsr2 STRUCTURE-RULE ::= {
NAME FORM orgUnitNameForm
SUPERIOR RULES { pqrsr1 }
ID 2 }

pqrsr3 STRUCTURE-RULE ::= {
NAME FORM orgRoleNameForm
SUPERIOR RULES { pqrsr1 | pqrsr2 }
ID 3 }

pqrsr4 STRUCTURE-RULE ::= {
NAME FORM orgPersonNameForm
SUPERIOR RULES { pqrsr1 | pqrsr2}
ID 4 }

pqrsr5 STRUCTURE-RULE ::= {
NAME FORM dsaNameForm
SUPERIOR RULES { pqrsr1 | pqrsr2 }
ID 5 }

pqrsr6 STRUCTURE-RULE ::= {
NAME FORM organizational-ref-name-form
SUPERIOR RULES { pqrsr1 | pqrsr2 }
ID 6 }

pqrsr7 STRUCTURE-RULE ::= {
NAME FORM organizational-component-name-form
SUPERIOR RULES { pqrsr1, pqrsr7 }
ID 7 }

Since (/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt} is not a subschema admin Specific Point, it
does not require its own structure rules.

Note. Those for {/C=de/O=PQR} must, for  the  present version of DirX, be duplicated by
the introduction of a set of DSEs to represent the administrative point and its subentries.

The structure rules can be summarised by the following table:
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Table 23: PQR structure rules

ident-
ifier

name
form

superior-
structure-rule

structure-
rule -name

structure-rule -description

1 ONF - pqrsr1a organization

2 OUNF 1,2 pqrsr2 org-unit under organization or org-unit

3 ORNF 1,2,7 pqrsr3 org-role under org or org-unit or org-component

4 OPNF 1,2,7 pqrsr4 org-person under org or org-unit or org-
component

5 DSANF 1,2 pqrsr5 DSA under org or org-unit

6 ORFNF 1,2 pqrsr6 org-reference under org or org-unit

7 OCPNF 1,7 pqrsr7 org-component under org or org-component

A.2.2.7.6.2 Darmstadt

Darmstadt shares the subschema arrangement with München, and has no subschema
subentry of its own. If at a later date the context prefix {/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-
Darmstadt} became a Subschema Specific Point, it could adapt the subschema
arrangements from  those of {/C=de/O=PQR}.

Table 24: PQR-Darmstadt structure rules

ident-
ifier

name
form

superior-
structure-rule

structure-
rule -name

structure-rule -description

1 OUNF - pqrs1a org-unit as subschema administrative point

2 OUNF 1,2 pqrsr2 org-unit

3 ORNF 1,2 pqrsr3 org-role under org-unit

4 OPNF 1,2 pqrsr4 org-person under org-unit

5 DSANF 1 pqrsr5 DSA under org-unit

6 ORFNF 1,2 pqrsr6 org-reference under org-unit

A.2.2.7.6.3 Cape Town

The following structure rules (a subset of the München rules) are defined for use in the
subschema entry for {/C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited} (a different set of identifiers is used
to represent the independence of the two sets of structure rules, which would be permitted
to evolve independently):
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pqrsasr1 STRUCTURE-RULE ::= {
NAME FORM organizationNameForm
ID 1 }

pqrsasr2 STRUCTURE-RULE ::= {
NAME FORM orgUnitNameForm
SUPERIOR RULES { pqrsasr1 }
ID 2 }

pqrsasr3 STRUCTURE-RULE ::= {
NAME FORM orgRoleNameForm
SUPERIOR RULES { pqrsasr1 | pqrsasr2 }
ID 3 }

pqrsasr4 STRUCTURE-RULE ::= {
NAME FORM orgPersonNameForm
SUPERIOR RULES { pqrsasr1 | pqrsasr2}
ID 4 }

pqrsasr5 STRUCTURE-RULE ::= {
NAME FORM dsaNameForm
SUPERIOR RULES { pqrsasr1 | pqrsasr2 }
ID 5 }

pqrsasr6 STRUCTURE-RULE ::= {
NAME FORM organizational-ref-name-form
SUPERIOR RULES { pqrsasr1 | pqrsasr2 }
ID 6 }

The structure rules can be summarised by the following table:
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Table 25: PQR South Africa structure rules

ident-
ifier

name
form

superior-
structure-rule

structure-
rule -name

structure-rule -description

1 ONF - pqrsasr1 organization

2 OUNF 1,2 pqrsasr2 org-unit under organization or org-unit

3 ORNF 1,2 pqrsasr3 org-role under org or org-unit

4 OPNF 1,2 pqrsasr4 org-person under org or org-unit

5 DSANF 1,2 pqrsasr5 DSA under org or org-unit

6 ORFNF 1,2 pqrsasr6 org-reference under org or org-unit

A.2.2.7.6.3 Perth

This is just as for PQR South Africa.

A.2.2.8 Content Rules

Content rules are required to allow the presence of PQR-person and strong-
authentication-user auxiliary object classes in an organizational-person or organisational-
role entry.

The following content rules are required:

org-person-content-rule CONTENT RULE ::= {
STRUCTURAL OBJECT-CLASS organization
AUXILIARY OBJECT CLASSES { certificationAuthority }}

org-unit-content-rule CONTENT RULE ::= {
STRUCTURAL OBJECT-CLASS organizationalPerson
AUXILIARY OBJECT CLASSES { certificationAuthority }}

org-person-content-rule CONTENT RULE ::= {
STRUCTURAL OBJECT-CLASS organizationalPerson
AUXILIARY OBJECT CLASSES { pqr-person,strongAuthenticationUser }
MAY CONTAIN { }
MUST NOT CONTAIN { }}

org-role-content-rule CONTENT RULE ::= {
STRUCTURAL OBJECT-CLASS organizationalPerson
AUXILIARY OBJECT CLASSES { pqr-person,strongAuthenticationUser }
MAY CONTAIN { userPassword }
MUST NOT CONTAIN { }}
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dsa-content-rule CONTENT RULE ::= {
STRUCTURAL OBJECT-CLASS dSA
AUXILIARY OBJECT CLASSES { strongAuthenticationUser }
MAY CONTAIN { room-number }
MUST NOT CONTAIN { protocolInformation }}

The following table defines the content rules for each component affected:

Table 26: PQR content rules

structural
-object-
class

auxiliaries mandatorie
s

optionals precluded name description

ORG CA - - - - organisation with CA

OU CA - - - - org-unit with CA

ORP SAU,PQRP - - - - org-person with PQR-
person and strong
authentication

ORR SAU,PQRP - UP - - org-role with strong
authentication PQR-
person and password

DSA SAU - ROOMN PI - DSA with strong
authentication

A.2.2.9 Distribution

A.2.2.9.1 Introduction

Division into Naming Contexts was shown in A.2.2.5.

A.2.2.9.2 Networking

Access to the Directory within sites is by means of TCP/IP over LAN networks. The two
German sites have a direct TCP/IP connection. They have Internet connections through a
firewall which prevents direct access between external users and DSAs  However, direct
connections between country DSAs are made as exceptions to the firewall rules.

A.2.2.9.3 References

The following table shows the existence of references other than shadowing-based
references (supplier and consumer references):
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Table 27: PQR knowledge references

DSA name Type of reference Reference (Naming Context and DSA)

Muenchen Superior None allocated - network is isolated (1)

Muenchen Subordinate {/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt}:
DSA: Darmstadt

Muenchen Cross {/C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited
DSA: Cape Town

Muenchen Cross {/C=au/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited
DSA: Perth

Darmstadt Superior Muenchen

Darmstadt Cross {/C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited
DSA: Cape Town

Darmstadt Cross {/C=au/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited
DSA: Perth

Cape Town Superior Muenchen

Cape Town Cross {/C=za/O=PQR
DSA: Muenchen

Cape Town Cross {/C=au/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited
DSA: Perth

Perth Superior Muenchen

Perth Cross {/C=za/O=PQR
DSA: Muenchen

Perth Cross {/C=au/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited
DSA: Cape Town

NOTES.

1. The Directory rules state that an non-first-level DSA must have a superior reference.
However, this is not enforced, permitting a collection of DSAs to be set up as an
isolated set, as in the present case. This is possible with DirX.

2. The use of Muenchen as a superior reference to the other DSAs allows it to act as a
redistribution point for PQR operations.

A.2.2.9.4 DSA synchronisation

All DSAs must maintain synchronisation to 5 seconds of GMT. Local administrators must
establish procedures to ensure that this quality of synchronisation is maintained.
Synchronisation affects credentials expiry and time-limits on operations.
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A.2.2.10 Shadowing

A.2.2.10.1 Summary

Shadowing allows rapid local access to information in each DSA

Full shadowing takes place from each DSA to the Muenchen DSA.

Shadowing takes place of the organisational structure subtree to each other DSA. n n n

A.2.2.10.2 Shadowing Agreements

The following table summarises the shadowing operational bindings and the
corresponding agreements (for convenience the ids are serialised):

Table 28: PQR shadowing agreements

Id Supplier and Id Consumer and
Id

Unit of Replication:
context-prefix
base
knowledge

Characteristics:
update-mode

1 Darmstadt Muenchen (/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt}
/
master-knowledge

supplier-initiated: every
6 hours

2 Darmstadt Muenchen (/C=de/O=PQR/OU=dummy}
/
-

supplier-initiated: on
change

3 Darmstadt Muenchen (/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt}
{/}
master-knowledge

supplier-initiated: every
2 hours

4 Muenchen Darmstadt /C=de/O=PQR/OU=Board
{/}
master-knowledge

consumer-initiated:
periodic:
    0000 GMT daily

5 Muenchen Cape Town /C=de/O=PQR/OU=Board
{/}
master-knowledge

consumer-initiated:
periodic:
    2300 GMT daily

6 Muenchen Perth /C=de/O=PQR/OU=Board
{/}
master-knowledge

consumer-initiated:
periodic:
    1700 GMT daily

7 Cape Town Munich C=de/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited
{/}
master-knowledge

supplier-initiated: on
change

8 Perth Munich C=de/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited
{/}
master-knowledge

supplier-initiated: on
change
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NOTE. Agreement #2 provides Darmstadt with up-to-date policies associated with
{C=de/O=PQR} (see “Shadowing the administrative path”, page 118). Agreement #1
carries out a potentially more bulky shadow, but infrequently.

A.2.2.11 Security

A.2.2.11.1 Authentication

A.2.2.11.1.1 Authentication Method

PQR DSAs use:

l Simple unprotected authentication for users

l Simple protected authentication for super-users (see 0)

l Simple protected authentication for DSAs

No authentication is required for externally accessing users. However, these are not
permitted to gain access directly from PQR’s DSAs. (Guest facilities may be locally
granted under suitable supervision).

Provision is made for a strong authentication capability.

A.2.2.11.1.2 Users

Ordinary users are required to authenticate using simple authentication with passwords.
To do this, they must possess user-password attributes in their entries.

Since they cannot create their own entries without having credentials, each user’s entry is
created on his/her behalf by an administrator, with a password that is pre-arranged with
the user. The user must change the password to one of his/her choice as soon as
possible.

Users are granted access rights to modify their own passwords and certain other
attributes. Users are not permitted to create their own entry-ACI.

Only users whose names lie within PQR AG’s parts of the DIT are permitted to access the
PQR AG Directory. However, there is no restriction on branch.

A.2.2.11.1.3 Super-users

Super-users are those with special privileges. They are required to mutually authenticate
using simple protected authentication.

Only super-users are permitted to make use of the dirxadm tool.

The following table defines administrators (the list will expand):
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Table 29: Super-user administrators

DSA DN Password contact

Muenchen {/C=de/O=PQR/CN= Admin} Ritter L S

Muenchen {/C=de/O=PQR/OU=IT/CN= Ritter L S} Ritter L S

Darmstadt {/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt/CN=Admin} Vogelmann J D

CapeTown {/C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited/CN= Admin} van den Ulm L

Perth {/C=au/O=PQR Australasia Pty Limited/CN= Admin} Fossick B D

Administrative passwords and DSA passwords are not published, but are placed in the
care of DSA super-user administrators.

A.2.2.11.1.4 User-policy

The following summarises the values of the user policies in the various DSAs.

NOTE. The policy options for other countries do not affect the DSA, since at present
authentication directly with the DSAs is impossible.

Table 30: User-policy - Muenchen

user-subtree-name user-policy-
options

authentication-methods

{/C=de/O=PQR} CHAINING
MODIFY

SIMPLE-WITH-PWD

{/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt} CHAINING SIMPLE-WITH-PWD (see note)

{/C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited} CHAINING SIMPLE-WITH-PWD (see note)

{/C=au/O=PQR Australasia Pty
Limited}

CHAINING SIMPLE-WITH-PWD (see note)

{/C=de/O=PQR/CN= Admin} CHAINING
MODIFY

SIMPLE-PROTECTED

{/C=de/O=PQR/OU=IT/CN= Ritter L
S}

CHAINING
MODIFY

SIMPLE-PROTECTED
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Table 31: User-policy - Darmstadt

user-subtree-name user-policy-
options

authentication-methods

{/C=de/O=PQR} CHAINING SIMPLE-WITH-PWD (see note)

{/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt} CHAINING
MODIFY

SIMPLE-WITH-PWD

{/C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited} CHAINING SIMPLE-WITH-PWD (see note)

{/C=au/O=PQR Australasia Pty
Limited}

CHAINING SIMPLE-WITH-PWD (see note)

{/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt/
    CN=Admin}

CHAINING
MODIFY

SIMPLE-PROTECTED

Table 32: User-policy - Cape Town

user-subtree-name user-policy-
options

authentication-methods

{/C=de/O=PQR} CHAINING SIMPLE-WITH-PWD (see note)

{/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt} CHAINING
 MODIFY

SIMPLE-WITH-PWD (see note)

{/C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited} CHAINING SIMPLE-WITH-PWD

{/C=au/O=PQR Australasia Pty
Limited}

CHAINING SIMPLE-WITH-PWD (see note)

{/C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited/
    CN=Admin}

CHAINING
MODIFY

SIMPLE-PROTECTED

Table 33: User-policy - Perth

user-subtree-name user-policy-
options

authentication-methods

{/C=de/O=PQR} CHAINING SIMPLE-WITH-PWD (see note)

{/C=de/O=PQR/OU=PQR-Darmstadt} CHAINING SIMPLE-WITH-PWD (see note)

{/C=za/O=PQR (SA) Pty Limited} CHAINING SIMPLE-WITH-PWD (see note)

{/C=au/O=PQR Australasia Pty
Limited}

CHAINING
MODIFY

SIMPLE-WITH-PWD

{/C=au/O=PQR Australasia Pty
Limited/
    CN=Admin}

CHAINING
MODIFY

SIMPLE-PROTECTED
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Simple protected credentials are taken as having an expiry period of 20 secs.

A.2.2.11.1.6 DSAs

PQR’s own DSAs are required to mutually authenticate using simple-protected
authentication. They are all considered to be mutually trusted. Each DSA has a different
password for each other DSA. The keeper of each password is the named super-user
administrator (see )

There is no default policy - DSAs must mutually authenticate.

Table 34: DSA-policy - Muenchen

DSA-
name

DSA-policy-options Keep-line
Time-out

Authentication-method

(seconds) Auth-method
for trust)

Trust degree

Darmstadt CHAINING
LOCAL-DOMAIN
DMD
COUNTRY

1000
500

SIMPLE-PROTECTED READ, MODIFY

CapeTown CHAINING
DMD

1000
500

SIMPLE-PROTECTED READ, MODIFY

Perth CHAINING
DMD

1000
500

SIMPLE-PROTECTED READ, MODIFY

Table 35: DSA-policy - Darmstadt

DSA-
name

DSA-policy-options Keep-line
Time-out

Authentication-method

(seconds) Auth-method
for trust)

Trust degree

Muenchen CHAINING
LOCAL-DOMAIN
DMD
COUNTRY

1000
500

SIMPLE-PROTECTED READ, MODIFY

CapeTown CHAINING
DMD

1000
500

SIMPLE-PROTECTED READ, MODIFY

Perth CHAINING
DMD

1000
500

SIMPLE-PROTECTED READ, MODIFY
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Table 36: DSA-policy - Cape Town

DSA-
name

DSA-policy-options Keep-line
Time-out

Authentication-method

(seconds) Auth-method
for trust)

Trust degree

Munich CHAINING
DMD

1000
500

SIMPLE-PROTECTED READ, MODIFY

Darmstadt CHAINING
DMD

1000
500

SIMPLE-PROTECTED READ, MODIFY

Perth CHAINING
DMD

1000
500

SIMPLE-PROTECTED READ, MODIFY

Table 37: DSA-policy - Perth

DSA-
name

DSA-policy-options Keep-line
Time-out

Authentication-method

(seconds) Auth-method
(for trust)

Trust degree

Munich CHAINING
DMD

1000
500

SIMPLE-PROTECTED READ, MODIFY

Darmstadt CHAINING
DMD

1000
500

SIMPLE-PROTECTED READ, MODIFY

Cape
Town

CHAINING
DMD

1000
500

SIMPLE-PROTECTED READ, MODIFY

All these DSAs are mutually trusted.

A.2.2.11.2 Access Control

A.2.2.11.2.1 Form of access control

Basic Access Control is used, and is therefore present in each Access Control Specific
Point entry.
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A.2.2.11.2.2 Policies

Access control specific and inner areas were defined in A.2.2.6.2.

The following policy principles have been established for each access control
administrative area:

1.   General Access

Users from outside the PQR subtrees are not granted access to the PQR subtrees, with
the exception of certain selected entries, which are granted read access to everybody with
precedence 100. This can be achieved by entry ACI.

2.   Super-users

A small number of named administrators (as listed) have unlimited access to all entries
within the scope of a particular administrative area, with precedence 255. These can be
termed “super-users”. They must have authenticated with simple protected authentication.
These and only these users have to access subentries (i.e. as protected by
subentryACI).

3.   Ordinary Administrative Users

Specific users (“ordinary administrative users”) may also be granted access to other
entries, as specified later.

4.   Users authenticated within PQR subtrees

All users authenticated within the scope of the PQR’s trees have read access to PQR
entries. Access to such users may therefore be denied with any denial for any entry or
attribute.

5.   Access to own entries

All such users have read access to their own entries with precedence 100; they also have
update access with precedence 100 to the following attributes within their own entries:

l user-password

l description

6.   Managing non-person entries

Each organisational-unit, organisational-ref and organisational-component entry may have
entry-ACI which grants modify rights to named users (ordinary administrative users) for
the item; these need to specify a particular authentication level. The entry ACI itself cannot
be updated by those individuals. In addition, named individuals are granted limited rights
within the scope of a subtree.
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Example 49: Access control policies

The PQR policies mentioned, together with more basic policies, are implemented in the two main scripts which
can be used to build the PQR database, bootpqr.adm and buildpqr.cp.

Here are the relevant parts, with annotation:

bootpqr.adm

The line-numbers relate to the line numbers is the
150 ### First Administrative Point ###
151 ### -------------------------- ###
152 # Note: The SACI attribute is encapsulated in '"' if it contains
153 # variables defined above - otherwise '{' and '}' are used.
154 puts "create /C=DE/O=PQR"
155 catch { \
156 create /C=DE/O=PQR -attr \
157           {OCL=TOP;ORG} \
158           {DSET=ENTRY+ADM_POINT+CP} \
159           {AR=AA;ACSA;SASA}  \
160           {ACS=BACS} \

This specifies the use of Basic Access Control

161           "SACI={ID=admin: enable Handling of Subentries,
162                  PR=254,
163                  AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
164                  UF={UC={N={DN={$defaultAdmin}}},
165                      UP={PI={E=TRUE},
166                          GAD=$AEM};
167                         {PI={AT=$oa_subEntry,
168                              AAV=$oa_subEntry,
169                              AUATV=TRUE},
170                           GAD=$AAM} } }" \

This provides subentry ACI which gives the administrator /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin the capability to create
and modify subentries and their contents.

171           "CRN={$defaultAdmin}" \
172           {PA={PA1=PQR Company,PA2=ABC Street 123,PA3=D-01234

City,PA4=Germany}} \
173           {TN=+49 12 345 67 890} \
174           {DSC=PQR Company} \
175 } status
176
177 if {$status == ""}   \
178    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
179    else {puts "$status"}
180
181 ###  ===============================  ###
182 ###  IV. Default Administrative User  ###
183 ###  ===============================  ###
184 #  Create the administrative user C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin with userPassword "dirx"
185 #
186 puts "create the default administrative user $defaultAdmin"
187
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etc.

buildpqr.cp

The following lines provide an entry ACI with precedence sufficient to overcome denials (see ACI on line 204) in
giving everybody able to access the DSA the ability to read this entry (Policy 1 above).

174 puts "Give general access to /C=DE/O=PQR by means of entry-ACI"
175 catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR} -addattr \
176     "EACI={ID=General access, \
177         PR=101, \
178         AL={BL={L=NONE}}, \
179         UF={UC={AU=TRUE}, \
180         UP={PI={E=TRUE,AUATV=TRUE}, \
181             GAD=$AER}}}" } status
182 if {$status == ""} \
183     then {puts "operation ok"} \
184     else {puts "$status"}

The following provides super-user access (Policy 2 above).

185
186 puts "create /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry"
187 puts "Add PACI: \"ID=Super-user permissions\""
188 catch { create /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry  -attribute \
189     {OCL=SUBE;ACS} \
190     {SS={DEF=TRUE}} \
191     "PACI={ID=Super-user permissions, \
192         PR=254, \
193         AL={BL={L=$authentication}}, \
194         UF={UC={N=$super_users}, \
195             UP={PI={E=TRUE}, \
196                 GAD=$AEPR}; \
197

{PI={AT=$oa_Entry;$oa_admEntry,AAV=$oa_Entry;$oa_admEntry,AUATV=TRUE}, \
198                 GAD=$AAP}}}" } status
199 if {$status == ""} \
200     then {puts "operation ok"} \
201     else {puts "$status"}

The following gives a general denial to accessing entries which is countered by the entry-ACI of line 175.

202
203 puts "Add PACI: \"ID=General entry denial\""
204 catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
205     "PACI={ID=General entry denial, \
206         PR=100, \
207         AL={BL={L=$authentication}}, \
208         UF={UC={AU=TRUE}, \
209         UP={PI={E=TRUE}, \
210             GAD=$AEDR}}}" } status
211 if {$status == ""} \
212     then {puts "operation ok"} \
213     else {puts "$status"}
214

The following permits users in the various PQR trees to access PQR entries.
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215 puts "Add PACI: \"ID=Specific user/tree permissions\""
216 catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
217     "PACI={ID=Specific user/tree permissions,
218         PR=100, \
219         AL={BL={L=NONE}}, \
220         UF={UC={SUB=$trees}, \
221         UP={PI={E=TRUE}, \
222             GAD=$entry_permissions}; \
223             {PI={AUATV=TRUE}, \
224             GAD=$att_permissions}}}" } status
225 if {$status == ""} \
226     then {puts "operation ok"} \
227     else {puts "$status"}

The following three ACI items allow users to modify their own passwords, but deny read access to passwords
(Policy 5 above)
.
228
229 puts "Add PACI: \"Users can modify their own passwords etc.\""
230 catch { modify /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry -addattr \
231     "PACI={ID=Users can modify their own passwords etc., \
232         PR=101, \
233         AL={BL={L=$authentication}}, \
234         UF={UC={TH=TRUE}, \
235             UP={PI={E=TRUE}, \
236                 GAD=grantModify}; \
237                 {PI={AT=UP;$more_attributes,AAV=UP;$more_attributes}, \
238                 GAD=grantAdd+grantRemove}}}" } status
239 if {$status == ""} \
240     then {puts "operation ok"} \
241     else {puts "$status"}
242
243 puts "Add PACI: \"Deny read access to passwords\""
244 catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
245     "PACI={ID=Deny read access to passwords, \
246         PR=255, \
247         AL={BL={L=NONE}}, \
248         UF={UC={AU=TRUE}, \
249             UP={PI={AT=UP}, \
250                GAD=denyDiscloseOnError+denyRead+denyFilterMatch}}}" } status
251 if {$status == ""} \
252     then {puts "operation ok"} \
253     else {puts "$status"}
254
255 puts "Add \"Nobody can add or remove a user password\""
256 catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
257     "PACI={ID=Nobody can add or remove a user password,
258         PR=101,
259         AL={BL={L=NONE}},
260         UF={UC={AU=TRUE},
261         UP={PI={AT=UP},
262             GAD=denyAdd+denyRemove}}}"} status
263 if {$status == ""} \
264     then {puts "operation ok"} \
265     else {puts "$status"}

Policies 3 and 6 are not implemented in this example.
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Appendix B - Using dirxadm to build entries

Introduction
This appendix provides notes which explain some of the additional issues to be
considered when using dirxadm to build parts of the DIT. In nearly all cases, dirxcp is the
correct tool, but for certain purposes (e.g. bootstrapping), dirxadm must be used.

Glues
Any entry created by dirxadm must be connected to the root of the DIT by a chain of
empty DSEs known as glue DSEs, or just glues. Thus, when creating an entry
{/C=de/O=PQR} in a new DSE, a glue DSE {/C=de} must be created with DSE-type
GLUE.

Example 50: Creating a glue DSE

dirxadm>create {/C=de} -attr DSET=GLUE
dirxadm>

With a DSA that already contains entries, it is necessary to check whether a DSE already
exists. If it does, no further action is needed: the requirement to create a DSE is satisfied.

Example 51: Checking for glues

Here, {/C=de} already exists as a glue; {/C=au} already exists as a first-level reference, but {/C=fr} does not yet
exist as a DSE.
dirxadm> show {/C=de} -attribute DSET
/C=DE DSET=GLUE
dirxadm> show {/C=au} -attribute DSET
/C=au DSET=SUBR
dirxadm> show {/C=fr} -attribute DSET
Error: The DSE /C=fr does not exist.
dirxadm> list {/} -pretty
/C=DE /C=au /C=za

The last of these is given in ex51v.adm.

Glue DSEs can also be removed, but care must be taken not to orphan subordinate
DSEs. Use dirxadm to list any subordinate DSEs before removal.
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Attribute issues

Object class attribute values

When creating an object class attribute using dirxadm, the special value TOP must be
included. This is not necessary when creating entries with dirxcp.

Timestamps and related attributes

Unlike modifications using directory protocols like DAP, DSP, LDAP, dirxadm does not
cause the following attributes to be automatically created or updated:

l Creators-name (CRN)

l Creation-time (CRT)

l Modifiers-name (MN)

l Modification-time (MT)

However, dirxadm can be used to create such attributes.

Single-valued attributes

dirxadm does not check whether a single-valued attribute has only one value. When
users are administering such attributes using dirxadm, they must ensure that they only
have one value at the end of the administration session.
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Appendix C - Access control policies

Policies in the example scripts
The DirX DSA is provided with the following sample scripts which contain ACI:

l bootstrap_DSA.adm

l initialize_DSA.cp

l add_AC_policy.cp

These are briefly analysed in the following subsections.

Corresponding access control policies for the PQR database were described in Example
49.

bootstrap_DSA.adm

The script first makes lists of operational attributes, establishing these by assigning to
variables:
set  oa_Schema    "OC;AT;DSR;NF;DCR;MR;MRU"
set  oa_DSA       "CRN;CRT;MN;MT"
set  oa_admEntry  "AR;ACS;SACI"
set  oa_Entry     "$oa_DSA;SOC;GSR;CE;EACI"
set  oa_subEntry  "SS;$oa_Schema;$oa_DSA;PACI;EACI"

It also makes lists of permissions:

⇒ All entry reads:
set  AER  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN"

⇒ All entry modifies (other than name modifications), with reads:
set  AEM  "$AER+grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify"

⇒ All attribute reads:
set  AAR  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch"

⇒ All attribute modifies, with reads:
set  AAM  "$AAR+grantAdd+grantRemove"

⇒ All entry permissions except rename, but including import and export
set  AEP  "$AEM+grantExport+grantImport"

⇒ All attribute permissions
set  AAP  $AAM

The administrator is set up as a name:
set  defaultAdmin   "/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin"

The administrative point is set up as an autonomous administrative point; access-control
is set up as simplified-access-control:
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{ACS=SACS} \

The administrative point is also established with subentry-ACI containing a single policy:

⇒ Line 2: precedence 254 (the highest possible priority is 255)

⇒ Lines 3 and 4: applies to the default administrator using simple authentication (which
includes simple protected authentication)

⇒ Lines 5 and 6: grants all entry modifies (and reads)

⇒ Lines 7, 8, and 10: grants all attribute and value modifies on operational attributes
specific to subentries

⇒ Lines 9 and 10: grants all attribute and value modifies on user attributes
1           "SACI={ID=admin: enable Handling of Subentries,
2                  PR=254,
3                  AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
4                  UF={UC={N={DN={$defaultAdmin}}},
5                      UP={PI={E=TRUE},
6                          GAD=$AEM};
7                         {PI={AT=$oa_subEntry,
8                              AAV=$oa_subEntry,
9                              AUATV=TRUE},
10                           GAD=$AAM} } }" \

initialize_DSA.cp

The script first makes a list of variables, exactly as for bootstrap_DSA.adm.

An access control subentry is created with name /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-
Subentry:

Prescriptive access control is established:

l Lines 1 to 12: administrative permissions (very much like the subentry ACI):

⇒ Line 2: precedence 254

⇒ Lines 3 and 4: applies to the default administrator using simple authentication
(which includes simple protected authentication)

⇒ Lines 5 and 6: grants all entry modifies

⇒ Lines 7, 8, and 10: grants all attribute and value modifies on operational attributes
specific to administrative entries

⇒ Lines 9 and 10: grants all attribute and value modifies on user attributes

l Lines 13 to 24: public access:

⇒ Line 14: precedence 0 (the minimum);

⇒ Line 15, 16: applies for all users, even those with no authentication

⇒ Lines 17, 18: grants all entry read permissions
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⇒ Lines 19, 20: grants all read permissions to all user attributes, except that …

⇒ Lines 21, 22, 23 deny read and filter-match access to all user-password, while
permitting compare operations

1 "PACI={ID=Admin: enable most of operations but no Rename,
2           PR=254,
3           AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
4           UF={UC={N={DN={$defaultAdmin}}},
5               UP={PI={E=TRUE},
6                   GAD=$AEM};
7                   {PI={AT=$oa_admEntry;$oa_Entry,
8                       AAV=$oa_admEntry;$oa_Entry,
9                       AUATV=TRUE},
10                   GAD=$AAM}
11               }
12           };
13       {ID=Public Access: enable Read and Search - disable Read password,
14           PR=0,
15           AL={BL={L=NONE}},
16           UF={UC={AU=TRUE},
17               UP={PI={E=TRUE},
18                   GAD=$AER};
19                   {PI={AUATV=TRUE},
20                       GAD=$AAR};
21                   {PR=255,
22                       PI={AT=UP},
23                       GAD=denyRead+denyFilterMatch}
24                   }
25               }" \
26           }

add_AC_policy.cp

This policy is aimed at ordinary users who wish to modify their own entries using modify-
entry operations:

⇒ Line 2 specifies the precedence at the medium level of 100: appropriate to ordinary
users

⇒ Lines 3 and 4 associate the policy with users whose names match the name of the
entry being accessed.

⇒ Lines 5 and 6 give modify access to the entry itself.

⇒ Lines 8, 9, and 10 give add and remove access to password (UP) and telephone-
number (TN) attributes and their values

It is presumed that other permissions give read access to tye entry, including disclose-on-
error permissions.

1 {PACI={ID=PQR users: can Modify their passwords and telephoneNumbers,
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2        PR=100,
3        AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
4        UF={UC={TH=TRUE},
5            UP={PI={E=TRUE},
6               GAD=grantModify
7               };
8               {PI={AT=UP;TN,
9                    AAV=UP;TN},
10                GAD=grantAdd+grantRemove
11               }
12           }

Some standard policies
The policies described below are generally applicable to a variety of applications.

They can be considered to be preceded by a number of settings of variables:

⇒ Standard settings (see beginning of appendix):
set  oa_schema    "OC;AT;DSR;NF;DCR;MR;MRU"
set  oa_DSA       "CRN;CRT;MN;MT"
set  oa_admEntry  "AR;ACS;SACI"
set  oa_sntry     "$oa_DSA;SOC;GSR;CE;EACI"
set  oa_subEntry  "SS;$oa_Schema;$oa_DSA;PACI;EACI"
set  AER  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN"
set  AEM  "$AER+grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify"
set  AAR  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch"
set  AAM  "$AAR+grantAdd+grantRemove"
set  AEP  "$AEM+grantExport+grantImport"
set  AAP  $AAM

⇒ The administrator is set up as a name:
set  administrator   "/…/…/… …"

⇒ Specific permissions or denials can be pre-established
set  grant_ppp       grantXXX+grantYYY etc.
set  deny_ppp        denyZZZ+denyWWW etc.

together with other items as necessary.

Precedence is used in the following ways:

⇒ 0 is used for default access

⇒ 50 is used for access by a subtree or group

⇒ 100 is used for ordinary user access

⇒ 200 is used for administrative access

⇒ 254 is used for super-user access

For each of these (except 0), the next precedence up is sometimes selected to ensure
that a general denial has higher precedence that a specific grant.
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Denial of specific entry permissions

This simple prescriptive access control denies users in general specific permissions to
entries, but it can be countermanded at the same precedence (100 - line 2) by more
specific permissions. It could also be used for entry-ACI and subentry-ACI.

1 "PACI={ID=Deny specific entry permissions,
2           PR=100,
3           AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
4           UF={UC={AU=TRUE},
5               UP={PI={E=TRUE},
6                   GAD=$deny_ppp}
7               }
8           }"

The following example script indicates how it may be implemented:

Example 52: Deny specific entry permissions

The following script  (ex52.cp) denies entry denyReturnDN permissions.
#  ===========================================================================
#
#  ex52.cp: Deny specific entry permissions
#
#  Usage: dirxcp ex52.cp
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#  This script establishes a prescriptive ACI for the whole ACI-specific area:
#
#      Precedence 100
#      Authentication-level: simple
#      User-class: everybody
#      Protected-items: entry
#          Grants and denials: deny_ppp (denyReturnDN)
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  The script ex52d.cp removes the ACI
#  ===========================================================================

set  deny_ppp "denyReturnDN"

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Add PACI: \"Deny the following permissions: $deny_ppp\""
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
    "PACI={ID=Deny specific entry permissions, \
        PR=100,  \
        AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},  \
        UF={UC={AU=TRUE},  \
            UP={PI={E=TRUE},  \
                GAD=$deny_ppp}}}" \
    } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}
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Denial of specific attribute permissions

This simple prescriptive access control is similar to the preceding one: it denies users in
general specific permissions to user attributes, but it can be countermanded at the same
precedence (100 - line 2) by more specific permissions. It could also be used for entry-
ACI and subentry-ACI.

1 "PACI={ID=Deny specific attribute permissions,
2           PR=100,
3           AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
4           UF={UC={AU=TRUE},
5               UP={PI={AUATV=TRUE},
6                   GAD=$deny_qqq}
7               }
8           }"

The following example script indicates how it may be implemented:

Example 53: Deny specific attribute permissions

The following script (ex53.cp) denies entry denyFilterMatch permissions:
#  ===========================================================================
#
#  ex53.cp: Deny specific attribute permissions
#
#  Usage: dirxcp ex53.cp
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#  This script establishes a prescriptive ACI for the whole ACI-specific area:
#
#      Precedence 100
#      Authentication-level: simple
#      User-class: all-users
#      Protected items: all-user-attribute-types-and-values
#      Grants and denials: deny_qqq (denyFilterMatch)
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  The script ex53d.cp removes the ACI
#  ===========================================================================

set  deny_qqq "denyFilterMatch"

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Deny the following attribute permissions: $deny_qqq"
catch {modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
    "PACI={ID=Deny specific attribute permissions, \
        PR=100, \
        AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
        UF={UC={AU=TRUE}, \
            UP={PI={AUATV=TRUE}, \
            GAD=$deny_qqq}}}" \
    } status
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if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Read for suitably authenticated users

Using this prescriptive access control, every suitably authenticated (possibly
unauthenticated) user can read all entries and all user attributes within them. Note earlier
definitions of AER and AAR (or see example).

1 "PACI={ID=Read for suitably authenticated users,
2           PR=50,
3           AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
4           UF={UC={AU=TRUE},
5               UP={PI={E=TRUE,AUATV=TRUE},
6                   GAD=$AER+$AAR}
7               }
8           }"

The following example script indicates how it may be implemented:

Example 54: Read for suitably authenticated users

The following script ex54.cp grants read permissions (entry and user attributes) to all users able to authenticate
themselves using simple authentication:
#  ===========================================================================
#
#  ex54.cp: Read for suitably authenticated users
#
#  Usage: dirxcp ex54.cp
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#  This script establishes a prescriptive ACI for the whole ACI-specific area:
#
#      Precedence 50
#      Authentication-level: authentication (simple)
#      User-class: all-users
#      Protected items: entry, all-user-attribute-types-and-values
#          Grants and denials: all entry and attribute read permissions
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  The script ex54d.cp removes the ACI
#  ===========================================================================

set  authentication "SIMPLE"
set  AER  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN"
set  AAR  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch"

puts "Add PACI \"Read for suitably authenticated users\""
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Add PACI: \"Read for suitably authenticated users\""
catch {modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
    "PACI={ID=Read for suitably authenticated users,
        PR=50,
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        AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
            UF={UC={AU=TRUE},
                UP={PI={E=TRUE,AUATV=TRUE},
                    GAD=$AER+$AAR}}}" } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Specific users with modify permissions

With this prescriptive access control, a specific user is granted modify permissions for all
entries and permissions for all user attributes within them. This would be appropriate to an
administrator who has not been given super-user permissions.

Two user permissions are used to implement this (lines 5 and 6). Each user specified in
$users must be preceded by a “DN=” - see example below

1 "PACI={ID=Specific users with modify permissions,
2           PR=100,
3           AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
4           UF={UC={N=$users},
5               UP={PI={E=TRUE},GAD=$AEM};
6                   {PI={AUATV=TRUE},GAD=$AAM}
7               }
8           }"

The following example script indicates how it may be implemented:

Example 55: Specific users with modify permissions

The following script ex55.cp grants modify permissions (entry and user attributes) to specific users using simple
authentication:
#  ===========================================================================
#
#  ex55.cp: Specific users with modify permissions
#
#  Usage: dirxcp ex55.cp
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#  This script establishes a prescriptive ACI for the whole ACI-specific area:
#
#      Precedence 100
#      Authentication-level: authentication (simple)
#      User-class: listed users
#      Protected items: entry
#          Grants and denials: all entry modify permissions
#      Protected items: All-user-attribute-types-and-values
#          Grants and denials: all attribute modify permissions
#
#  Modify permissions are taken as including read permissions, but not rename,
#  import, or export
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  ===========================================================================
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set  authentication "SIMPLE"
set  AER  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN"
set  AEM  "$AER+grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify"
set  AAR  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch"
set  AAM  "$AAR+grantAdd+grantRemove"
set  users "{DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/Ou=Development/CN=Digger}}; \
            {DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development/CN=Filler}};\
            {DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development/CN=Morton}}"

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Add PACI: \"Specific users with modify permissions\""
catch {modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
    "PACI={ID=Specific users with modify permissions,
        PR=100,
        AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
        UF={UC={N=$users},
            UP={PI={E=TRUE},GAD=$AEM};
            {PI={AUATV=TRUE},GAD=$AAM} } }"
    } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

As a variant of this, the explicit users may be replaced by one or more subtrees. Note
that, when specifying the base of the tree, the name(s) are introduced by “BAS=”, and not
“DN=”.

1 "PACI={ID=Users in trees with modify permissions,
2           PR=100,
3           AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
4           UF={UC={SUB=$trees},
5               UP={PI={E=TRUE},GAD=$AEM};
6                   {PI={AUATV=TRUE},GAD=$AAM}
7               }
8           }"

Example 56: Users in trees with modify permissions

The following script (ex56.cp) grants modify permissions (entry and user attributes) to users in specific subtrees
using simple authentication:
#  ===========================================================================
#
#  ex56.cp: Users in specific subtrees with modify permissions
#
#  Usage: dirxcp ex56.cp
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#  This script establishes a prescriptive ACI for the whole ACI-specific area:
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#
#      Precedence 50
#      Authentication-level: authentication (simple)
#      User-class: users in specified subtree(s)
#      Protected items: entry
#          Grants and denials: all entry modify permissions
#      Protected items: All-user-attribute-types-and-values
#          Grants and denials: all attribute modify permissions
#
#  Modify permissions are taken as including read permissions, but not rename,
#  import, or export
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  ===========================================================================

set  authentication "SIMPLE"
set  AER  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN"
set  AEM  "$AER+grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify"
set  AAR  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch"
set  AAM  "$AAR+grantAdd+grantRemove"
set  trees "{BAS={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development}}"

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Add PACI: \"Users in specific subtrees with modify permissions\""
catch {modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
    "PACI={ID=Users in trees with modify permissions,
        PR=50,
        AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
        UF={UC={SUB=$trees},
            UP={PI={E=TRUE},GAD=$AEM};
            {PI={AUATV=TRUE},GAD=$AAM}}}" \
    } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Users browsing their own entries

This simple prescriptive access control permits individual users to read or browse their
own entries.

1 "PACI={ID=Users browsing own entries,
2           PR=100,
3           AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
4           UF={UC={TH=TRUE},
5               UP={PI={E=TRUE,AUATV},GAD=$AER+$AAR}
6               }
7           }"

The following example script indicates how it may be implemented:

Example 57: Users browsing own entries

The following script  ex57.cp grants read permissions (entry and user attributes) to users for their own entries:
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#  ===========================================================================
#
#  ex57.cp: Add "Users browsing their own entries"
#
#  Usage: dirxcp ex57.cp
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#  This script establishes a prescriptive ACI for the whole ACI-specific area:
#
#      Precedence 100
#      Authentication-level: authentication (simple)
#      User-class: this-entry
#      Protected items: entry, all user attribute types and values
#          Grants and denials: all entry and attribute reads
#
#  It first removes general read permissions
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  The script ex57d.cp removes the ACI
#  ===========================================================================

set  authentication "SIMPLE"
set  AER  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN"
set  AAR  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch"

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Remove general browse"
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} \
    -removeattr "PACI=Public Access: enable Read and Search - disable Read
password" \
    } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Remove PACI: \"Read for suitably authenticated users\""
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} \
    -removeattr "PACI=Read for suitably authenticated users" \
    } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

#puts "Remove PACI: \"Specific users with modify permissions\""
#catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} \
#    -removeattr "PACI=Specific users with modify permissions" \
#    } status
#if {$status == ""}   \
#    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
#    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Add PACI: \"Users browsing own entries\""
catch {modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
    "PACI={ID=Users browsing own entries,
        PR=100,
        AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
        UF={UC={TH=TRUE},
            UP={PI={E=TRUE,AUATV=TRUE},
                GAD=$AER+$AAR}}}"} status
if {$status == ""}   \
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    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Accessor can read specific attributes

This access control gives a user who has already gained access permission to an entry to
read specific attributes. Note that authentication is presumed to be already taken care of
when gaining access to the entry.

1 "PACI={ID=Accessor can read specific attributes,
2           PR=50,
3           AL={BL={L=NONE}},
4           UF={UC={AU=TRUE},
5               UP={PI={AT=$attributes,AAV=$attributes},GAD=$AAR}
6               }
7           }"

The following example script indicates how it may be implemented:

Example 58: Accessor can read specific attributes

The following script (ex58.cp) grants read permissions (entry and user attributes) to any user who can access
an entry:

#  ===========================================================================
#
#  ex58.cp: Add "Accessor can read specific attributes"
#
#  Usage: dirxcp ex58.cp
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#  This script establishes a prescriptive ACI for the whole ACI-specific area:
#
#      Precedence 50
#      Authentication-level: none
#      User-class: all-users
#      Protected items: specific attributes and values
#          Grants and denials: grant all attribute reads
#
#  As a preliminary, it also gives authenticated users access to entries.
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  The script ex58d.cp removes the ACI
#  ===========================================================================

set  authentication "SIMPLE"
set  AER  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN"
set  AAR  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch"
set  attributes  "AR;BC;DSC;MT;N;OC;TIT"

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Remove general browse"
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} \
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    -removeattr "PACI=Public Access: enable Read and Search - disable Read
password" \
    } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Remove Read for suitably authenticated users"
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} \
    -removeattr "PACI=Read for suitably authenticated users" \
    } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Remove Users browsing own entries"
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} \
    -removeattr "PACI=Users browsing own entries" \
    } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "All authenticated users - entry permission only"
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
    "PACI={ID=All authenticated users - entry permission only,
        PR=100,
        AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
        UF={UC={AU=TRUE},
            UP={PI={E=TRUE},
                GAD=$AER}}}"} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

puts "Accessor can read specific attributes"
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
    "PACI={ID=Accessor can read specific attributes,
        PR=50,
        AL={BL={L=NONE}},
        UF={UC={AU=TRUE},
            UP={PI={AT=$attributes,AAV=$attributes},
                GAD=$AAR}}}"} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}
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Deny all users access to certain attributes

This ACI can be used to give blanket protection to attributes, particularly user ones.
1 "PACI={ID=Deny all users access to certain attributes,
2           PR=101,
3           AL={BL={L=NONE}},
4           UF={UC={AU=TRUE},
5               UP={PI={AT=$attributes,AAV=$attributes},
6                       GAD=$att_denials}
7               }
8           }"

The following example script indicates how it may be implemented:

Example 59: Deny all users access to certain attributes

The following script (ex59.cp) denies a collection of permissions for the see-also and description attributes1:

#  ===========================================================================
#
#  ex59.cp: Deny all users access to certain attributes
#
#  Usage: dirxcp ex59.cp
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#  This script establishes a prescriptive ACI for the whole ACI-specific area:
#
#      Precedence 101
#      Authentication-level: none
#      User-class: all-users
#      Protected items: specific attributes and values
#          Grants and denials: specific denials
#
#  As a preliminary, it also gives authenticated users access to entries.
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  ===========================================================================

set  attributes "DSC;SEA"
set  att_denials

"denyAdd+denyCompare+denyCompare+denyDiscloseOnError+denyFilterMatch+denyRead+d
enyRemove"

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Add PACI: \"Deny all users access to certain attributes\""
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
    "PACI={ID=Deny all users access to certain attributes,
        PR=101,
        AL={BL={L=NONE}},
        UF={UC={AU=TRUE},
            UP={PI={AT=$attributes,AAV=$attributes},
                GAD=$att_denials} }}"} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}
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Permissions for authenticated users

This ACI is a refinement of a policy described earlier, and grants suitably authenticated
users selected permissions for all entries and for all user attributes within them, plus read
access to basic operational attributes.
1 "PACI={ID= Permissions for authenticated users,
2           PR=100,
3           AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
4           UF={UC={AU=TRUE},
5               UP={PI={E=TRUE},GAD=$entry_permissions};
6                  {PI={AUATV=TRUE},GAD=$att_permissions};
7                  {PI={AT=$oa_basic},GAD=$AAR}
8               }
9           }"

The following example script indicates how it may be implemented:

Example 60: Permissions for suitably authenticated users

The following script (ex60.cp) grants permissions (entry, user attributes, and basic operational attributes) to all
users able to authenticate themselves using simple authentication:
#  ===========================================================================
#
#  ex60.cp: Add "Permissions for authenticated users"
#
#  Usage: dirxcp ex60.cp
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#  This script establishes a prescriptive ACI for the whole ACI-specific area:
#
#      Precedence 100
#      Authentication-level: authentication (simple)
#      User-class: all-users
#          Protected items: entry
#              Grants and denials: specified entry permissions
#          Protected items: all-user-attribute-types-and-values
#              Grants and denials: specified attribute permissions
#          Protected items: operational attributes
#              Grants and denials: attribute read permissions
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  The script ex60d.cp removes the ACI
#  ===========================================================================

set  oa_basic     "CRN;CRT;MN;MT;SOC;GSR"
set  administrator   "/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin"
set  authentication "SIMPLE"
set  AER  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN"
set  AAR  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch"
set  entry_permissions $AER
set  att_permissions   "grantRead+grantFilterMatch"
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puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Add PACI: \"Permissions for authenticated users\""
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
    "PACI={ID=Permissions for authenticated users, \
        PR=100, \
        AL={BL={L=$authentication}}, \
        UF={UC={AU=TRUE}, \
            UP={PI={E=TRUE}, \
               GAD=$entry_permissions}; \
               {PI={AUATV=TRUE}, \
               GAD=$att_permissions}; \
               {PI={AT=$oa_basic}, \
               GAD=$AAR}}}"} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Specific user/tree permissions

In this policy, suitably authenticated specific users, or users in named subtrees have
specified permissions all entries and selected attributes. This is a generalisation of an
earlier permission. Note the formulation ( as earlier) of users and trees on line 4.

1 "PACI={ID=Specific User/tree permissions,
2           PR=100,
3           AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
4           UF={UC={N=$users,SUB=$trees},
5               UP={PI={E=TRUE},GAD=$entry_permissions};
6                   {PI={AT=$attributes,AAV=$attributes},GAD=$att_permissions}
7               }
8           }"

The following example script indicates how it may be implemented:

Example 61: Specific user/tree permissions

The following script (ex61.cp) grants certain read permissions to specific users and users in trees.
#  ===========================================================================
#
#  ex61.cp: Add "Specific user/tree permissions"
#
#  Usage: dirxcp ex61.cp
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#  This script establishes a prescriptive ACI for the whole ACI-specific area:
#
#      Precedence 100
#      Authentication-level: authentication (simple)
#      User-class: users, subtrees
#          Protected items: entry
#              Grants and denials: specified entry permissions
#          Protected items: specified attributes (with values)
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#              Grants and denials: specified attribute permissions
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  The script ex61d.cp removes the ACI
#  ===========================================================================

set  oa_basic     "CRN;CRT;MN;MT;SOC;GSR"
set  authentication "SIMPLE"
set  AER  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN"
set  AAR  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch"
set  entry_permissions $AER
set  att_permissions   "grantRead+grantFilterMatch"
set  attributes  "N;DSC;PA;PC;POB;SEA;TN"
set  users "{DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/Ou=Development/CN=Digger}}; \
            {DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development/CN=Filler}};\
            {DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development/CN=Morton}}"
set  trees "{BAS={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales}}"

puts "Add PACI: \"ID=Specific user/tree permissions\""
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
    "PACI={ID=Specific user/tree permissions,
        PR=100,
        AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
        UF={UC={N=$users,SUB=$trees},
        UP={PI={E=TRUE},
            GAD=$entry_permissions};
            {PI={AT=$attributes,AAV=$attributes},
            GAD=$att_permissions}}}"} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Grant disclose-on-error to subtree

This simple permission denies return-on-error permissions to users within a subtree.

1 "PACI={ID=Grant disclose-on-error to subtree,
2           PR=101,
3           AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
4           UF={UC={SUB=$trees},
5               UP={PI={E=TRUE, AUATV=TRUE },GAD=grantDiscloseOnError}
6               }
7           }"

The following example script indicates how it may be implemented:

Example 62: Grant disclose-on-error to subtree

The following script (ex62.cp) grants discloseOnError permissions (entry and user attributes) to specific users
using simple authentication:
#  ===========================================================================
#
#  ex62.cp: Add "Grant disclose-on-error to subtree"
#
#  Usage: dirxcp ex62.cp
#
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#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#  This script establishes a prescriptive ACI for the whole ACI-specific area:
#
#      Precedence 101
#      Authentication-level: authentication (simple)
#      User-class: specified subtree(s)
#      Protected items: entry, all user attribute types and values
#          Grants and denials: grantDiscloseOnError
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  The script ex62d.cp removes the ACI
#  ===========================================================================

set  authentication "SIMPLE"
set  trees "{BAS={/C=DE/O=PQR}}"

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Add \"Grant disclose-on-error to subtree\""
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
    "PACI={ID=Grant disclose-on-error to subtree,
        PR=101,
        AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
        UF={UC={SUB=$trees},
            UP={PI={E=TRUE,AUATV=TRUE},
                GAD=grantDiscloseOnError}}}"} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Password-related policies

Deny read access to passwords

It is generally recognised that passwords should not be read-accessible. This permission
denies all forms of read access (except compare), even to administrators. It is somewhat
more comprehensive than the denial in initialise_DSA.cp.

1 "PACI={ID=Deny read access to passwords,
2           PR=255,
3           AL={BL={L=NONE}},
4           UF={UC={AU=TRUE},
5               UP={PI={AT=UP},GAD=denyDiscloseOnError+denyRead+denyFilterMatch}
6               }
7           }"

The following example script indicates how it may be implemented:

Example 63: Deny read access to passwords

The following script (ex63.cp) denies read permissions to user-passwords:
#  ===========================================================================
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#
#  ex63.cp: Add "Deny read access to passwords"
#
#  Usage: dirxcp ex63.cp
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#  This script establishes a prescriptive ACI for the whole ACI-specific area:
#
#      Precedence 255
#      Authentication-level: none
#      User-class: all-users
#      Protected items: passwords
#          Grants and denials: denyDiscloseOnError,denyRead,denyFilterMatch
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  The script ex63d.cp removes the ACI
#  ===========================================================================

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Add PACI: \"Deny read access to passwords\""
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
    "PACI={ID=Deny read access to passwords, \
        PR=255, \
        AL={BL={L=NONE}}, \
        UF={UC={AU=TRUE}, \
            UP={PI={AT=UP}, \
               GAD=denyDiscloseOnError+denyRead+denyFilterMatch}}}"} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Nobody can add or remove a user password

This prescriptive ACI covers the denials necessary for management of passwords. A
further policy can restore the power of self-administration. The policy can be overridden by
an administrator.

1 "PACI={ID=Nobody can add or remove a user password,
2           PR=100,
3           AL={BL={L=NONE}},
4           UF={UC={AU=TRUE},
5               UP={PI={AT=UP},GAD=denyAdd+denyRemove}
6               }
7           }"

The following example script indicates how it may be implemented:
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Example 64: Nobody can add or remove a user password

The following script (ex64.cp) denies add and remove permissions for user passwords to all users at
precedence 100:
#  ===========================================================================
#
#  ex64.cp: Deny all users access to certain attributes
#
#  Usage: dirxcp ex64.cp
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#  This script establishes a prescriptive ACI for the whole ACI-specific area:
#
#      Precedence 100
#      Authentication-level: authentication (simple)
#      User-class: this-entry
#      Protected items: entry, all user attribute types and values
#          Grants and denials: all entry and attribute reads
#
#  As a preliminary, it also gives authenticated users access to entries.
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  ===========================================================================

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Add \"Nobody can add or remove a user password\""
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
    "PACI={ID=Nobody can add or remove a user password,
        PR=101,
        AL={BL={L=NONE}},
        UF={UC={AU=TRUE},
        UP={PI={AT=UP},
            GAD=denyAdd+denyRemove}}}"} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Users can modify their own passwords etc.

This prescriptive ACI grants users the capability to modify user password, telephone
numbers, at precedence 101; this overrides the previous policy.
1 "PACI={ID=Users can modify their own passwords etc.,
2           PR=101,
3           AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
4           UF={UC={TH=TRUE},
5               UP={PI={E=TRUE},GAD=grantModify};
6                   {PI={AT=UP;$attributes,AAV=UP;$attributes},
7                       GAD=grantAdd+grantRemove}
8               }
9           }"

The following example script indicates how it may be implemented:
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Example 65: Users can modify their own passwords etc.

The following script (ex65.cp) grants permissions to modify passwords and telephone numbers to users for
their own entries:
#  ===========================================================================
#
#  ex65.cp: Add "Users can modify their own passwords etc."
#
#  Usage: dirxcp ex65.cp
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#  This script establishes a prescriptive ACI for the whole ACI-specific area:
#
#      Precedence 101
#      Authentication-level: authentication (simple)
#      User-class: this-entry
#          Protected items: entry
#              Grants and denials: grantModify
#          Protected items: user-password, more attributes as needed
#              Grants and denials: grantAdd, grantRemove
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  The script ex65d.cp removes the ACI
#  ===========================================================================

set  more_attributes TN
set  authentication SIMPLE

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Add PACI: \"Users can modify their own passwords etc.\""
catch { modify /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry -addattr \
    "PACI={ID=Users can modify their own passwords etc., \
        PR=101, \
        AL={BL={L=$authentication}}, \
        UF={UC={TH=TRUE}, \
            UP={PI={E=TRUE}, \
                GAD=grantModify}; \
                {PI={AT=UP;$more_attributes,AAV=UP;$more_attributes}, \
                GAD=grantAdd+grantRemove}}}"} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Administrative access controls

Super-user permissions

This permission assumes that there are powerful users who are capable of administering
all information that can be managed using dirxcp. In this permission. This includes
administration of administrative points. Subentry management is handled in subentry-ACI

1 "PACI={ID=Super-user permissions,
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2           PR=254,
3           AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
4           UF={UC={N=$super_users },
5               UP={PI={E=TRUE},GAD=$AEP};
6                   {PI={AT=$oa_entry;$oa_admEntry,
7                       AAV=$oa_entry;$oa_admEntry,
8                       AUATV=TRUE},
9                    GAD=$AAP}
10               }
11           }"

The following example script indicates how it may be implemented:

Example 66: Super-user permissions

The following script (ex66.cp) grants almost plenipotentiary powers to super-users.
#  ===========================================================================
#
#  ex66.cp: Super-user permissions
#
#  Usage: dirxcp ex66.cp
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#  This script establishes a prescriptive ACI for the whole ACI-specific area:
#
#      Precedence 254
#      Authentication-level: authentication (simple)
#      User-class: super-users
#          Protected items: entry
#              Grants and denials: all entry permissions
#          Protected items: operational attributes, user-attributes
#              Grants and denials: all attribute permissions
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  The script ex66d.cp removes the ACI
#  ===========================================================================

set  oa_DSA       "CRN;CRT;MN;MT"
set  oa_admEntry  "AR;ACS;SACI"
set  oa_Entry     "$oa_DSA;SOC;GSR;CE;EACI"
set  authentication "SIMPLE"
set  AER  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN"
set  AEM  "$AER+grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify"
set  AAR  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch"
set  AAM  "$AAR+grantAdd+grantRemove"
set  AEPR  "$AEM+grantExport+grantImport+grantRename"
set  AAP  $AAM
set  entry_permissions $AER
set  super_users "{DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin}}; \
                  {DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Smith John}}"

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Super-user permissions"
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
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    "PACI={ID=Super-user permissions, \
        PR=254, \
        AL={BL={L=$authentication}}, \
        UF={UC={N=$super_users }, \
            UP={PI={E=TRUE}, \
                GAD=$AEPR};

{PI={AT=$oa_Entry;$oa_admEntry,AAV=$oa_Entry;$oa_admEntry,AUATV=TRUE}, \
                GAD=$AAP}}}"} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Administrative user permissions

This assumes that there are administrative users who are capable of administering entries
but do not have super-user capabilities. The $moa_entry items represent the modifiable
entry attributes, and the $nmoa_entry items represent the un-modifieable ones.

1 "SACI={ID=Administrative user permissions,
2           PR=200,
3           AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
4           UF={UC={N=$administrative_users },
5               UP={PI={E=TRUE},GAD=$AEP};
6                   {PI={AT=$nmoa_entry, AV=$ nmoa_entry },GAD=$AAR};
7                   {PI={AT=$moa_entry, AV=$moa_entry},GAD=$AAP}
8               }
9           }"

The following example script indicates how it may be implemented:

Example 67: Administrative user permissions

The following script (ex67.cp) grants almost plenipotentiary powers to super-users.
#  ===========================================================================
#
#  ex67.cp: Add "Administrative user permissions"
#
#  Usage: dirxcp ex67.cp
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#  This script establishes a subentry ACI for the whole ACI-specific area:
#
#      Precedence 200
#      Authentication-level: authentication (simple)
#      User-class: administrative users
#          Protected items: entry
#              Grants and denials: all entry permissions
#          Protected items modifiable attributes
#              Grants and denials: all attribute permissions
#          Protected items non-modifiable attributes
#              Grants and denials: all attribute read permissions
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  The script ex67d.cp removes the permissions
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#  ===========================================================================

set  nmoa_entry       "CRN;CRT;MN;MT;SOC;GSR"
set  moa_entry     "CE;EACI"
set  administrator   "/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin"
set  authentication "SIMPLE"
set  AER  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN"
set  AEM  "$AER+grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify"
set  AAR  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch"
set  AAM  "$AAR+grantAdd+grantRemove"
set  AEP  "$AEM+grantExport+grantImport"
set  AAP  $AAM
set  entry_permissions $AER
set  adm_users "{DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Smith John}};\
                {DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development/CN=Morton}}"

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Add \"Administrative user permissions\""
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry} -addattr \
    "SACI={ID=Administrative user permissions, \
        PR=200, \
        AL={BL={L=$authentication}}, \
        UF={UC={N=$adm_users }, \
            UP={PI={E=TRUE}, \
                GAD=$AEP}; \

{PI={AT=$nmoa_entry,AAV=$nmoa_entry,AUATV=TRUE}, \
                GAD=$AAR}; \
                {PI={AT=$moa_entry,AAV=$moa_entry}, \
                GAD=$AAP}}}"} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Subentry-ACI permissions
The following are policies geared to subentry-ACI.

General management of subentries

Specific users {mmm,...}, or users in named subtrees have access to all kinds of
subentries to allow general management. This gives them the capability of creating,
defining and renaming subentries.

If entry-ACI is required for the subentry, these users will be able to create it.

The ACI is in two parts: the first part gives a blanket denial
1 "SACI={ID=Blanket denial for subentries,
2           PR=254,
3           AL={BL={L=NONE}},
4           UF={UC={AU=TRUE},
5               UP={PI={E=TRUE,AT=$subentry_atts},GAD=AEP}
6               }
7           };
8       {ID=General Management of subentries,
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9           PR=254,
10           AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
11           UF={UC={U=$super_users},
12              UP={PI={E=TRUE},GAD=AEM+grantRename};
13                  {PI={AT=$subentry_atts;oa_schema,
14                      AAV=$subentry_atts;oa_schema,
15                      AUATV=TRUE},GAD=AAM}
16               }
17           }"

The following example script indicates how it may be implemented:

Example 68: Blanket denial for subentries

The following script (ex68.cp) grants modify permissions (entry and user
attributes) to specific users using simple authentication:
#  ===========================================================================
#
#  ex68.cp: Add "General Management of subentries" with blanket denial
#
#  Usage: dirxcp ex68.cp
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#  This script establishes a subentry ACI for the whole ACI-specific area:
#
#      Identity:             Blanket denial for subentries
#      Precedence:           254
#      Authentication-level: none
#      User-class:           All users
#      Protected items: suentry, subentry attributes
#      Grants and denials:   Deny all permissions
#
#      Identity:             General management of subentries
#      Precedence:           254
#      Authentication-level: authentication (simple)
#      User-class:           super-users
#          Protected items:      entry
#              Grants and denials:   All subentry permissions
#          Protected items:      subentry attributes
#              Grants and denials:   All attribute permissions
#
#  As a preliminary, it also gives authenticated users access to entries.
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  ===========================================================================

set  oa_schema  "OC;AT;DSR;NF;DCR;MR;MRU"

set  subentry_atts "CN;OCL;SS;PACI;EACI;CRN;CRT;MN;MT"
set  administrator   "/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin"
set  authentication "SIMPLE"
set  AERD  "denyDiscloseOnError+denyRead+denyBrowse+denyReturnDN"
set  AEMD  "$AERD+denyAdd+denyRemove+denyModify"
set  AARD  "denyDiscloseOnError+denyRead+denyCompare+denyFilterMatch"
set  AAMD  "$AARD+denyAdd+denyRemove"
set  AED  "$AEMD+denyExport+denyImport"
set  AAD  $AAMD
set  AD   $AAD+$AED
set  AER  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN"
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set  AEM  "$AER+grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify"
set  AAR  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch"
set  AAM  "$AAR+grantAdd+grantRemove"
set  AEP  "$AEM+grantExport+grantImport"
set  AAP  $AAM
set  AP   $AAP+$AEP
set  entry_permissions $AER
set  super_users "{DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin}};\
                  {DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Smith John}}"

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Add SACI \"General Management of subentries\" with \"Blanket denial for
subentries\""
catch {modify {/C=DE/O=PQR} -addattr \
    "SACI={ID=Blanket denial for subentries, \
        PR=254, \
        AL={BL={L=NONE}}, \
        UF={UC={AU=TRUE}, \
            UP={PI={E=TRUE,AT=$subentry_atts,AUATV=TRUE}, \
                    GAD=$AD+denyRename}}}; \
        {ID=General Management of subentries, \
        PR=254, \
        AL={BL={L=$authentication}}, \
        UF={UC={N=$super_users}, \
            UP={PI={E=TRUE}, \
                GAD=$AEM+grantRename};

{PI={AT=$subentry_atts;$oa_schema,AAV=$subentry_atts;$oa_schema,AUATV=TRUE}, \
                GAD=$AAM}}}"} status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}

Access to schema publication attributes

The policy defined gives users in defined subtrees access to scheme publication
attributes.
1 "SACI={ID=Access to schema publication attributes,
2           PR=254,
3           AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
4           UF={UC={SUB=$trees},
5              UP={PI={E=TRUE},GAD=$AER};
6                  {PI={AT=OCL;$oa_schema,
7                      AAV=OCL;$oa_schema},GAD=$AAR}
8               }
9           }"

The following example script indicates how it may be implemented:

Example 69: Access to schema publication attributes

This script (ex69.cp) grants access to schema publication attributes to users in the subtree /C=DE/O=PQR.
#  ===========================================================================
#
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#  ex69.cp: Add "Access to schema publication attributes"
#
#  Usage: dirxcp ex69.cp
#
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#  This script establishes subentry ACI:
#
#      Precedence 254
#      Authentication-level: authentication (simple)
#      User-class: users in a defined subtree {/C=DE/O=PQR}
#      Protected items: entry, schema attribute types and values
#          Grants and denials: grantRead
#
#  As a preliminary, it also gives authenticated users access to entries.
#  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  The script ex69d.cp removes the ACI
#  ===========================================================================

set  oa_schema  "OC;AT;DSR;NF;DCR;MR;MRU"
set  authentication "SIMPLE"
set  AER  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN"
set  AAR  "grantDiscloseOnError+grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch"
set  trees "{BAS={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales}}"

puts "Bind with simple authentication"
bind -user {/c=de/o=PQR/cn=admin} -password dirx -authentication SIMPLE

puts "Add SACI: Access to schema publication attributes"
catch { modify {/C=DE/O=PQR} -addattr \
    "SACI={ID=Access to schema publication attributes,
          PR=254,
          AL={BL={L=$authentication}},
          UF={UC={SUB=$trees},
             UP={PI={E=TRUE},GAD=$AER};
                 {PI={AT=OCL;$oa_schema,
                     AAV=OCL;$oa_schema},
                        GAD=grantRead} } }" } status
if {$status == ""}   \
    then {puts "operation ok"}   \
    else {puts "$status"}
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Appendix D: Addresses and Configuration
Information

This chapter describes:

• PSAP addresses and how to specify them for the dirxadm and dirxcp administration
programs

• The NSAP macro facility for use in entering NSAP addresses

• The database configuration source file
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PSAP Addresses
psap_address

Purpose

Administrators enter or display PSAP (Presentation Service Access Point) addresses using the
DirX administration programs dirxadm and dirxcp.

Description

The PSAP syntax is in Backus Naur Form (BNF) notation with one exception, which is that the
keyword OR, instead of the pipe (|) character, is used to indicate choices.

Specific NSAP (Network Service Access Point) addresses depend on the type of network in use.
DirX simultaneously supports TCP/IP networks using sockets and OSI-LAN/WAN networks using
XTI. To specify other address types for XTI, use the nsapform.cfg file (see “OSI-NSAP Address
Format”) and the nsapmacros file (see “Macro Facility”).  The network types supported by DirX
and their NSAP addresses are described in the Release Notes.

Presentation, Session, and Transport Selector Syntax
selector ::=

anystring subset_any
OR
anystring’
OR
x’hexstring’
OR
t’anystring’

Notes:
If x’hexstring.’ is specified incorrectly, the selector value is interpreted as anystring’ or anystring
subset_any.

t’anystring’ indicates internal EBCDIC character representation of the ASCII anystring. Conversion
from the internal format is performed in the following order:

ASCII

EBCDIC

Hex-string

anystring ::=
any
OR
any anystring

any ::= [printable ASCII-character set (\040-\176)]
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subset_any ::= [printable ASCII-character set (\041-\053, \055-
\176)]

hexstring ::=
hexvalue
OR
hexvalue hexstring

hexvalue ::= [0-9 a-f A-F][0-9 a-f A-F]

Examples of Transport Selectors

Server
Client
x’0a0b0c1145cc’

Common NSAP Address Syntax
NSAP_address ::=

NSAP_address_type+IDI_value
OR
NSAP_address_type+DSP
OR
NSAP_address_type+IDI-value+DSP
OR
NA+hexstring

NSAP_address_type ::=

Note:
The names of DSP types must be included in the NSAP address format description table (see
“OSI-NSAP Address Format Description Table,” below).

X121_D /* CCITT-X.121 address type
    (decimal DSP-syntax) */

OR

X121_B /* CCITT-X.121 address type
    (binary DSP-syntax)  */

OR

DCC_D /* ISO-3166-DCC address type
    (decimal DSP-syntax)  */

OR

DCC_B /* ISO-3166-DCC address type
    (binary DSP-syntax)  */

OR

TELEX_D /* CCITT-F.69 address type
    (decimal DSP-syntax)  */
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OR

TELEX_B /* CCITT-F.69 address type
    (binary DSP-syntax)  */

OR

PSTN_D /* CCITT-E.163 address type
    (decimal DSP-syntax)  */

OR

PSTN_B /* CCITT-E.163 address type
    (binary DSP-syntax)  */

OR

ISDN_D /* CCITT-E.164 address type
    (decimal DSP-syntax)  */

OR

ISDN_B /* CCITT-E.164 address type
    (binary DSP-syntax)  */

OR

ICD_D /* ISO-6523-ICD address type
    (decimal DSP-syntax)  */

OR

ICD_B /* ISO-6523-ICD address type
    (binary DSP-syntax)  */

OR

LOCAL_D /* The local address type
    (decimal DSP-syntax)  */

OR

LOCAL_B /* The local address type
    (binary DSP-syntax)  */

OR

LOC_ISO /* The local address type
    (ISO646 DSP-syntax)  */

OR

LOC_NAT /* The local address type
    (national DSP-syntax)  */

IDI_value ::= digitstring
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DSP ::=
DSP_type+decimal_DSP_parts
OR
DSP_type+binary_DSP_parts

Note:
The total length of binary_DSP_parts must be an integral number of octets.

DSP_type ::= any  /* 1 to 8 characters */

decimal_DSP_parts ::=
digitstrings
OR
digitstrings+decimal_DSP_parts

binary_DSP_parts ::=
hexstrings
OR
hexstrings+binary_DSP_parts

digitstrings ::=
digitstring
OR
dotted_digitstring
OR
special_ASCII_string
OR
slashed_digitstring1
OR
slashed_digitstring2

hexstrings ::=
hexstring
OR
dotted_digitstring
OR
special_ASCII_string
OR
digitstring
OR
slashed_digitstring1
OR
slashed_digitstring2

digitstring ::=
digit_value
OR
digit_value digitstring
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dotted_digitstring ::=
special_digitstring
OR
special_digitstring multi_dotted_digitstring

multi_dotted_digitstring ::=
special_digitstring
OR
v.special_digitstring multi_dotted_digitstring

slashed_digitstring1 ::=
/special_slashed_string1
OR
special_slashed_string1 multi_slashed_string1

multi_slashed string1 ::=
/special_slashed_string1
OR
/special_slashed_string1 multi_slashed_string1

slashed_digitstring2 ::=
/special_slashed_string2
OR
special_slashed_string2 multi_slashed_string2

multi_slashed string2 ::=
/special_slashed_string2
OR
/special_slashed_string2 multi_slashed_string2

special_slashed_string1 ::= [0-255]

special_slashed _string2 ::= [0-65536]

special_ASCII_string ::= ‘subset_anystring0’

subset_anystring0 ::=
any0
OR
any0 subset_anystring0

any0 ::= [printable_ASCII_character_set
(\040-\046, \050-\052, \054-\176)]

hexstring ::=
hexvalue
OR
hexvalue hexstring

digit_value ::= [0-9]

special_digitstring ::= [0-255]

hexvalue ::= [0-9, a-f, A-F]
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OSI-NSAP Address Format Description Table
The OSI-NSAP Address Format Description Table describes the different NSAP address types
(with reference to ISO 8348 addendum 2) and, in particular, the DSP-formats that are supported by
the communications software.

For each supported NSAP address type there can be one or more entries. Each entry requires
either the name of the NSAP address type or the redirection symbol (>). Only predefined names
can be used. The redirection symbol (>) is valid only if the indicated entry belongs to the same
NSAP address type.

Optional Entry Values

The following values are optional for each entry:

An Initial Domain Identifier (IDI)
For global NSAP address types only, and specified in the following syntax:

This syntax ... Means the DSP format is associated with ...

IDI_value The given IDI value only

IDI_value1-IDI_value2 The given range of IDI values

* All IDI values

+ All IDI values left by other syntaxes

Note:
If the format identifier is specified, it is the responsibility of the offline software to expand it
according to the user-supplied format description. The expanded form of the format identifier is
unique in the format description file.

DSP_Format_Name
Up to 8 characters.

NUMOFPARTS
The number of DSP components, up to MAX_DSP_PARTS.

DSP_Part_Desc
Describes the DSP part using the following fields, which can be specified in any order:

DSP_part_size
Specifies the size of the DSP part in terms of units. This field consists of two subfields as
follows:

• Subfield 1 (optional) - The minimum number of unit values that must occur in the DSP
part.  This subfield is optional.

• Subfield 2 (required) - The size of the DSP part and the maximum number of unit values
that can occur for the DSP part.
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unit_type
Specifies the unit type for the DSP part, which determines how the conversion should take
place. The following unit types are supported:

• Decimal digit

• Octet

• SemiOctet

• Dotted decimal string

• Slashed decimal string

• ASCII Character

format_id
Specifies a format identifier for the DSP part. It is possible to have multiple-format identifiers in
a DSP format description to accommodate different DSP address formats resulting from
autonomous subdomains that have their own DSP structures. All format identifiers must be
completely entered.

The length of a format identifier depends on the maximum length of the DSP part (see
DSP_part_size, above), regardless whether the DSP description is right or left justified with
padding characters (see padchar and L (left justify) indicator below).

The unit types valid for format identifiers are: decimal digit, octet, semioctet, and ASCII
character.

range_value
Allows a range of values that can be administrated for the DSP part. If the format identifier flag
is set (see DSP structure identifier, above), you cannot specify a range for the specific DSP
part. Each DSP part unit type has a default range, which can be further restricted. For some
unit types you can also define a range on the “unittype strings”. You cannot specify ranges for
ASCII character DSP part unit types.

The default range for each unit type is as follows:

• Decimal digit: 0 to 9

• Octet (only hexadecimal ranges allowed.): 00 to FF/ff

• Semi octet (only hexadecimal ranges allowed.): 0 to F/f

• Dotted decimal string: 0 to 255

• Slashed decimal string: 0 to 255 or 65536 (depending on the DSP part unit type in the
slashed notation)

You can override the default range and define a string range for the decimal digit, semioctet,
and octet unit types.
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V (variable size) indicator
Specifies that a DSP part is variable in length. The size of a DSp part includes the prefix length
for the DSP part structure only if the prefix length is required (as specified by the v indicator).
The length appears as a prefix to the DSP-part structure and applies to each DSP part, except
for the last DSP part.

O (optional) indicator
Indicates that a DSP part is optional, but only if it is the last part of a DSP part structure. The
size of an optional DSP part can be variable or fixed.

padchar
Specifies the pad character for a DSP part. Different pad characters can be used for different
DSP formats. The pad characters will be encoded or decoded depending upon the unit type.
For all unit types except ASCII, pad characters are specified as p padchar. For the ASCII
character unit type, pad characters are normal; either printable or non-printable, ASCII
characters specified as \ decchar, where decchar is the decimal value of the ASCII character.
To indicate no padding, specify only the dash (-) character. Note that padding is applied only if
the DSP part is less than its defined size.

L (left justify) indicator
Specifies that the DSP part should be left justified. The default is right justified. This indicator
determines where padding, if specified, will be applied.

OSI NSAP Address Format
The following description of the DSP format of the OSI NSAP address is given in BNF notation.
Two types of comment characters are used. Most comments begin and end with the characters /*
and */, respectively. The other comments begin with the :[ characters and end with the ] character.

OSI_NSAP_Description ::= NSAP_Format_Name
OR
NSAP_Format_NametDSP_Desc

OSI_NSAP_Description ::= NSAP_Format_Name
OR
NSAP_Format_NametDSP_Desc

NSAP_Format_Name ::= AsciiSTR
 /* The values are predefined */

DSP_Desc ::=
DSP_Format_NametNUMOFPARTStDSP_Parts_Desct
>tDSP_Desc
OR
DSP_Format_NametNUMOFPARTStDSP_Parts_Desc
OR
iditDSP_Format_NametNUMOFPARTStDSP_Part_Desct
>tDSP_Desc
OR
iditDSP_Format_NametNUMOFPARTStDSP_Part_Desc
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idi ::= DigitStr      /* depending upon size of idi */
OR
DigitStr-Digitstr
OR
*
OR
+

DSP_Format_name ::= AsciiSTR  /*Up to maximum of 8 characters */

NUMOFPARTS::= [1-10]

DSP_Part_Desc ::=
DSP_part_size
OR
DSP_part_size:DSP_format_description_list
OR
DSP_part_size:DSP_format_description_listtDSP_Parts_Desc

DSP_part_size ::=
max_DSP_units
OR
min_DSP_units,max_DSP_units

max_DSP_units ::=
DIGIT
OR
DIGITDIGIT

min_DSP_units ::=
DIGIT
OR
DIGITDIGIT
:

Note:
Max limit depends on the context,but the expanded form should never exceed the maximum.
allowed DSP size. For example, 2,4: means a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 4unittypes can
occur.

DSP_format_description_list ::=
DSP_format_unit_description
OR
DSP_format_unit_description,DSP_format_description_list
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DSP_format_unit_description ::=
uunit_type
OR
rrange_value
OR
Rrange_unit_string
OR
Iformat_id
OR
V
OR
O
OR
v
OR
ppadchar
OR
L

Note:
For a description of the symbols used , see “DSP Format Unit Description Symbols,” below.

unit_type :=
d
OR
D
OR
h
OR
H
OR
a
OR
A
OR
o
OR
O
OR
s1
OR
s2
OR
S1
OR
S2

Note:
For a description of the unit_type symbols (d, D, h, H, etc.), see “DSP Unit Type Symbols,” below.

range_value ::= DigitStr-DigitStr OR HexStr-HexStr
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Note:
For sample range_value specifications, see “Range Value Examples,” below.

range_unit_string ::=
DigitStr /* Constant value or resvered values */
OR
DigitStr-DigitStr
OR
HexStr /* Constant value or reserved raues */
OR
HexStr-HexStr
/* Example: 4:ud,R1234-5432 */

format_id::= string
/* Examples:
“1:uD,I08” ==>“08”
“1:ua,I8”  ==> “056”
“1:uo,I8” ==> is not allowed. */

String ::= DigitStr OR HexStr OR AsciiStr

padchar ::=
[0-9,’-‘] /* if type_value is d, h. O, s1, or s2 */
OR
[0-9A-Fa-f,’-‘] /* if unit type is D, H, O, S1, or S2 */
OR
[\000-\127] /* if unit type is a or A */

Note:
For more information on padding, see “Padding DSP Parts,” below.

DigitStr ::=
DIGIT
OR
DIGIT DigitStr

HexStr::=
HEXDIGIT
OR
HEXDIGITHexStr

DIGIT ::= [0-9]

HEXDIGIT::= [0-9A-Fa-f]

AsciiStr::= ‘AsciiSTR’

AsciiSTR ::=
CHARACTER
OR
CHARACTER AsciiSTR

CHARACTER::= (Any printable character (0x20-0x7E)
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t ::=  space(s)or tab character

DSP Format Unit Description Symbols

The symbols allowed for the DSP_format_unit_description field are defined as follows:

This symbol ... Specifies that ...

u The unit type of the DSP is defined by the supplied symbol

r The unit type range is the default for units and can be further
restricted

R Special unit type string range flags (ud, uD, uh, and uH) can be
specified for some unit types.

I The DSP part is a format identifier consisting of the supplied
string

V The DSP part is variable length

O The DSP part is optional

V The prefix length is required (meaningful only if the DSP part is
the last part and the user has the option to prefix the length)

p The supplied character should be used for padding

L The DSP part is left justified (default is right justified and should
not be specified ).

DSP Unit Type Symbols

There are two levels of encoding. The first is done on the basis of the unit flags defined. The
second depends on the DSP syntax. In DSP part description, a unit type specifies the number of
decimal digits and/or hexadecimal digits allowed for the part. The compatability between first level
and second level encoding is handled by the software.

The symbols allowed for the unit_type field are defined as follows:

This symbol ... Indicates that the part is a unit consisting of ...

d One input character. Each input unit is converted to one decimal
digit and vice versa. Only decimal digits can be entered as input.
This flag is allowed for both DSP syntaxes. For example:
3:ud”: “123” ==> “123”

D Two input characters. Each input unit is converted to two decimal
digits and vice versa. Only an even number of decimal digits can
be entered as input. This flag is allowed only for Binary DSP
syntax.  For example: “4:uD”: “12345678” ==> “12345678”
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h One input character. Each  input unit is converted to a hex digit
and vice versa. Only hex digits can be entered as input. This flag
is allowed only for Binary DSP syntax.  For example:
“4:uh”: “ABCD” ==> “ABCD”

H Two input characters. Each input unit is converted to two hex
digits and vice versa. Only an even number of hex digits can be
entered. This flag is allowed only for Binary DSP syntax. For
example:
“4:uH”: “AB3456EF” ==> “AB3456EF”

a One ASCII character. Each ASCII unit is converted to three
decimal digits and vice versa. All printable ASCII characters can
be entered. This flag is allowed only for Decimal and Binary DSP
syntax.  For example: “2:ua”: “EF” ==> “069070”

A One ASCII character. Each ASCII unit is converted to two hex
digits and vice versa. All printable ASCII characters can be
entered. This flag is allowed only for for Binary DSP syntax.  For
example:
“2:uA”: “EF” ==> “4546”

o One dotted string. Each dotted-string unit expands to three
decimal digits and vice versa. This flag is allowed only for Decimal
and Binary DSP syntax. For example:
“4:uo” : “127.0.0.1” ==> “127000000001”

O One dotted string. Each dotted-string unit is converted into two
hex digits and vice versa. This flag is allowed only for Binary DSP
syntax.  For example: “4:uO” : “127.0.0.1” ==> “7F000001”

s1 One slashed decimal string. Each slashed decimal string unit is
expanded into three decimal digits and vice versa. This flag is
allowed only for Decimal and Binary DSP syntax.  For example:
“2:us1” : “25/155” ==> “025155”

s2 One slashed decimal string. Each slashed decimal unit is
expanded into five decimal digits and vice versa. This flag is
allowed only for Decimal and  Binary DSP syntax.  For example:
“2:us2” : “425/1631” ==> “0042501631”

S1 One slashed decimal string. Each slashed decimal string unit is
converted into two hex digits and vice versa. This flag is allowed
only for Binary DSP syntax.  For example:
“2:uS1” : “25/155” ==> “199B”

S2 One slashed decimal string. Each slashed decimal unit is
converted into four hex digits and vice versa. This flag is allowed
only for Binary DSP syntax.  For example:
“2:uS2” : “425/1631” ==> “01A9065F”
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Range Value Examples

Sample range values are:

4:uh,r0-FF (range for hexadecimal notation)

4:uo,r0-125 (unit type range for dotted notation)

If the unit_type value is o, O, s1, s2, S1, or S2, only unit type ranges will be allowed. The allowed
ranges are:

• For o and O: 0 to 255

• For s1 and S1: 0 to 255

• For s2 and S2: 0 to 65536

The defaults are the specified max_DSP_units and min_DSP_units.

Padding DSP Parts

You can specify any of the printable or non-printable characters. The printable character are
specified as themselves. The non-printable characters must be specified by their decimal values
and prefixed with the backslash (\) character. For example,

“4:ud,p0” : “12” ==> “0012”
“4:uH,p0” : “EF” ==> “000000EF”
“4:uA,p0” : “EF” ==> “30304546”
“4:uA,p\048: “EF” ==> “30304546”
“4:uA,p\0” : “EF” ==> “00004546”
“4:uA,p0” : “0F” (Not allowed)

The dash (-) character indicates that no padding will be done.

DSP Format Description Defaults

• DSP_part_size is fixed.

• DSP_Part_Desc is mandatory and must be entered.

• All values allowed for a particular DSP syntax can be entered (that is, no ranges and no format
identifier).

• The default unit_type is d if the DSP syntax is decimal or H if the DSP syntax is binary.

• The default justification is right.

• The default pad character is 0 (zero).

Sample NSAP Description File
A sample NSAP Description file comes with the DirX software. You can customize this ASCII file,
named /opt/dirx/conf/nsapform, to suit your local environment. Whenever you change the
naspform file, use the dirxgennsap utility (located in /opt/dirx/bin) to create the nsapform.cfg
file, which is the binary form of nsapform that is used by the communications software.
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The dirxgennsap utility has the following syntax:

dirxgennsap ASCII_file_name binary_file_name

A listing of the nsapform file follows.  In the sample file:

• Lines beginning with a pound sign (#) character are treated as comments

• The plus sign (+) is used as a separator in DSP strucute descriptions.

# FORMAT=CCITT-X.121;AFI=36,52;IDI-length=14;
# DSP-syntax=decimal;DSP-length=24
#
X121_D
#
# FORMAT=CCITT-X.121;AFI=37,53;IDI-length=14;

# DSP-syntax=binary;DSP-length=12

#
X121_B
#
# FORMAT=ISO-DCC;AFI=38;IDI-length=3;DSP-syntax=decimal;DSP-length=35
#
# DCC_D
#
# FORMAT=ISO-DCC;AFI=39;IDI-length=3;DSP-syntax=binary;DSP-length=17
# The DIN has defined the DSP Structure as follows :
#             DE_FK   ( DE Bereichskennung )
#                |      DE_BK ( DE FormatKennung )
#                |      |         FI  ( Format Identifier )
#                |      |         |        RI ( Regional Identifier )
#                |      |         |        | Reserved
#                |      |         |        |   |   RoutingDomain
#                |      |         |        |   |      |  Area
#                |      |         |        |   |      |  | System
#                |      |         |        |   |      |  |  |  N-Sel
#                |      |         |        |   |      |  |  |  |
DCC_B 276  DIN   9 1:I3,uh 3:I100,uh 1:I01 1 2:R0000  2  2  6  1
#
# FORMAT=CCITT-F.69;AFI=40,54;IDI-length=8;DSP-syntax=decimal;DSP-length=30
#
#                           Prefix
#                              |     Type
#                              |      |        DTE
#                              |      |         |
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TELEX_D 00728722 INTX25_1 3  2:I1   1:I0       26
#
#                            Prefix
#                              |      Type
#                              |       |       PID
#                              |       |        |      DTE
#                              |       |        |       |
00728722  INTX25_2  4      2:I1   1:I1     4:ua,V  14:ud
#
#                             Prefix
#                              |      Type
#                              |        |       CUDF
#                              |        |        |      DTE
#                              |        |        |       |
00728722  INTX25_3  4 2:I1   1:I2     4:ua,V  14:ud
# As Described above for INTX25
  00728722  JANET_1   3     2:I2   1:I0      26
  00728722  JANET_2   4     2:I2   1:I1      4:ua,V  14:ud
  00728722  JANET_3   4     2:I2   1:I2      4:ua,V  14:ud
#
#                             Prefix
#                              |      IP Address
#                              |          |      Port
#                              |          |       | Transport-Set
#                              |          |       |     |
00728722 RFC1006  3   2:I3,p0     4:uo    5     5:O
#
# FORMAT=CCITT-F.69;AFI=41,55;IDI-length=8;DSP-syntax=binary;DSP-length=15
#
#                             NetBios
#                              |  Subnet-Id
#                              |     |    MachineName
#                              |     |          |
TELEX_B  50093994  NETBIOS   2     2          8
#
# FORMAT=CCITT-E.163;AFI=42,56;IDI-length=12;
# DSP-syntax=decimal;DSP-length=26
#
PSTN_D
#
# FORMAT=CCITT-E.163;AFI=43,57;IDI-length=12;
# DSP-syntax=binary;DSP-length=13
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#
PSTN_B
#
# FORMAT=CCITT-E.164;AFI=44,58;IDI-length=15;
# DSP-syntax=decimal;DSP-length=23
#
ISDN_D
#
# FORMAT=CCITT-E.164;AFI=45,59;IDI-length=15;
# DSP-syntax=binary;DSP-length=11
ISDN_B
#
# FORMAT=ISO-ICD;AFI=46;IDI-length=4;DSP-syntax=decimal;DSP-length=34
#
# ICD_D
#
# FORMAT=ISO-ICD;AFI=47;IDI-length=4;DSP-syntax=binary;DSP-length=17
#
#                   DFI  (DSP Format Identifier)
#                    |       SFI  (System Format Identifier)
#                    |        |     Country
#                    |        |       |   Reserved
#                    |        |       |      | RoutingDomain
#                    |        |       |      |         |  Area
#                    |        |       |      |         |   |System
#                    |        |       |      |         |   |   |  N-Sel
#                    |        |       |      |         |   |   |    |
ICD_B 0058 OSILAN 8 1:I80    1:I01  2:uA  2:R0000      2   2  6:uD  1
  NEA    8 1:I80    1:I02  2:uA  2:R0000      2:uD  2:uD  6:uD,p0 1
  TCP/IP 8 1:I80    1:I05  2:uA  2:R0000      2   2  4:uo  1
  X.25   8 1:I80    1:I06  2:uA  2:R0000      2   2  6     1
  ISDN   8 1:I80    1:I07  2:uA  2:R0000      2   2  6     1
# FORMAT=Local;AFI=48;IDI-length=0;DSP-syntax=decimal;DSP-length=38
#
# LOCAL_D
#
# FORMAT=Local;AFI=49;IDI-length=0;DSP-syntax=binary;DSP-length=19
#
# LOCAL_B
#
# FORMAT=Local;AFI=50;IDI-length=0;DSP-syntax=ISO646;DSP-length=19
#
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# LOC_ISO
#
# FORMAT=Local;AFI=51;IDI-length=0;DSP-syntax=National;DSP-length=19
#
# LOC_NAT

Concrete DSP Syntaxes
decimal_ECMA-DSP ::=

ECMA117+subnet_id/D+subnet_address/D+N_selector/D

binary _CMA-DSP ::=
ECM117+subnet_id/B+subnet_address/B+N_selector/B

decimal_RFC1006::=
RFC1006+prefix+internet_address+
port_number+transport_set

binary_NETBIOS-DSP::=
NETBIOS+prefix+subnt_id/B+hostname/B+
unique/group_id

subnet_id/D ::= digitstring

subnet_address/D ::= digitstring

N_selector/D ::= digitstring

org_id/B ::= hexstring

subnet_id/B ::= hexstring

subnet_address/B ::= hexstring

N_selector/B ::= hexstring

prefix ::= digitstring

internet_address ::=
tripl_digitstring
OR
dotted_digitstring

port_number ::= digitstring

transport_set ::= digitstring

host_ name/B ::= ‘special_ASCII_string’

unique/group_id ::= digitstring
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NSAP Macro Facility
nsapmacros

Purpose

The NSAP macro facility simplifies the task of entering NSAP addresses. You can define NSAP
macros in the macro file named nsapmacros. This file, which is loaded by dirxadm and dirxcp,
contains one macro per line.

Description

The nsapmacros file can contain two different types of macros, which are described below.

Type 1 macros take the form:

macro_name=macro_value

These macros have the following characteristics:

• When reading NSAP address information from the screen, the specified input string is parsed
and the string specified by macro_value is substituted for every occurance of the string or
substring specified by macro_name.

• When writing NSAP information to the screen, the specified output string is parsed and the
string or substring specified by macro_name is substituted for every occurence of the string
specified by macro_value.

Macros of this type are substituted recursively.

Type 2 macros take the form:

macro_name!macro_value/macro_parameter_list

These macros have the following characteristics:

• When reading NSAP address information from the screen, the specified input string is parsed
for macro_name. If it is found, every parameter named in macro_parameter_list is replaced by
the corresponding macro parameter value from the input string (specified in the format:
macro_parameter_name=macro_parameter_value). The macro parameters can be given in
the input string in any order.

• When writing NSAP information to the screen, the given output string is parsed and if a match
is found in the specified  macro value/macro_parameter_list, the string is substituted by the
corresponding macro parameter value from .macro_name (specified in the format:
macro_parameter_name=macro_parameter_value).

To avoid problems with macros of this type, make sure that your macros are defined definitively.

Output strings are parsed first for type 2 macros. They are parsed for type 1 macros only if no
match is found for a type 2 macro.
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NSAP Address Macro Definition Syntax
NSAP_macro ::=

macro_name=macro_value
OR
macro_name!macro_parameter_list_definition

macro_name ::= subset_anystring1

macro_value ::= anystring

macro_parameter_list_definition ::=
macro_parameter_name=
OR
macro_parameter_name=+macro_parameter_list_definition
OR
subset_anystring2
OR
subset_anystring2+macro_parameter_list definition

macro_parameter_name ::= subset_anystring3

anystring ::=
any
OR
any anystring

any ::= [printable ASCII-character set (\040 - \176)]

subset_anystring1 ::=
subset_any1
OR
subset_any1 subset_anystring1

subset_any1 ::= [printable ASCII-character set (\040 - \071, \073
- \074, \076 - \176)]

subset_anystring2 ::=
subset_any2
OR
subset_any2 subset_anystring2

subset_any2 ::= [printable ASCII-character set (\040-\042, \044-
\074, \076-\077, \101-\176)]

subset_anystring3 ::=
subset_any3
OR
subset_any3 subset_anystring3

subset_any3 ::=[printable ASCII-character set (\040-\042, \044-
\052, \054-\074, \076-\077, \101-\176)]
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NSAP Address Macro Calling Syntax
macro_call ::=

macro_name=
OR
macro_name!macro parameter list

macro_parameter_list ::=
macro_parameter_name=macro_parameter_value
OR
macro_parameter_name=macro_parameter_value+

macro_parameter_list

macro_parameter_value ::= subset anystring3

NSAP Address Examples
The following is an example of a CCITT-X.121 address with no DSP:

X121_D+12345678901234

The following is an example of a CCITT-X.121 address with a ECMA-117 structured binary DSP:
X121_B+12345678901234+ECMA117+01+08227619+FE

The following is an example of a CCITT-F.69 address with a RFC1006 structured decimal DSP:
TELEX_D+00728722+RFC1006+3+127000000001+4711+1

Macro Definition Examples
TCP/IP!TELEX_D+00728722+RFC1006+3+internet=+port=+1
INTX25!TELEX_D+00521090+INTX25+1+dte=+pid=
LAN2!LOCAL_B+ECMA117+1+ethernet=+00
WAN-CONS!X121_B+dte=
ISDN-CONS!ISDN_B+isdn=
ETH-CLNS!ICD_B+58+OSILAN+01+01+’DE’+0000+00+01+ethernet=+FE
WAN-NEA!ICD_B+58+NEA+01+02+’DE’+0000+00+region=+processor=+00
TCP-IP!ICD_B+58+RFC1006+01+05+’DE’+0000+00+01+internet=+00
NETBIOS!TELEX_B+50093994+NETBIOS+01+1+hostname=+ugid=
TCP/IP!TELEX_D+00728722+RFC1006+3+internet=+port=+1
X25=X121_D+1234567890

Macro Call Examples
The following samples of expanded input strings use the macros in “Macro Definition Examples,”
above.

X25=1234              ---> X121_D+12345678901234
TCP/IP!internet=127.0.0.1+port=4711 --->
  TELEX_D+00728722+RFC1006+3+12700000001+4711+1
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NETBIOS!hostname=’machine1’+ugid=01 --->
  TELEX_B+50093994+NETBIOS+01+1+’machine1’+01
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AMS Database Configuration File
/opt/dirx/conf/AMSCONF.dat

Purpose

 The DirX AMS (Address Mapping Service) facility maps global NSAP-addresses to local
addresses. The AMSCONF.dat file is used by the AMS Compiler as the source file from which to
create the AMS database /opt/dirx/conf/AMSCONF.DIB.  A sample AMSCONF.dat file is supplied
with DirX.  You can modify this file, if required.

Description

The AMSCONF.dat file contains information about:

• The transport interfaces available in a system

• The  transport service providers (profiles) available in a system

• All NSAP-addresses (or NSAP-address formats) available and used in the network(s).

• Information for each NSAP-address (or address format) that describes how AMS maps the
local address to the global address.

Required File Organization

The configuration source file is organized hierarchically to minimize the amount of data required to
be entered.  This organization, which must be followed, is:

• The NSAP address mapping options must be defined within an NSAP address (format)
description.

• The address (format) description must be defined within a profile description.

• The profile description  must defined within an interface description.

The required organization is shown below:

BEGIN SECTION INTERFACES
  BEGIN INTERFACE Interface_A
  Common interface options
  BEGIN PROFILE Profile_A.1
  common profile options
  NSAP_address_format_A.1.1_description
  NSAP-address_A.1.1_mapping_options
  . . .
  NSAP_address_format_A.1.2_description
  NSAP-address_A.1.2_mapping_options
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  . . .
  END PROFILE Profile_A.1
  . . .
  BEGIN PROFILE Profile_A.2
  . . .
  END PROFILE Profile_A.2
  END INTERFACE Interface_A
  . . .
  BEGIN INTERFACE Interface_B
  . . .
  END INTERFACE Interface_B
END SECTION INTERFACES

While following the organization shown above, the file must contain at least one interface
description, one profile description per interface description, and one NSAP-address (format)
description per profile description. If a transport interface or a transport service provider (profile) is
not supported on a specific system, its description can be removed from the source file, but if the
interface or transport service provider is required at a later time, its description must be inserted in
the correct location.

Information (in particular mapping options) specified at lower levels overrides information of the
same type specified at a higher level.  For example, an country code  specified in a NSAP address
description will  override a country code specified in the common interface options section.

File Entry Syntax

The syntax for AMSCONF.dat file entries is:

keyword=value ;

Although you can enter multiple entries on a single line, the file is easier to read if you limit the
entries to one per line.

Lines that being with a #  are treated as comment lines.
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Supported Transport Interfaces

The transport interfaces and transport providers (profiles) supported by the AMS are shown in the
following Table.

Transport
Interface

Transport Provider
(profile)

Comment

SOCKET RFC1006 TCP/IP over RFC1006
XTI LOOPSBKA local loopback

OSITYPE ETHN-CLNS-active
LANSBKA ETHN-CLNS-inactive

TR-LLC (token ring)
WANSBKA WAN-CONS

ISDN-CONS
WAN3SBKA WAN-X25, ISDN-X25

ISDN-HDLC
WANNEA WAN-NEA, WAN-NX25

ISDN-NEA, ISDN-NX25
NETBIOS TCP/IP over

RFC1001/1002
CMX(s) Analog to XTI,

excluding NETBIOS
Because the kernel components of
CMX do not consider the AMS, the
CMX(s) interface is not used today.

AMSCONF.dat File Keywords

The keywords used in the AMSCONF.dat file are described below.

CONFIGURATION_FILE_TITLE
The required name (1 - 32 ASCII-characters excluding the quotation mark ). of the AMS
configuration database file.

BEGIN x name, END x name
Indicates the beginning (BEGIN) and end (END) of a section, interface, or profile description. x
is SECTION, INTERFACE, or PROFILE.  name is a section, interface, or profile name.  Valid
interface names are:

• socket

• xti,cmx.

Valid profile names are:

• RFC1006

• OSITYPE

• LANSBKA

• WANSBKA
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• WAN3SBKA

• WANNEA

• LOOPSBKA

• NETBIOS.

PROFILE_PRIORITY
A number in the range 1(low priority) to 16 (high priority) that indicates the priority to be
assigned to a profile. The priority is used to select a profile if the provided NSAP addresses
allow a connection to be established over different transport providers. The profile priority
assigned must be unambiguous and interface independent.

PROFILE_DEVICE
Specifies the name (in ASCII characters, excluding the ; (semicolon) character) of a XTI-
transport service provider. A profile device specified in the XTI-interface description is used for
all profiles listed below the XTI in the AMSCONF.dat file, unless it is overridden by a profile
device specified in the XTI-provider profile description.  You must specify PROFILE_DEVICE
for XTI providers.

NSAP_ADDRESS

NSAP_ADDRESS_GROUP
A single NSAP-address or a group of NSAP-addresses. Single addresses are entered by using
the same syntax as that defined for the NSAP part of the PSAP-address (normally a NSAP-
macro format, such as  TCP/IP!ethernet=127.0.0.1+port=21020). Groups of NSAP-addresses
are entered as regular expressions following the rules defined for regcmp(3G) in the UNIX
programmers reference manual.

An NSAP-address can be specified in only one profile description.  However  assignment to
different profiles by default is allowed.  Note that if a transport profile description contains an
NSAP-address group and single NSAP-addresses that are also specified in the group, specify
the single NSAP-addresses first. During address mapping, the AMS will never find a single
NSAP-address specified after a NSAP address group.  This keyword and value is required

INTERNET_ADDRESS
An internet address that specifies how to obtain the internet address required at the socket
interface.  Valid values are:

• The internet address in a dotted notation (for example, 138.5.0.39)

• IMPLICIT_DSP no. to extract the internet address from the DSP partno of  the selected
remote NSAP-address.

This keyword and value is required for the TCP/IP over RFC1006 profile.
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PORT
Specifies how to obtain the port number required at the socket interface.  Valid values are:

• The port number (an integer from 1 to 32768). If the port number is entered explicitly, the
PORT statement must be immediately followed by a T_SELECTION statement (see
below).  The T_SELECTION statement can contain a list of port number/T-selector
statement pairs. to allow the mapping of port numbers independent of the T-selector
provided in the actual TSAP address.

• IMPLICIT_DSPno to extract the port number from the DSPpartno of  the selected remote
NSAP-address.

The default port number 102 (as specified in RFC1006) is used if no port number statement is
available or if no T-selector is contained in the local/remote TSAP-address provided to the
AMS.  This keyword and value is required for the TCP/IP over RFC1006 profile only.

T_SELECTOR
Specifies how to obtain the port number required at the socket interface (see PORT above).
This keyword is used for the TCP/IP over RFC1006 profile only.  The T-selector can be
entered as an ASCII-string of up to 32 characters (excluding the semicolon and spaces) or in a
hexadecimal x'hex-values' notation of up to 32 octets (for example, x'0102').

X121_NUMBER

X121_INTERNATIONAL_PREFIX

X121_DATA_COUNTRY_CODE

X121_DATA_NETWORK_ID_CODE
Specifies how to obtain the complete X.121 address  in public and/or private X.25 networks
according to CCITT recommendation X.121 (numbering plan for the international data network
service).  This keyword is valid only for X.25-networks.

  The X121_INTERNATIONAL_PREFIX, X121_DATA_COUNTRY_CODE, and
X121_DATA_NETWORK_ID_CODE keywords can be specified in the common options area
of the XTI-/CMX interface or in the mapping options area of NSAP-addresses (within X.25-
network relevant profiles only)  The X.121_NUMBER keyword, however, can be specified only
in NSAP address mapping option areas.  The X.121 options can also be used in conjunction
with the E.164-option for X.31 (X.25 via ISDN) communication profiles or with the X.21-option
for X.32 (X.25 via X.21) communication profiles.  For these profiles, the X.121 options must be
specified after the E.164 (X.21-) options.

  Valid values for the X121_NUMBER keyword are:

• An explicit X.121-address consisting of a NN (national number) or an NTN (network
terminal number)

• A DCC/DNIC (see below) and an international prefix (if required)

• The keywords IMPLICIT_IDI or IMPLICIT_DSP no.1[:no.2] to extract the X.121-address
from the IDI (initial domain identifier), or from the  DSP-partno.1 or from the concatenation
of the DSP-partsno1 and DPS-partno.2 of the remote NSAP-address.
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  This keyword is required only for X.25-network WANSBKA, WAN3SBKA, and WANNEA
profiles.

  Valid values for the X121_INTERNATIONAL_PREFIX keyword are:

• A number in the range 0 to 9.  The specific value depends on the location (country) of the
end system establishing a X.25-connection.  The AMS adds the value as a prefix to the
X.121 address whenever international calls are made.

• A dash (-) to ignore  the international prefix facility (often desirable in private X.25-
networks).  The international prefix facility is also if an X.121 address is specified explicitly
by the X121_NUMBER keyword.

  This keyword is required only if the X.121 address is not specified explicitly with the
X121_NUMBER keyword.

  Valid values for the X121_DATA_COUNTRY_CODE an the
X121_DATA_NETWORK_ID_CODE keywords are :

• The 3-digit number, ranging from 000-999 that specifies the DCC (data country code) of
the country in which the end system establishing a X.25 connection is attached to the
public X.25-network.   (Valid DCCs for all countries are listed in Recommendation X.121)

• The 4-digit number, ranging from 0000-9999, that identifies the DNIC (data network
identification code) of the X.25-network  to which the end system is attached.

• A dash (-) to ignore the DCC/DNIC facility.  The DCC/DNIC facility is also ignored if a
DC/DNIC value is supplied with the X121_DATA_COUNTRY_CODE or
X121_DATA_NETWORK_ID_CODE keyword.

  In most cases the first 3 digits of a DNIC are equal to the DCC of the country where the end
system  resides. The DCC/DNIC value is removed from the called X.121 address if an X.25-
connection is established within the same country/X.25 network.

  The system checks only the range of numbers defined in the X.121 recommendation;  the
administrator must guarantee the validity of the DCC/DNIC number specified.

  These keywords are required if the X.121 address is not specified explicitly.

PVC_CHANNEL
Specifies to obtain the channel number necessary to establish a permanent virtual connection
in a X.25-network.  Valid values are:

• The explicit channel number in the range 1 to 4096.

• The keyword IMPLICIT_DSPno. to extract the channel number from the  DSP-partno of
the selected remote NSAP-address.

  This required keyword applies to X.25 network WANSBKA, WAN3SBKA, WANNEA profiles.

TRANSPORT_PROTOCOL_ID
Specifies how to obtain the transport protocol identifier necessary in some cases to establish a
transport connection in a X.25-network.  Valid values are:
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• The explicit identifier of the  transport protocol in the hexadecimal notation x'hex-values', a
hexadecimal string of up to 16 octets.

• The keyword IMPLICIT_DSPno  to extract the identifier from the DSP-partno of the
selected remote NSAP-address.

  This optional keyword applies only to X.25 network WANSBKA profiles.

E163_NUMBER

E163_INTERNATIONAL_PREFIX, E163_COUNTRY_CODE

E163_NATIONAL_PREFIX

E163_AREA_CODE
Specifies the PSTN network options that describe how to obtain the complete telephone
number in public and/or private networks according to CCITT recommendation E.163
(numbering plan for the international telephone service).

  The E163_INTERNATIONAL_PREFIX, E163_COUNTRY_CODE,
E163_NATIONAL_PREFIX, and  E163_AREA_CODE keywords can be specified in the
common options area of the XTI-/CMX interface section in the mapping option area of NSAP-
addresses (within PSTN-network relevant profiles only).  The E163_NUMBER keyword can be
specified only in the NSAP-address mapping option area.

  Valid values for the E163_NUMBER keyword are:

• An explicit E.163-number from 1 to 14 digits.  The entire number must be specified,
including the national or international prefix, if required.

• IMPLICIT_IDI to extract the E.163-number from the IDI (initial domain identifier)

• IMPLICIT_DSP no.1[:no.2] to extract the E.163-number from the selected remote NSAP-
address’s DSP-part no.1 or from the concatenation of its DSP-parts no.1 and no.

This mandatory keyword applies only to PSTN networks WANSBKA profiles.

  Valid values for the E163_INTERNATIONAL_PREFIX keyword are:

• The explicit 2-digit prefix number.  The exact number depends on the numbering plan
used. The AMS adds this number as a prefix to the E.163 number when an international
call is made.

• A dash (-) to ignore the international prefix facility.

  If you specify a dash or if you specify an E.163 number explicitly with the E163_NUMBER
keyword, the international prefix facility is ignored.  This is often desirable in private telephone
networks or if an integrated numbering is used.  (See the CCITT recommendation E.160.)

  This keyword is required only if the E.163 number is note specified explicitly with the
E163_NUMBER keyword.

  Valid values for E163_COUNTRY_CODE are:
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• The 1-3 digit CC (country code) of the country in which the end system is attached to the
telephone network.  (Recommendation E.163 contains a . list of all valid CCs.)   The AMS
removes the CC-value from the called E.163 number if a telephone connection has to be
established within the same country.

• A dash (-) to ignore the CC facility (often be desirable in private telephone networks). The
CC facility is also ignored if an E.163-number is specified with the E163_NUMBER
keyword.

  Because the system checks only the range of CC numbers defined in Recommendation E, the
administrator must guarantee the validity of the CCs entered.

  The keyword is required only if the E.163-number is not specified explicitly with the
E163_NUMBER keyword.

  Valid values for the E163_NATIONAL_PREFIX keyword are:

• The 1 or 2 digit prefix number.  For all telephone connections established within the same
country but outside of the local numbering area, the AMS adds this value as a prefix to the
called E.163 number (after first removing the CC value).

• A dash (-) to ignore the national prefix-facility (often be desirable in private telephone
networks).  The national prefix facility is also ignored if an E.163 number is specified with
the E163_NUMBER keyword.

  This keyword is required if the E.163-number is not specified explicitly with the
E163_NUMBER keyword.

  Valid values for the E163_AREA_CODE keyword are:

• The 2-4 digit area code of the area in which the end system is attached to the telephone
network.  The AMS removes this value (by removing also the CC-value) from the called
E.163-number if a telephone connection has to be established within the same area.

• A dash (-) to ignore area code facility (often be desirable in private telephone networks).
The area code facility is also ignored if an E.163 number is specified with the
E163_NUMBER keyword.

  This keyword is required if the E.163-number is not specified explicitly with the
E163_NUMBER keyword.

E164_INTERNATIONAL_PREFIX

E164_COUNTRY_CODE

E164_NATIONAL_DESTINATION_CODE

E164_NUMBER
Specifies how to obtain the complete ISDN number in public and/or private networks according
to CCITT recommendation E.164 (numbering plan for the ISDN).

  The LE164_INTERNATIONAL_PREFIX, E164_COUNTRY_CODE, and
E164_NATIONAL_DESTINATION_CODE keywords can be in the common options area of
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the XTI-/CMX interface or in the mapping options area of NSAP-addresses (within ISDN-
network relevant profiles only).  The E164_NUMBER keyword can be specified only in the
NSAP-address mapping option areas.

  The E164 keywords can be used with X.121-options for a X.31 (X.25 via ISDN) communication
profile.  When used for this purpose, the E.164 keywords must be specified before the X.121
keywords.  The E164_INTERNATIONAL_PREFIX and E164_COUNTRY_CODE keywords
are the same as the corresponding E163 keywords.  The E164 version are supplied to make
ISDN-numbering independent from other numbering plans.

  These keywords apply to the NSAP address mapping options for ISDN- (WANSBKA,
WAN3SBKA, and WANNEA profiles).

  Valid values for the E164_NUMBER keyword are:

• A 1-17 digit E.164-number.  The entire number must be specified, including the national
destination code, the country code and the international prefix, if required.

• IMPLICIT_IDI to extract the E.164-number from the IDI (initial domain identifier).

• IMPLICIT_DSP no.1[:no.2] to extract the E.164-number from the DSP partno. or from the
concatenation of DSP parts no.1 and no.2.

  This keyword is required only for ISDN-network WANSBKA,WAN3SBKA, and WANNEA
profiles only.

Valid values for the E164_INTERNATIONAL_PREFIX keyword are:

• The explicit 2-digit prefix number.  The exact number depends on the numbering plan
used. The AMS adds this number as a prefix to the E.164 number when an international
call is made.

• A dash (-) to ignore the international prefix facility.

  If you specify a dash or if you specify an E.164 number explicitly with the E164_NUMBER
keyword, the international prefix facility is ignored.  This is often desirable in private telephone
networks or if an integrated numbering is used.  (See the CCITT recommendation E.160.)

  This keyword is required only if the E.164 number is note specified explicitly with the
E164_NUMBER keyword.

  Valid values for E164_COUNTRY_CODE are:

• The 1-3 digit CC (country code) of the country in which the end system is attached to the
telephone network.  (Recommendation E.164 contains a . list of all valid CCs.)   The AMS
removes the CC-value from the called E.164 number if a telephone connection has to be
established within the same country.

• A dash (-) to ignore the CC facility (often be desirable in private telephone networks). The
CC facility is also ignored if an E.164 number is specified with the E164_NUMBER
keyword.
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  Because the system checks only the range of CC numbers defined in Recommendation E, the
administrator must guarantee the validity of the CCs entered.

  The keyword is required only if the E.164 number is not specified explicitly with the
E164_NUMBER keyword.

  Valid values for the E164_NATIONAL_DESTINATION_CODE keyword are:

• The 1-15 digit number that specifies the NDC-part of the national (significant) number
(N(S)N) that may be required to select a destination network. The AMS removes this value
from the called E.164-number (by removing the CC-value first) if a ISDN-connection has to
be established within the same ISDN-network.

• A dash (-) to ignore the national destination code-facility (often be desirable in private
ISDN-networks).  The national destination facility is also ignored if an E.164-number is
specified with the E164_NUMBER keyword.

  This keyword is required only if the E.164-number is not specified explicitly with the
E164_NUMBER keyword.

X21_DIAL_NUMBER
Specifies the dialing number to use to establish an X.21 connection. Valid values are:

• The 1 to 7 digit dialing number.

• IMPLICIT_DSP no to extract the number from the DSP partno. of the selected remote
NSAP address.

This keyword is required for WANSBKA and WANNEA profiles only.

ETHERNET_ADDRESS
Specifies how to obtain the ethernet-address (MAC address).  This keyword, which applies
only to LAN-network LANSBKA and OSITYPE profiles only, is  required when the address
cannot be determined through a routing protocol (like the ARP, address resolution protocol, in
TCP/IP).  Valid values are:

• The 6 octet ethernet address in the hexadecimal notation x'hex-values'

• IMPLICIT_DSP no to extract the address from the DSP partno. of the selected remote
NSAP-address.

SUBNET_ID
Specifies how to obtain the subnet-identifier required in some multiple LAN-network
environments.  This optional keyword applies only to LAN LANSBKA profile;  the default is 1.
Valid values are:

• The 1 to 4 digit subnet itentifier.

• IMPLICIT_DSP no to extract the address from the DSP partno. of the selected remote
NSAP-address.

REGION_NUMBER
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PROCESSOR_NUMBER
Specifies how to obtain the region number or processor number required in a TRANSDATA
network.

Depending on the communication profile (WAN-NEA,WAN-NX25, ISDN-NEA, ISDN-NX25)
these keywords must be used in conjunction with the X.121, X.21, E.164 and PVC-keywords
described previously.  These key words are required for the TRANSDATA-network WANNEA-
profile only.

Valid values are:

• The 1 to 225 digit region or processor number

• IMPLICIT_DSPno.to extract the region or processor number from the DSP partno of the
selected remote NSAP address.

NETBIOS_HOST_NAME

NETBIOS_UNIQUE_GROUP_ID
Specifies how to obtain the host name and the unique group identifier required for a NETBIOS-
transport provider.  These required keywords apply NETBIOS TCP/IP overRFC1001/1002-
profile only.

Valid values for the NETBIOS_HOST_NAME keyword are:

• An ASCII-string of up to 8 characters (excluding the semicolon ; and spaces).

• A string of up to 8 octets in hexadecimal notation x'hex-values'

• IMPLICIT_DSP no. to cause extract the host name from the DSP-partno. of the selected
remote NSAP-address.

The real host name provided to NETBIOS (which cannot exceed 16 characters or octets) is
always a concatenation of the host name and T selector (called service name in this case) of
the remote TSAP-address.

Valid values for the NETBIOS_UNIQUE_GROUP_ID keyword are:

• IMPLICIT_DSP no. to cause extract the ID from the DSP-partno. of the selected remote
NSAP-address.

• UNIQUE

• GROUP

TRANSPORT_PROTOCOL_CLASS
Specifies the preferred/alternative transport class values to be applied when transport
connections are established. This optional keyword applies to OSI-transport protocol class
negotiation WANSBKA-profile only.

Valid values are: 0/0, 0/-, 2/0, and 2/2.  The first value represents the preferred class, the
second value the alternative class.
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LAN_CC
A number in the range 1 to 6 (inclusive) that identifies one or more CCs (communication
controllers) that can be selected when connections are established in order to perform static
load balancing or to select from alternative routes leading to the requested destination.
Separate multiple CC by commas.

This optional keyword applies only to CC selection; LANSBKA and OSITYPE-profile.  Specify
values in the following format:

CC_number[,CC-number]...

WAN_CC
Specifies one or more 1 to 6 digit CCs (communication controller) identifiers and optionally one
or more lines on a CC that can be selected when connections are established in order to
perform static load balancing or to select from alternative routes leading to the requested
destination.

This optional keyword applies only to CC selection; WANSBKA, WAN3-SBKA, and WANNEA
profiles.  Specify the values in the following format:

CC_number[:linenumber,...,linenumber], ...

Valid values for line numbers are digits in the range 0 to 4 and in the range 32 to 34.

Sample AMSCONF.dat File
CONFIGURATION_FILE_TITLE = "HP-configuration 31/5/94" ;

# [M] = Mandatory statement (description) [O] = Optional statement (description)

BEGIN SECTION INTERFACES

    BEGIN INTERFACE socket
BEGIN PROFILE RFC1006 # TCP/IP over RFC1006

    PROFILE_PRIORITY = 3 ;

    # OSI-NSAP addresses with IP-address, port-no. and T-selector
    # information
    # [M]   NSAP_ADDRESS = <NSAP-address (macro format)> ;
    #       or
    #       NSAP_ADDRESS_GROUP = <NSAP-addresses (regular expression)> ;
    # [M]   INTERNET_ADDRESS = IMPLICIT_DSP <dsp-part no.> |
    #                          <IP-address (dotted notation)> ;
    # [M/O] PORT = IMPLICIT_DSP <dsp-part no.> | <port no.> ;
    # [M/O] T_SELECTOR = <T-selector (ASCII)> | x'<T-selector (hex)>' ;

    #
    # additional NSAP-addr. and mapping options must be inserted here
    #
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    # --------------------------
    # address format 1 (RFC1277)
    # --------------------------
    #       IDP    |                 DSP
    # +---+--------+------+----------+----+-------------+
    # |AFI|  IDI   |prefix|IP-address|port|transport set|
    # | 54|00728722|  03  |          |    |   00001     |
    # +---+--------+------+----------+----+-------------+
    #
    NSAP_ADDRESS_GROUP = 540072872203[0-9]{12}([0-9]{5}(F|00001)){0,1} ;
    INTERNET_ADDRESS = IMPLICIT_DSP 2 ;
    PORT = IMPLICIT_DSP 3 ;

END PROFILE RFC1006
    END INTERFACE socket

    BEGIN INTERFACE xti
# common profile options

PROFILE_DEVICE = /dev/ositpi ;

BEGIN PROFILE OSILAN # e.g. Ethernet (IEEE 802.3)

    PROFILE_PRIORITY = 2 ;

    # OSI-NSAP addresses with MAC-address information
    # [M]   NSAP_ADDRESS = <NSAP-address (macro format)> ;
    #       or
    #       NSAP_ADDRESS_GROUP = <NSAP-addresses (regular expression)> ;
    # [M]   ETHERNET_ADDRESS = IMPLICIT_DSP <dsp-part no.> |
    #        x'<MAC-address (hex)>' ;
    # [O]   SUBNET_ID = IMPLICIT_DSP <dsp-part no.> |
    # <subnet-ID> ;

    #
    # additional NSAP-addr. and mapping options must be inserted here
    #

    # ----------------
    # address format 1
    # ----------------
    #  IDP|          DSP
    # +---+---------+-----------+----+
    # |AFI|subnet-ID|MAC-address|NSEL|
    # | 49|  SNID   |   ESID    |    |
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    # +---+---------+-----------+----+
    #
    NSAP_ADDRESS_GROUP = 49[0-9]{4}[0-9A-F]{12}01 ;
    ETHERNET_ADDRESS = IMPLICIT_DSP 2 ;
    SUBNET_ID = IMPLICIT_DSP 1 ;

    # ----------------
    # address format 2
    # ----------------
    #    IDP   |                DSP
    # +---+----+------+---------+-----------+----+
    # |AFI|IDI |org.ID|subnet-ID|MAC-address|NSEL|
    # | 47|0004|ORGID |SNID     |   ESID    |    |
    # +---+----+------+---------+-----------+----+
    #
    NSAP_ADDRESS_GROUP = 470004[0-9]{4}[0-9]{4}[0-9A-F]{12}01 ;
    ETHERNET_ADDRESS = IMPLICIT_DSP 3 ;
    SUBNET_ID = IMPLICIT_DSP 2 ;

END PROFILE OSILAN

BEGIN PROFILE OSIWAN # WAN-CONS, ISDN-CONS

    PROFILE_PRIORITY = 1 ;

    # OSI-NSAP addresses with X.121-, E.163-, E.164-, X.21-, PVC-number,
    # transport protocol-ID and transport class information
    # [M]   NSAP_ADDRESS = <NSAP-address (macro format)> ;
    #       or
    #       NSAP_ADDRESS_GROUP = <NSAP-addresses (regular expression)> ;
    # [M]   X121_NUMBER = IMPLICIT_IDI |
    #                     IMPLICIT_DSP <dsp-part no.> |
    #   <X.121-number> ;
    # [M/O] X121_INTERNATIONAL_PREFIX = <international prefix> ;
    # [M/O] X121_DATA_COUNTRY_CODE = <data country code> ;
    #       or
    # [M/O] X121_DATA_NETWORK_ID_CODE = <data network-ID code> ;

            #
            # or
            #

    # [M]   E163_NUMBER = IMPLICIT_IDI |
    #                     IMPLICIT_DSP <dsp-part no.> |
    #   <E.163-number> ;
    # [M/O] E163_INTERNATIONAL_PREFIX = <international prefix> ;
    # [M/O] E163_COUNTRY_CODE = <country code> ;
    # [M/O] E163_NATIONAL_PREFIX = <national prefix> ;
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    # [M/O] E163_AREA_CODE = <area code> ;
            #
            # or
            #

    # [M]   E164_NUMBER = IMPLICIT_IDI |
    #                     IMPLICIT_DSP <dsp-part no.> |
    #   <E164-number> ;
    # [M/O] E164_INTERNATIONAL_PREFIX = <international prefix> ;
    # [M/O] E164_COUNTRY_CODE = <country code> ;
    # [M/O] E164_NATIONAL_DESTINATION_CODE = <national dest. code> ;

    #
    # additional NSAP-addr. and mapping options must be inserted here
    #

    # -----------------------------------
    # address format 1: AFI = 36,37,52,53
    # -----------------------------------
    #        IDP
    # +---+------------+
    # |AFI|    IDI     |
    # | xx|X.121-number|
    # +---+------------+
    #
    NSAP_ADDRESS_GROUP = (36|37|52|53)[0-9]{14} ;

            X121_NUMBER = IMPLICIT_IDI ;
    X121_INTERNATIONAL_PREFIX = 0 ;
    X121_DATA_COUNTRY_CODE = 262 ;

    # -----------------------------------
    # address format 2: AFI = 44,45,58,59
    # -----------------------------------
    #        IDP
    # +---+------------+
    # |AFI|    IDI     |
    # | xx|E.164-number|
    # +---+------------+
    #

#     NSAP_ADDRESS_GROUP = (44|45|58|59)[0-9]{15}F ;
#     E164_NUMBER = IMPLICIT_IDI ;

END PROFILE OSIWAN

    END INTERFACE xti
END SECTION INTERFACES
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AMS Database Configuration Compiled File
/opt/dirx/conf/AMSCONF.DIB

Purpose

The AMSCONF.DIB file stores the AMS database that maps global NSAP-addresses to local
addresses.

Description

Use AMScomp command to compile the AMSCONF.dat file and create the AMSCONF.DIB file
that stores the AMS database.

You should recompile the AMSCONF.dat file when changes are made to it.  The modified
configuration data base file becomes valid about a minute after it is placed in the /opt/dirx/conf
directory.  It is not necessary to restart any applications that access the database.

If the compiler detects any problems, it writes an error message to stderr. Since these error
messages contain the source line number at which the error was detected, restricting the
AMSCONF.dat source file to one keyword per line simplifies debugging.

Creating the AMSCONF.DIB File

The AMS-compiler (command amscomp) creates the AMS database from the AMSCONF.dat file.
The syntax of the amscomp command is shown below.

amscomp [options] AMS-configuration source file

where options are:

-v Specifies verbose mode (prints debugging information and statistics to
stdout).

.-h heap_size Specifies, in kilobytes, the amount of dynamic allocated memory (work
space) used during compilation to temporarily store data base
information. By default, if this option is not specified, 10KB is used
allocated for work space.
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-n #_net_addr Specifies the maximum number of NSAP address descriptions that can
be stored in the compiled file. The default 512. Use this option if the
number of NSAP-address descriptions in the source file exceeds 512.

-o DB-file Specifies the name of the destination file for the compiled source. By
default, the name is AMSCONF.DIB.  Although you can specify any
name, you should be aware that the AMS expects the database file to
be named /opt/dirx/conf/AMSCONF.DIB.
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How to use the softbook

1 Structure

The softbook contains several chapters, plus possibly glossary, index, title sheet, table of contents,
copyright and notes on how to use the softbook. The order in which they are listed here is the order in
which they appear, i.e. the notes are at the end.

Changes and additions made after the copy deadline are documented as "current information" and can
be found after the keywords in the softbook.

2 Printing the softbook

For best results print to a PostScript printer.

You can print either the contents of the entire softbook (maximal 255 pages at a time) or particular
pages. You can find help for printing problems in the readme file located in the program folder of
Acrobat reader.

3 Navigating

You can navigate through the softbook e.g. by paging up and down one page at a time or by retracing
your steps through the document (previous view).

In the following some navigational structures are described.

a Bookmarks

The bookmarks palette in the navigation pane contains the structure of the softbook in the form of a
visual table of contents. The texts and numbering appearing on the bookmarks correspond to the
chapter headings. When you open the softbook, initially only the first-level headings are displayed.

The bookmarks are used to jump direct to the individual chapters and sections of the softbook.

b Index

The page numbers quoted after the keywords are in general linked to the corresponding pages. A click
on the sensitive area will take you to the page containing the keyword.

4 Full-Text Index

This online documentation set also provides a full-text index generated by Acrobat Catalog. To use
this index you need Adobe Acrobat Reader plus Search.

The full-text index includes all online manuals of DirX and DirXmetahub. All word options
(Case sensitive, Sounds Like, and Word Stemming) were enabled when the index was built. There
were no numbers or stopwords excluded from the index.
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